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T.REND.DFDEVELOPMENl
IN AMERICAN PATENT~AW

J. 4. :hkiwteJz-, Palent Attorney, Chi~go, III.

Shifling social and economic concepts are rellected in changed
.interpretations of patent law. And Ihe age-old battIe 01 human
rights vs. property rights is waged in this field continually.

I" do not expect to discuss the laws of foreign
countries except as they bear upon the general de
velopment of patent law as a whole or the develop
ment of the patent law of the United States. Natu
rally, we are most interested in the development of
the patent law in this country.

All countries laying claim to- 'all' advanced state of
piviliaation have established systems of granting pat
ients for inventions. In broad outline, they are the
same, namely, they are granted bythe state or gov
ernment, they are based upon a new invention, and
they grant the patentee the right for a limited time
to exclude others from the, use of the invention.
Since we are particularly interested in the philosophy
of the United States system, it seems probable that
in analyzing the nature of the United States patent
right we can learn much ,about the character of
patents ·in other countries and the probable trend of
the development of the law of patents as a whole.

Patents arepec:uliar
In the general domain of human activity and inter
ests, a patent isa peculiar thing. It is like nothing
else in the law; .justas its subject matter is like noth
ing previously known in the useful arts. While all
countries: ,grant patents upon the same general condi
tions, it appears:that there are different concepts as
to the nature or character of thecorresponding' patent.
To say that they are artificial monopolies created by
law gives no inkling of their real character or their
relation to men and to things;

System of granting patents
The system ofglanting and 'enforcing patents as a
procedural matter varies in different countries. For
example" the leading systems differ in essential fea
tures as follows:

United States

1. Examination for novelty
2. Grant of patent to 'first inventor only

* Resume of speech delivered February "16, 1937,. before the Patent Law
Association of Milwaukee. Printed by permission of the author in Sep
tember. 1937, Allis-Chalmers ELECTRICAL REVIEW. (Abstracted by
H.S. Silver and L.Teplow~)

3. Permissible two-year period of use before filing
application for patent!

4. Patents are not taxed

Great Britain

1. Limited examination for n6,ve~lr'

2. Provisional (tentative) specification

3. Provision for ,opposition tOp'a~~t1,t,~ra:l1t

4. Patent dates from date of application

5. Patents are taxed annually to maintain them in
force

France

I. Registration only (no examination for novelty)

2. No specific claims to define, invention

3. Patent dates from date of application

4. Patents are taxed annually to maintain them in
force

5. Patent infringement punishable by criminal as
well as civil action

Germany

1.~ Examination for novelty

2. Provision for opposition to patent grant

3. Patent dates from date of application

4. A highly specialized form. of claim

5. Patents are taxed.annually to" maintain them in
force

6. Patent infringement punishable by criminal as
well as civil action

While these procedural matters do not control the
philosophy of the patent right, they do indicate the
attitude orthe respective countries toward different
phas~fi;:9f.-::,the ,patent grant., In order to, determine
the nature of a patent right, it may be well to review
the historical facts. which brought about the granting

. of patents. ' ,

+ Reduced to one year August 5, 1940.
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subservient to the good of the public, That appears
a bit strange in a philosophy as individualistic as
that of the time of the Constitution.

If the right of the individual to own his ideas is
a natural right; that is, one inherent in the existence
of the individual, why should he have that right
secured to him for only seventeen years? Why, if he
is the owner of an idea, and if the Patent Law rec
ognizes his property right, isn't his title good for
ever? Who hasta superior title if he has not? He
had it first, and he took it from nobody else. If any
body is entitled .to a property right in an idea, he,
the inventor, is; but the United States Government
says he shall have. it for only seventeen years, then
he loses it. If I discovered 'a new island, and claimed
it in the name of the United States Government, and
occupied it, I think the Government would 'not insist
on throwing the property open to everybody, includ
ing foreign citizens. Or, if I lost a gold ring, even
if it were not found 'for seventeen years, that would
not change my right to recover it; my title would
be jus~ as good as ever.

The nature of the patent right
1. Some decisions say that a patent is a contract be
tween the Government and the inventor. In return
for the disclosure of his invention which he makes
to the public, he is allowed the exclusive use of it
for 'seventeen years.

This fails to satisfy reason. If the patent is a
contract between the inventor and the public, how
can the public, or anyone member thereof, back out
of the contract by saying the contract should not
have been made? Even if I enter into a bad, bargain
the courts will not change the bargain. If fraud or
complete lack of consideration be shown, the court
will declare that no actual ,contract was made. but
short of that a man's contract is "his own funeral."
Yet a patent, unlike ordinary contracts, may be ter
minated or invalidated for reasons other than fraud
or complete lack of consideration.

2. Some" decisions view the patent as a grant of
a right to recover an indefinite amount from the
public, such grant being in the nature of a reward
to the inventor for his act of invention. On the
theory that the public is the real beneficiary, this
theory is quite defensible, but it puts the inventor
in a light which does not agree with his true char
acter. He is trying to hang on to his invention and
make money by marketing it, -whereas that theory
makes him interested in .Ievying tribute upon, the
public. The patent is granted, not for the good of
the individual, but for 'the good of the public. The
theory of reward appears to lead away from the
intent of the 'Constitutional provision. It emphasizes
the monopolistic' and offensive character of the grant,
whereas the better philosophy views the patent grant
essentially as a constructive contribution for the
benefit of the pUblic. "to promote the progress of
Science and useful ' Arts."

3. Some decisions and writers say a patent is
property created by the grant of the Government,
like a governmental bond or fiat money. If we ex
amine this theory we may observe that a patent has
few of the attributes of property. The United States
patent is not taxed; no working is required; it can
not be revoked.

If the Government grant creates the property, is
it not odd that the judiciary can destroy the prop
erty? A patent is granted under an authorityin the
Constitution which is as direct and solemn as the
authority for the judiciary which declares the in
validity of the patent.

4. Some writers consider that a patent is but a
governmental recognition of the natural and inherent
right of the individual to have full power of owner
ship of his mental creations as fully as his other
forms of property; His ideas are his own property.
The government says it merely "secures" to the in':'
ventor that which was his, although insecure before.

But the difficulty with that view, is the necessary
argument .that a man has possession of an idea be
cause he can refuse to disclose it to others. His
alleged ability to suppress it is said to be proof of
complete ownership. That means the only way a man
can be sure to own an idea is not to use it. And
what is he going to do about ownership if some later
inventor comes forward with the .same idea? How
can he then demonstrate his alleged property right?

S. Another comment on the patent right is that
it is purely negative or nugatory. The patent grant
gives no right to use the invention. but only to
obstruct use by others. In other words, the patentee's
right is a nuisance right or a "dog in the manger"
right. The inventor discloses in the patent an inven
tion by the use of which wealth may be added to
industry, and he is then empowered by the Govern
ment to prevent others from using the invention.

The invention is constructive, but the patent right
is obstructive. Does it not seem. that the theory is
wrong? Should not the system of granting patents
be based upon enabling the holder, instead of dis
abling the ,non-holder of the grant? The ideal sys
tem would be to grant the positive right to make,
use, and sell a useful addition to the wor'ld's-knowl
edge, instead of a nugatory or negative right to
prohibit.

A patent is often defined as being merely the right
to prevent others from making, using, and selling the
protected device. Perhaps a better way to look at
it is to say that the Government entrusts the invcn
tor with the opportunity and duty to exploit his
contribution for the benefit of the public and gives
him seventeen years in which to bring his invention
into public use. His duty is that of the head of a
department in an, enterprise, charged with the .suc-,
cessful conduct of that part of the enterprise.vandHe
has a positive duty to perform rather than a mere
negative right.

Patent grant involves
human and property values
The unsatisfactory explanation of the patent grant
as a form of property and the peculiar character of
the treatment of an infringer leads to the. conclusion
that a patent right. consists essentially of two dis
similar values. One is a property value, and the other
is a human ~ight value.

If we go back to the Constitution as a whole and
to the Declaration of. Independence which preceded

5



they' may meanfhe differericehetw,ee.n life o~ death.
A full supply of grain or potatoes may mean life or
death of the eritirevcomrnunity ina region where
transportation _and. inter-communicationisola.cking.
An example of the high regard for property values
necessitated by conditions is illustrated in the .food
cache of the wilderness or in the Far North. If this
is lost Of dissipated, it may mean death through
starvation.

Another illustration which we have heretofore 'en
countered is the question: of, saving for old age. Loss
of such savings literally meant starvation under pre~

vious coriditions.But nowWPA 'provides a job if
you can work, and .Old Age Security feeds you
when you are too old to work.

Property rights are now declining in importance
basically because of overproduction. According to the

. old British law, they would hang a man for stealing
a sheep. Imagine how far you would get with such
a law if the countryside were overrun with sheep.
You can't even put a .man in jail overnight for steal
ing a pig when the Government decides to kill
0,000,000 pigs to get rid of them. After all, the.
scarcity of property has a great effect upon its value;

Human rights' are in the ascendency-. The economic
control of the minority by the majority has now
arisen, and we can see the following remarkable situ- .
ation in the day's news:

I. The right of the individual to his job is being
increasingly recogriized, The flurry of. "sit-down"
strikes in 1936 an.d 11937 (si.nce declared illegal) car
ried the implication that the worker's right to his job

HoY( to keep this 375'Iorig cement kiln rotating in one piece is in itself a
meler engineering problem; To meet this requirement and to make good
cement clinker, this kiln has an air cooled discharge end ring construction,
U~S. Patent No. 2,266,396 to C. S. Lincoln,and A~ J. Jorqensen, helical

was superior to the employer's property right in the
machinery connected with the job.

2. "No one in the United States is going tostarve,'
The WPA or some other agency must give you the
right to work. .

3. 'The "majority" now provides unemployment
insurance. -

4. The "majority" provides Old Age Security

5. Another astonishing change in the policy of
the United States is the Neutrality Laws. The "ma
jority" have said that they will not protect the. prop
erty of individuals in war time.

Effect on Al1\el'ican patent systel1\
Remembering that the concept of the patent right is
a special and peculiar case of the combined right of
the person and the thing (human rights plus prop
erty rights) in' no other country iis the emphasis so
strong on the human right as in the United States.
All other 'countries put more emphasis on the prop~

erty right. But we' can expect according to. the
present trend an extension of the human right and a
modification of the property right.

While the thoughts I have expressed are my own
opinions, I think that there is a large body of facts,
some of which have been mentioned above, which
support the conclusions reached. Although some of
us do not like the direction in which things are going,
it is only the intelligent thing to recognize the trend,
and perhaps influence it, rather than close our eyes
to it because we may disapprove of it.

material conveying ribs, U.S. Patent No. 2,230,601 toB.H. Puerner and
E. C. Greisen, and heat transferring chains, U.S. Patent. No. 2,059,176 to
R. C. Newhouse.
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Patent application procedure
At any time after conception of the invention, the inven
tor will probably desire to consult his patent attorney. Few
inventors have the technical knowledge necessary for the
skillful preparation of a patent application, and unless the
application is skillfully prepared the resulting patent may well
lose some. or all of· its potential commercial.value.

Before a patent application is filed, the patent attorney
may make a search of the art to determine whether similar
devices have been disclosed in previously granted patents.or
other' publications, in order to determine whether .the .prob
able claims obtainable are worth the cost of the patent. The
prior art also serves as a guide in drawing the patent claims.

, After the patent application is filed, it is usually left in the
hands of the attorney who prosecutes the application in the
Patent Office until a patent is issued, or other final action
given. 1£' a patent issues, the inventor is granted exclusive
rights iot a period of 17 years beginning with the date the
patent issues. A United States patent ,gives the inventor
exclusive rights only for manufacture, use, and sale in the .
United States. If exclusive rights in other countries are de
sired, it is necessary to file patent applications in those coun
tries also.

A valid patent can be obtained only if the patent applicati.on
is filed within one year (two years for patent applications filed
prior to August 5, 1940) from the date on which the inven
tion. was (J.n sale, was put .into public use or described ina
patent or ~rinted publication.

1\. valid patent can be obtained only by the "first" inventor.
When two or more. individuals independently conceive and
complete the. same invention, it is necessary to determine
which one was "first." The first to complete the invention
is presumed to be the first inventor. However, the matter of
diligence between conception of the invention and, its reduc
ti~ to practice.or completion m~y affect.this. presumption,

cost, patent protection may stilI be desirable; The inventor
may desire to establish. his right to use his invention inde
pendently of any patent that another might obtain on a similar
invention.

One method of maintaining exclusive rights to an inven
tion is to keep the. invention secret, the prevention of others
from making or using the invention resulting from their lack
,of "know-how." However" this method is seldom effective

,: for more' than-' a very short period of time, and if and, :whe~
someone else discovers the secret, the' exclusive rights vanish:

The better and more nsual method of providing exclusive
rights is to obtain patent protection. First step in obtaining
patent protection is to record the, conception of the inven
tion, preferably by writing a description of the deviceand
its operation, illustrated by sketches if helpful, and by dis
closing the' invention to others. The description: and the
sketches should be signed, dated and witnessed, with the date
of witnessing. And the next desirable step is to diligently
complete the invention. Completing. the invention, in the
technical patent .. sense, is effected by reducing the .invention
to practice, and actual reduction to practice is effected by
embodying the invention in a full size device and. operating
it successfully under~onditions· similar to those to which it
would normally be subjected. The filing of a patent applica
tion .including patentable' subject matter is considered a con
structive reduction to practice.

W. Co SEALEY
Transformer Section

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. ce..

H. S. SILVER
General Patent Attorney
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.

Patents

Exclusive ri9hts to inventions
If the answers to the above questions lead to the decision
that exclusive rights to the invention are worth more than
the patent cost, steps should be taken to maintain these exclu
sive rights. Although the value of preventing others from
using the invention may not seem to be worth the patent

AND RIGHTS TO INVENTIONS

'Y..· .HE comic strip standard seIling price for a patent
. is $1,000,000. Assuming the average cost of obtain

ing a patent to be $500, this would represent a 2,000
to 1 return on the original investment. Few patents' have
been worth a million dollars, and a great percentage of the
approximately 2,400,000 patents issued by the United States
Patent Ollice have failed. to provide a monetary return suffi
cient to defray the cost of obtaining the patent.

An invention .often is made during the solution of a
problem and starts with an idea for doing something new
or d.oing something' old in a new way, often without the in
ventor realizing that invention is involved. If and when the
inventor realizes that he m<iY have made an invention, the
possibility of obtaining patent or other protection interests
him.

Economics isa first consideration in determining. the desir
ability of patent protection. Again assuming the .cost of
obtaining a patent to be $500, will the right to exclude others
from using the invention be worth $500? The correct answer
to this question involves 'consideration of the. extent of, the
use of the invention during the possible protection period;
that is, whether a great many or. only a few uses would be
made. A further .. consideration involves the necessity and cost
of development' of the invention so that it may be commer
cially successful and the ancillary question of necessity of de
velopment of a 'market. Another. consideration involves the
question of other ways of doing the sarne job-that is, whether
there are other .solutions for the problem; and if so, does
this invention-solve the problem in a cheaper, quicker, or
better manner?

'9



Transfer. of Patent Rights Avoiding Patents of Others

Knowledge by Patentee
of Long Continued

Infringement *i
l

r
Jl,EDUCING PATENT PROC~DURE. to simple jerms, this chart illustrates
,he ramifications of legal protection for inventions. Elements marked with
:asterj$~ have Iimitotions~whicb are described. in the accompanying ertlele.

Patent claims-can be avoided, by discovering prior. construe
tions put intopublic use.. or regarding which a disclosure has
been published, more than one year (two yeafs if the applica
tion was filed before August 5, 1940) prior to "the filing date
of-the application for the patent involved. The usualevi
dences-of .such prior art are printed publications, ,foreign or
domestic patents, or, the records ofmanufacturers or others
showing public use of the patented device. Such prior publi
cations" patents or public use would bar recovery for infringe
ment even though the claims of the patent are readable on the
device used. Sometimes, claims are drawn broadly enough
to, read on prior art which did not come to the attention of the
patent examiner. ,The inadvertentIssuing of the, patent did
not take' away anyone's tight to use the prior art, although.

, such patent may 'well> w'orry those, ignorant of, the prior art.

It some~imes happens that patents are, issued claiming as
inventions a summation of old elements, each merely adding
in: its own, particular function and providing no different co
operation of this element in the, combination over that which
could be properly expected by placing them together. In such
cases, where n() such .new or unexpected result is obtained, the
claims may be held invalid because ,of lack of invention. This
is often' very difficult to prove because results seem obvious
after someone has :shown how to obtain them. A would-be
infringer 'is often prejudiced in his consideration of the mat
ter. It is very difficult to prove that a patented invention
should have been obvious to others, when' in fact it. was' not
obvious to those skilled in the art for' a considerable period
during which the problem was present.

Since the patent call not be held valid unless, it is issued
to the "first" inventor, if one can prove that the patentee
was not the "first" inventor he has' a good defense to an
infringement charge. In this connection, if it can be proved
that 'the man, named' as .inventor in a patent ,is not in fact
the inventor, the patent can, be held invalid by a court. For
example, a man may have been wrongfully included as one
of two joint inventors, merely because he w~s in a, position
of authority over the- true inventor, or a man may have con
tributed only ':suggestionsor .adviceas to minor features not
essential to completion, of the real invention. In such a situe
tionfhe real inventor may well lose his tight to the protection
seemingly given by the patent.

If one claim of the patent is anticipated by the prior art,
that claim may be, held invalidby a court. However, other
claims of the patent, which are not held invalid mat be saved
by a ,proper disclaimer of the invalid claims. Where one

believes that claims of a patent would be held invalid if a
suit were instituted", it -is not usual to, notify the patentee of
such belief; 'but toptoceed to USe the desired construction,
relying on a defense of .invalidity in any suit for infringement
of such claims. I

Securing patent license
It must be remembered that although one believes that he
can make a, successful defense in a patent, suit, 'still, it costs
money and time, and you may lose. The safest way to avoid
trouble is to, avoid using the invention of a patent, and' if 'you
can't avoid the invention, obtain a license.

A' patent license may grant either the exclusive, or a non
exclusive right to make, use and sell a device. The license
may cover making and using, making and selling, or all three.
The license may be given free or for a'fixed sum royalty.
or a royalty based on the number of units sold, or the selling
price of the .units, or for a consideration including rights to
use other patents, or for any other legal consideration. When'
a patented device is sold by the patentee or his licensee, it car
ries with it an implied license for resale or for use for the
purposes for which that device is ordinarily used, unless the
sales agreement contains provisions, to the contrary. For ex~

ample, a special radio tube which would be used only in one
particular type of circuit, if sold by the holder of the patent
of that particular .type of ,circuit, 'would carry with it an
implied license for use of such circuit. If, however, the radio
tube has other, recognized uses, such sale would 'carry with
it no implied license to make, use and sell any particular
patented circuit.

Admissuon of validity
If a license is granted under a patent,theJicensee is ordinarily
presumed, in a suit for royalty under the license contract, 'to
admit the validity of the patent claims under which royalty
is payable..

This legal fiction is similar to that in landlord and tenant
law, wherein a suit for rent the lessee is estopped frcmprcv
ing that the .Iandlord does not have good title to the rented
property. ,Therefore, while the patent license is ,in force,
the defense of invalidity is not open to, the, licensee ,in any
suit for royalty under the contract, and the agreed royalty
is to be paid independently of whether one has discovered
evidence that may prove some of the claims invalid;
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BY .THIS LETTERS PATENT Allis-Chalmers and its successors or assigns
were granted on March 13, 1928 the exclusive right to make, use and vend a
multlple v-belt drive for 17 years. In the 1930s a number of manufacturers
were licensed to use this invention to a limited degree. Although the patent
expired in 194,5, suit for infringement may be brought at any time within
six years after: such infri~gement occurred.

W. S. GATES
Parent Attorney - Allis-Chalmers-Mfg. Co.

Infringement and licensing of in
ventions, as well as original patent
grants, should be legal terms un
derstood by every engineer.

S AY, you've got something good there, Jones. Just
get a patent on that little shaft coupling and you're
sure to make a fortune." Such well-intended advice

to a man of ideas may be heard most any day.. but it is too
often based on some common misunderstandings concerning
patents.

The first erroneous thought that often lies behind such
enthusiastic advice is the idea that every new product or
process, which differs in theslightest degree from what is gen-

erally available in the market, or 'used in industry, is patent
able. The second is that the grant of a patent gives the
patentee the right to proceed with the production of his prod.
uct or the use of his process, without regard to the patents
of others. The third is that once a patent has been obtained
it thrortles. competition, prevents copying and brings a free
flow of bounty to the inventor.

Our Constitution gives Congress the power "to promote
the progress of science and the useful arts, by securing for
limited times to authors and inventors an exclusive right to
their respective writings and discoveries." A patentable in
vention under the Constitution is, of course, a "discovery"
of an "inventor;" Going back into the history behind the
Constitutional provision for the patent sysrem..we find, as did
Queen Elizabeth of England in about 1601, that in order that
the patent grant may not be obnoxious to the public, it must
not take away rights which the public had before the patent
was granted.

Law protects creative inventors
The body of law which has grown up under the provision of
the Constitution, therefore, sanctions the granting of patents
only to original, or creative inventors. The grant is given only
to those who disclose to the public something with relation to

115



·KNOWYOUR PATENTS!

!J1J. JieJuJld, Patent Attorney, Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.

The relative importance of the drawing, the specifi
cation and the clainisjn the evaluation of a patent.

When a man speaks of a patent as a "pioneer"
patent, a t'basic" patent, a "broad" patent, or mod
estly refers to it only as a "strong" patent, his
statement will bear investigation. A 'correct esti
mate of the scope of a patent is often difficult be
cause of the complexity of the questions involved.
We have to keep in mind that the merits and de
merits of a patent depend not only on engineering
considerations but on legal considerations as well.
For instance, a man .may have made an jnvention
of the highest rank from the standpoint of inge
nuity. and engineering accomplishment, and yet his
patent may be worth little or 'nothing because it
is legally inadequate or defective. On the other
hand, an invention which rises only little over
ordinary engineering skill may still be compara
tively valuable if it is covered by a legally sound
patent. Engineering and legal judgment alike are
necessary to determine 'the merits' and demerits of
a patent.

To the inquisitive mind, a patent makes its
strongest appeal by the disclosure of. that. intan
gible something which we call "invention." .Like
a work of art, an invention manifests itself. by its
presence, and when we, are called upon' to analyze
an invention, we are facing about the same diffi
cuI ties which an artist would have if he were to
explain just what makes his creation a work of art.

Fortunately for the inventor, the patent law does
not require him to explain the metaphysical char
acter of his mental 'creation, but it does require
him to make, "a written description of his, invention
or discovery, and of the manner and process 'of
making, constructing, compounding and using it,
in such full,clear, concise, and exact terms as to
enable any person skilled in the art or science to
which it appertains; or with which it is most nearly

, connected, to make,<:onstruct, compound, and use
the same; and in case of a machine, he shall ex
plain the principle thereof." Between the lines of
this written description which is required of the
inventor, we must look for the spark of genius, for
the display of originative faculty, which alone
makes his disclosure 'an invention.

• Drawings
Patents for mechanical devices or anything that

is capable of illustration speak to. us not only by
words but also by drawings. The language of the

drawings is the inventor's most conveniehtmeans
of expression; it is most readily and quickly un
derstood by those to whom the patent is addressed.
In starting an. investigation of a patent, we first
study the drawings. If we know enough about the
art to which the patent relates, we may be able
to approach the- invention by a criticalexamina
tion of the drawings alone. We may find a device
or machine, of a general character with, which we
are familiar, but which has certain particularities
which strike us as new and original.

The invention will then most likely be found
in the departure from that. which we know is old
and which has been disclosed by others before the
inventor made his invention. It is also well to note
the date of the filing of the application fora patent,
which is plainly printed on the drawings. A clear
drawing; skillfully prepared so as to bring home the
point or points which the inventor wants to make,
is a decided, asset to a patent, since it affords a
view of the invention which would be difficult, if
not impossible, to depict by words alone.

We must be careful, however,not to mistake
the. physical embodiment of the invention which is
illustrated in the drawings for the invention itself.
The drawings revealonly certain ostensible factors
of the invention from which the cardinal factors
are still. to be determined. In other words, the
device shown in the drawings may be subject to
modification and yet have the characteristic fea
tures which 'are the essence of the invention, A
basic' or broad patent will'permir substantial mod
ification of the concrete exemplification rof the·
drawings without elimination of the invention,
while a narrow. or restricted 'patent, on the other
hand, will require close adherence ,to the concrete
exemplification of the drawings in order to let the
invention survive in a modification;

• Specification
Turning next to the written language of the pat

ent, we find that it does not start out with a de
scription of the drawings but with a more or less
lengthy discussion of the "objects" of the: inven
tion,Here the inventor-states what he proposes to
accomplish by his invention, and what he says and
the manner in which- he says it often become
highly important in determining the scope of his
patent, However, the statement of invention, as
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MlIltiple patent marking
It often happens, especially in the case of complicated
machinery, that a manufacturer owns several patents
covering different features of a particular article. To
comply with the spirit of the statute, the marking
should include the number of every patent having a
claim reading on the article. Besides, this is neces
sary to enable the patentee to recover all damages he
suffers by infringement of any of the patents.

cial condemnation of relevant examples. One such was
a cherry stoner of the. type shown in Fig. 3, which was
sold with a tag attached to it bearing the patent mark
ing, a practicecondemned in court-in 1913. Another
was the patented wooden dish shown in Fig. 4. The
dishes were packed in· crates which. bore the patent
marking. In 1893 this marking was held improper
because the dishes were susceptible to marking. No
weight was -given to the -pretty transparent excuse,
and an afterthought to boot, that individually marked
dishes would be ,so expensive as' to be uncompetitive.

Marking package .sometimes
permissible
Whether or not it is feasible to mark the article itself
instead of its packages is 'not always beyond question.
The Supreme Court itself felt bound to recognize that,
in doubtful cases,something must be left to the judg
ment of the patentee although it would be unwise to
assume too much latitude in that respect. It is true
thatin 1892 this Court held small trunk catches of the
type shown in Fig. 6 adequately marked by affixing
a patent marking label to the package in which the
catches were shipped and sold. But that was a long
time ago, and the Court maywell reverse itself some
day, as it sometimes does, in view of the present state
of perfection of marking devices.

In the meanwhile, it was held in 1932 that the
popular razor shown in Fig. 5 was properly marked
by marking its package. It is difficult to see why
marking the razor itself should have been fraught with
insurmountable obstacles, especiallyas the-court re
marked that nothing requires every element of a pat
ented combination to be marked separately.

It should be clear from the statute that no patent
marking is adequate if it is not applied to the patented
article or to its container. As late as 1909. however,
the owner of a design patent on the hat band shown
in Fig. 7 had to find that out the hard way. The pat
ented bands were applied to ladies' sailor hats in
whatever eccentric manner was then dictated by fash
ion, and the patent marking was carried on the lining
of the hat. This marking was held improper. While it
would have been unreasonable to require that the hats
be worn showing the word "patented" in large letters
on the band, there were other proper ways of apply
ing the marking.

notice to the public, it would seem clear that the
articles should be marked ·plainly.

This was evidently overlooked by a manufacturer
of a patented looseleaf binder having a metal plate
slipped into the thickness of a leather back, as shown
in Fig. 2. The number of the patent was marked on
the binder in characters so small as to be readable
only with the aid of a magnifying glass, for the reason
that larger characters would have defaced the binders.
The law, however, is not concerned with defacing pat
ented articles, and in 1931 a court found the marking
on the binders 1:0 be deficient.

Fig. l~I.'M. Singer's sewingn'\'achine, patented in
1851. The menu facturer was held not guilty offalsft
marking in continuing to mark the machines after
the patent. 'expired.

Fiq;2 - C. D. Trussell's binder. patented in 1912~ was fm
properly marked, with the' number in microscopic characters.

r

Mark article iitself if possible
That the patented article itself must be marked when
ever feasible also needed to be emphasized by a judi-
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screen is without pitch, progression of the wet "coal being insured, by the
tilt of the eccentric weight vtbrercr, U.S. Patent No. 2,144,382 to C. '5.
lincoln, M. P. Hahn, and R. R. Rockcfleld.

C- ,"
,',. .

this reason, the claims of." patent "ppli~d for more
than two' years 'Iater ,in 1881, directed to' the partition
within the draft tube, were held invalid in 1901.

Experimental sale seldo.m proven
In several 9£' the instances above considered, as well
as, in other litigatio,ns,the improyident patentee had
no other recourse than to try and pres.entaprema-:
ture sale of -his -invention as having 'heenforexper:i
mental, purposes -in order to say~· his patent.Occa
sionally ,this argument has been successful, and a
single-sale ofaninventidnby the inventor has been
held permissible where the-inventor was unable other
wise to test his invention properly.. For example, the
inventor may ,be impecunious and unable to secure
the capital required for building his device otherwise
than bya sale, and he"may not have the facilities for
testing his invention under the conditions of its in
tended operation.

The proof of the inventor's-intention of using the
device sold for his experiments should be clear. He
should retain control .'over his invention with the

'right to alter it as he sees fit to overcome the defects.
Even so, the inventor runs the chance that some uri
thought-of circumstance will tend to disprove that the
sale was for experimental purposes. It is certainly
safer to 'consider any sale of a new invention to be a
regular sale and to follow it with the filing of a patent
application within the one year period now set by
the statute.

This, low·Head vibrating screen fcidlitates distribution by dewatering coal
which has been washed at the mouth of the mine.. The coal passes en a
reversible screen cloth, U.S. Patent No. 2,334,707 to W. C.Johnson. The

I~xperimental sale
InJi,stbe coupled with tests-
Experiment was also the excuse for the untimely sale
of the hydraulic turbine shown in Fig. 12. This tur
bine, is of the double runner type discharging jnto a
'single draft tube. The inventor placed a partition in
the draft tube for. minimizing eddies resulting from
the meeting of the two water streams. One turbine,
sold and installed in 1879, was- complete and fully
developed; but it could not operate at its full effi
ciency because it had been connected to existing
undersize .water· .• pipes.

Although the turbine had been untried he fore that
time, this first sale was not experimentalvbecause it
was noti conductedtas .an experiment. The sale . of
the machine was the inventor's first' opportunity to
test it, but he did nothing to determine theeffi
ciency and to find out what improvements might be
necessary.. In fact, the' machine was so-installed that
tests made on it would have 'been meaningless, For

:--_--~~~

weeks, a feat seldom equaled today. In a suit the
inventor tried ,t9 save his 'patent by passing off the
early sales of springs as an experiment. It was evi
.dent, 'however; that those sales were' not made pri
madly ,for the, purpose of discovering the defects of
the invention.and forenabling the inventor to remedy
them. The decision of the court, handed down in 1893,
therefore held the patent invalid.
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Fig. 8 - P. E.· Denivelle's process of mak
ing. stene, held "eeld" in 1910. thereby
invalidating the patent applied for in 1915.

Fig.9:-W. H. Craig's engine l\lbrlca~

tor, sold after modification in early 1883,
invalidating, the patent, applied for in
late 1885 for the unmodified form.

sale and sold for a profit outside of the permissible
period and that the- patent therefore was invalid.

Sale to test market
One of the oldest excuses used to explain sales of an
invention before patenting is that the sales were made
to test the salability'of the invention on the market.
Even if it is true, such reason does not avoid the effect
of a sale on a patent applied for more than two years
later. In a celebrated decision, the Supreme Court
in 1877 held invalid the patent on the fruit jar shown
in Fig. 10 because of sales of this character.

Ineffective invention sold
When a sale of a novel article is. made, the buyer is
not always aware of the nature of the invention em
bodied in the article he is buying or even that it con
tains any invention. The effect of the sale on a sub
sequerrtly procured patent remains, nevertheless, the
same even if the invention has been rendered ineffec
tive in the article sold. This actual1y happened with
respect to the sight feed lubricator for steam engines
shown' in Fig. 9~ This lubricator comprises a pipe for
connecting the condenser to 'the boiler and a short
inner pipe for conducting live steam 'from the con
denser to the oil discharge pipe.

In a suit decided in 1896, the inventor testified that
one such lubricator was tested Dna prospective buy
er's engine in 1883, but that the inner pipe was
plugged up before the lubricator was finally sold. This
took place more than two years before he applied for
a patent for the lubricator as originally made, includ
ing the inner pipe. It was held that the invention had
been sold because it was embodied in the lubricator,
so that the buyer could avail himself of it simply by
removing the plug.

Fig.' 7 - P."Dodge's soapstone stove.
of which sales on lriti! in 1854
voided the patent applied for in 1857.

'''"-

of soapstone slabs. The drawing looks a trifle incom
plete, but the patent helpfully states that the stove
may be provided with a door and with stovepipe.
A few stoves were sold on trial in 1854, to be returned
if they were not satisfactory to the buyers. Taking
place over two years before the "inventor applied for
a patent in 1857, they rendered the patent invalid.
The patentee's contention that-the stoves were experi
mental was unavailing in a suit decided in, 1880 sirice
their conditional sale was not a proof 'that the, inven
tor had any doubts as to their operation and intended
to use his customers as guinea pigs. He had all the
facilities needed for testing the stoves bimself and
did not need to sel1 them to find out their defects.

Sale of process
Although the word "sale" brings to mind a transac
tion involving a, tangible object, the principles govern
ing' the effects of sales of patented inventions have
been extended to processes. The process of making
artificial stone shown in Fig. 8 was so involved. This
figure shows a mold into which are poured a series
of veins of dense cement, the veins afterwards to be
backed by a layer of porous cement showing between
the veins to imitate rock comprising alternate dense
and porous layers.

This process was used by the inventor in 1910 for
rr.aking the strikingly attractive facings of the Penn
sylvania Station in New York. The job was completed
and accepted more than two years before a patent
claiming both the process and the product was ap
plied for in 1915. Although the sale of the stone was
subject to replacement of material showing. defects
within one year, it had the same effect as' an uncon
ditionalsale. It was held in 1925 that both the process
and the product of the invention had been placed on
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reduced to a mere prophecy. Any'ls'ale" of all. un
tried' invention is therefore-questionable,

Invention sold when accepted
Since an Invention is not on sale until it has been put
intangible form, it may be 'asked at what time'. an

Invention exposed for sale
To establish that' an invention was on-sale, it is not
necessary to prove any offer to sell to any particular
person. One sample of the wagon jack, shown' in
Fig. 1, was exposed for sale in a, hardware-store jn

18S8,more than two years before its inventor applied
for a patent in 1890, The jack mayor may not have
been offered to any customer.in 1888; and in fact it,
was sold only in 1899, But its mere display was suf
ficient to cause the patent to be invalidated in a suit
terminated in 1901. The patentec'a contenrion in the
suit was that the jack had not yet been made at the
time it was supposed to be oJ? sale. This defense was
original and would possibly have been successful but
for the fact that it was disproved by the testimony
of credible witnesses.

Invention on price' list
Although an article can be "on sale" only after at
least one sample of it has been made, it is not .nec
essarythat the object itself be shown to prospective
buyers,

This became apparent as early as 1883 from liti
gation involving the roller skate shown in Fig. 3. Its
inventor, the 'pioneer in the invention of "parlor
skates" as they were then called, had already made
skates having their wheel bearings mounted on
brackets through inclined pivots' so that the wheels
would cock in response to shifting of the weight of
the skater to take curves. The skate. in suit was an
improvement of' this .earlier skate, differing from it in
details. The inventor included it in a price list which
he distributed early in 1863, more than two years be-

o fore he applied for a patent covering its' improved
construction, This was one of the reasons for which
his patent was ultimately held invalid.

Design exhibited fol' sale
In many respects the patent laws make no distinc
tions between the so-called mechanical patents, which
are the only patents known to most people, and the
less .familiar 'design patents, ,such, as'those illustrated
in Figs: 2 and ,5, whichare used to protect ornamental
designs. The restricti"n of sales before patent appli
cation applies equally to both kinds of patents and
was fatal to the design patent covering the lamp post
shown in Fig, 2. The patentee applied for his patent
in 1878, but unfortunately it was proved in a suit
decided in 1880 that another manufacturer had sub
mitted the same design to a township in 1875. Only
a drawing was exhibited with an offer to sell the
lamp posts, but lamp posts differing from that offered
to the township only in an immaterial detail· had
already been made. The design was therefore on sale,
and the patent was properly held. invalid for that
reason and because of public Use of the design.
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Fig. 2 -G. D.Burton's lamp
post. . offered for sale in
1875. Design patent. applied
for in 1878. rendered 'invalid.
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Fig. 1 -r- C. Ernons·,'wagon
jack.~displayed for' sale
in" 1888. ,invalidating pa,t
ent applied 10r in- 1890.

'Fig; 3 .....;.1~'L~ Plimpten'a pcrler skate. in-'
eluded in a price list in 1863. rendered
void the patent applied lor in 1865.

Fig.' 4 ~C. A. Juengst's 'cash register, invented 10 order
and sold in' 1886, riullifying the patent applied for in' 1890.
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trical transportation it was' experimental, but as a
use 'of carbon brushes in combination with a seg
mental commutator on an electric motor it was a
substantial public use ... it was a practical use of
the invention, since the motor was used occasion
ally to propel the car in connection with the ex
periments on the cable system, which the apparatus
was Intended to embody."

Such was the history of the. third paradox of an
invention being' in public use in an experimental
system.

E:xperimelltal use should be planned
The passages above quoted were taken from only a
few 'of a long line, of decisions which seem to be
relatively free of the apparent or real contradictions
often found between court decisions. based on different
sets' of circumstances. It may be deduced from them
that an invention willnot be' held to, be in public use
Hit really requires experimentation at the time of its
being used and if the inventor makes itc1ear that
such is his purpose in using it.

With a view to possible future patenting of the
invention, 'it is, therefore,advisable to make it of
record that an experimental use is intended even be
fore such use is begun. Any. agreements that may
be necessary should be reached beforehand with the
users of the .invention to insure that it remains under
the full control of, the inventor or of his assignee for
experimental purposes. Last. but not least, the use

Beccuse of its eompcctness, accessibility andsafefy, vertical lift metal-clad
switchgeai' is. widely used. U. S. Patent No. .. 1,.792,861, to H. V. Nye,
covers the method of construction' in which several individual sections can

should be actually conducted as an experiment, and
records 'made of'observations from which the desira
bility of changes or the suitability of the structure
under test will be apparent.

Prompt filing advisable during
'experimental use
"It is seldom, .however, that an experimental use of a

complete invention needs to last as long as one year
to determine whether the invention' will perform
satisfactorily. In general it will be possible to file a
patent application on the fully tested invention within
one year from the beginning of experimental use. If
it is desired to subjectithe invention to a life" test
under actual operating conditions or ,even under ab
normally adverse conditions, the experiment may ex
tend over a' period of years.

Although application for a patent may still be
delayed until the test is completed, nevertheless the
inventor may' save himself a considerable amount of
trouble in establishing or asserting his patent rights
by filing his application within one year from the
beginning of the experiment. Of course, any protec
tion that he may, seek by a patent will be limited to
whatever features of his invention were in his mind
at the time of filing his application. But if continu
ance of the test suggests to him some valuable im
provements, he may still protect them by other pat
ent applications.

be assembled and shipped as a unit with bus bars connected, thereby
reducing installation time and costs.



them. As to the use being experimental, it is not
shown that any attempt was made to see if the
plates of the safes could be stripped off, and thus
to prove whether or not the conical bolts were
efficient. The safes were sold, and apparently no
experiment and no experimental use were thought
to be necessary. The idea of a use for experiment
was an afterthought. An invention of the kind
might be in use, and no burglarious attempt be
ever made to enter the safe; and it might be said
that the use of the invention was always experi-

Fiq. 4"'- N. W. Green's driven well invented in 1861.
patented in 1868., The patent was held invalid be
cause of prior publlc use of the invention based on
information given by the inventor.

mental until the burglarious attempt should' be
made, and so the use would never 'be other than
experimental. But it is apparent that there was
no experimental use in this case, either intended
or actual.'

Public USe of pl'ocess
The lltigation involving the so-called driven well
patent distinguished from the above cases in that the
patent was for a process and in that the patentee had
no participation in the public use which defeated the
patent. The latter claimed the method of making a
well by driving the well casing into the ground or
by first driving a mandrel which is then replaced by
the casing. This method had considerable merit, and
it is still standard practice for procuring drinking
water in rural communities. Both mandrel and cas:"
ing, shown 'in Fig. 4, may have been new when the
inventor provided them with his process in 1861, but
he did not claim them- as his invention.

Soon after inventing his method he demonstrated
it in public, and within the next few years wells were
driven by some who either had witnessed his demon
stration or heard of it. Unfortunately, the patentee
delayed applying for his patent until 1866, and in
1887 the patent was held invalid because the driving
of the wells constituted a public use of the invention
outside of the permissible period. The fact that the
invention would not be readily apparent upon inspec
tion of the finished wells was immaterial since it had
been used by the makers of the wens, who were
members of the public.

Public use of matel'ial
Likewise a material used in the manufacture of arti
cles of commerce is in public use even if its process-
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ing has rendered its composition unrecognizable.
Thus, in 1928, an infringer of a patent for a rubher
composition comprising a particular type of vulcani
zation accelerator pleaded that an 'accelerator of that
type had been used in the manufacture of rubber
tires more than two years before the patent was ap
plied for in 1914. The accelerator was destroyed by
the vulcanization process before the tires were sold
to the public, and there was no way' of learning from
the finished tires either their composition or the
process by which they had been made. Could such
use of the material be public? The court answered:

"This was the only kind of use possible and it
was public.... Once the invention has been em
bodied in goods which are put in public use it
becomes impossible for a later inventor to secure
a patent."

Expel'imental use displ'oved
Another invention which had an element of inaccessi
bility was the cable railway track illustrated in Fig. 5.
The inventor designed this arrangement in 1876 for
a short line which began operating in 1878, more than
two years before he applied for a patent. When suing
an infringer in 1892, the inventor argued that this
installation was experimental because its construction
was still untried; and, therefore, he had doubts as to
its permanency. But the circumstances of this use
were not. similar to. those of the pavement case pre
viously considered. The court therefore disagreed with
the inventor, stating that:

"He did not treat it as an experimental thing,
but allowed it to be appropriated as a complete
and perfect invention, fit to be used practically,
and just as it was, until it should wear out or until
it should demonstrate its own unsuitableness. He
turned it over to the owners without reserving any

Fiq~ 5 - H. Root's cableraUway foundation,in
vented. in 1876, patented in . 1882: The patent
was held invci:lid because prior use of Ihe inven
tion could nol be proved· to be .experimental.



as a source of, revenue. Naturally, if a patentee hap
pened to put his .inverrtion to any use at all before
the period allowed by law, an infringer will solemnly
assert that the use was public and that it invalidates
the patent, while the patentee will contend no less
strenuously that the use was experimental and hence
permissible. The ,Supreme Court, therefore, went one
step further in an attempt to bring order·out of this
chaos, and stated that:

"A use by the inventor, for the purpose of test
ing the machine, in order by experiment to devise
additional means for perfecting the success of its
operation is admissible; and where, as incident to
such use, the product of its operation is disposed
of by sale, such profit from its use does not change
its character; but where the use is mainly for the
purpose of trade and profit, and the experiment is
merely incidental to that, the principal and not the
incident must give character to the use. The' thing
implied as excepted out of the prohibition of the
statute is a use which may be properly character
ized as substantially for purposes of experiment." .

:Experimentill use must be proved
Although the grant of a patent is not accompanied
by a guarantee of validity, it is a general rule that a
'patent is assumed to be valid, until sufficient reason
is, shown inc:ourtwhy it should 'not have been
granted. An infringer, who would establish that a
patent .ia invalid because the invention 'Claimed -there
in was in use before the permissible period, must
furnish full and convincing proof of it. If he succeeds
in doing so, what will the court do on' the basis of
his evidence? The answer was well formulated in a
court decision stating that :'

"Instead of laying down a- fixed rule," it 'seems
to tis that in each case the court should direct its
attention to the fundamental inquiry: Under what
circumstances and for what purpose, did the public
lise or sale take 'place> And, where it appears that
there has 'been a public use or sale more than two
years before the application, the burden is thrown
upon the patentee to establish, by full, clear, and
convincing proofs, that such use or sale .was prin
cipally and primarily for experimental purposes,
and that such purposes were not merely incidental
or subsidiary. Whatever expressions may be found
in the opinions of the Supreme Court to the effect
that a single sale comes within the statutory' pro
'hibition, we think a careful examination of the
'cases shows that the primary and governing con
sideration is the purpose and object of the' inven
tor in making such sale."

The question whether an invention Was in public
use or it1 experimental use, 'while depending on the
inventor's intentions, resolves itself into a question of
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fact. The .inventor's intentions are, no doubt, often
'obscure or 'nebulous,and hisvtestimony regarding

them after a number of yearsIs, at best, unreliable.
Facts carrying out these.intentions,however, can be
proved by' witnesses, and, the inventor may then be
credited with whatever intentions are consistent with
his actions, If his acts and his professed intentions
were not in accord, he deserves little sympathy and
will probably receive none.

Experimental use in public
If an inventor decides beforehand that the first use
of his invention will be experimental, making his in
tentions clear to all persons involved ,in such use, and
conducts the use 'as an experiment, that use may ex
tend over a number of years without invalidating a
patent subsequently applied for. Most cub patent
attotneyscut their legalistic teeth on one instance
of such use, which is famous for its extreme length
and publicity as well as for the masterly' explanation
of the law that it occasioned.

The invention in question, shown-in Fig. 1, con
sists of a pavement of wooden blocks, with wide ,joints
filled with a mixture of tar and gravel and laid on
a waterproof foundation. U ponbeingsued,an in
fringerpleaded the patent was invalid 'because a,
75-foot strip of the pavement had been used by the
public for six years before the patentee filed his
application. This strip was installed in 1848 by the
patentee, at his own expense, on afoll road owned
by a corporation of which he was treasurer. The pat-

Fiq. 1 - S; Nicolson's wooden pavement. first 'used experimentally in
1848. The patent. which was applied lor six years later. was never
theless vclid,

entee rna de it clear, from the beginning, that it was
experimental, and he inspected its condition himself
almost daily.

In view of these circumstances, theSupreme Court
in 1878 held that there was no public use of the in
vention and that the patent was valid. Thus was
born the paradox of an invention being used by the
public for years without being in "public use." But,
asvan experimental use on that scale was unprece
dented, the Court based its decision on the established
rules governing the public use of machines, 'of which
it said:
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Fig, 3 - S.>Volz' machine for soaking beer-bottles in a cleaning
solution. The patent was held invalid in 1917 because a similar
m;al::hine had been invented and installed in a brewery by an
earllier inventor. who. however, did not apply for a patent.

It may be mentioned that the inventor who has
elected to put his invention in public use may find it
desirable also to try to patent it. He must, however,
file his application within one year from the begin
ning of the public use; otherwise his patent will be
refused or, if improvidently granted, will be invalid.
If he fails to file a timely patent application and, sev
eralyears later, wants to stop his competitors from
using his invention, he will be unable to do so, whether
the invention was obtained by others from seeing it
practiced in his factory or was reinvented independ
ently. In that respect he is in the same situation as
if he had abandoned his right to a patent by conceal
ing ··his invention successfully.

If he 'chooses secrecy. however, not only is he en
tirely powerless to stop a competitor who has later
invented the same invention. but he may even con
ceivably see this competitor obtain a valid patent
thereon. And it should be borne in mind by anyone
tempted to keep secret his contribution to the art that
at the present stage of our industrial activity the same
improvement is often invented independently by sev
eral inventors. This is evidenced by the numerous
instances of patents for the same invention being
applied for by several inventors, sometimes at the
same time and sometimes one after the other. The
protection afforded by secrecy, which may have been
dependable when those acquainted with manufactur
ing problems were few and far between, therefore
seems destined to become more and more illusory as
the manufacturing industry continues to expand.

"Curtains of Steel" - the Allis-Chalmers chainsys:tem for heat transfer .ill
rotary kilns. Covered by U. S.Patent No. 2,059,176 to R. C. Newhouse.
This invention has greatly increased efficiency of prevlcus devices, also
steps. up capacity by eliminating back-spill.
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application for patent will be rejected or, if a patent
ill improvidently granted to him it will be invalid.
Judged by Patent Office standards he is not the first
inventor, Thus the public-behind-c1osed-doors use of
the invention protects the user against successful' in
terference by later inventors just as effectively as if
it had been given world-wide publicity or even been
patented.

In this connection, a bottle-making ,machine in
stalled in a brewery rendered invalid the patent on
the later machine illustrated in Fig. 3. Although the
public at large had no knowledge of it, the machine
was built and used without attempt at concealment
before the patentee himself independently completed
the invention, and "Prior knowledge and use by a
single person would have been sufficient to require
denial of the patent." If, however, the use of the
machine had been purposely and successfully main
tained secret until brought to the attention of the
court by any imaginable chain of circumstances, the
conclusions of the court might have been different.
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tion of the most limited scope is always capable
of modification, at least to some extent, without
becoming ·extinct.

Then there would be those contestants who would
be willing to' concede .that the disclosed embodi
ment of ,the invention is capable of 'modification,
but only within certain limits-limits which they
would fix entirely to their liking and to the utter
dislike of the inventor; The inventor of course
would say that the invention entitled him to claim
the world.

Extreme views such as these '.may appear unrea
sonable and unlikely to be taken even if patents
were issued without claims since honesty and rea
sonable judgment may be expected on both sides,
on the side of the public as well as on the side of
the inventor. Be that as it may, the fact remains
that a patent without claims would present the
greatest difficulties to an equitable and impartial
interpretation. Without expert knowledge of the
art to which the patent relates, we could not 'even
guess what the Inventor might be entitled to claim,
but, with the inventor's claims at hand, we can at
least form an opinion as to the possible limits of
his right of exclusion.

A claim is a definition .of the disclosed. invention,
and in formulating such a definition the inventor.
will withdraw more or less from the embodiment of
the invention which he has described. For instance,
he probably 'will not call a spade a spade, but he
will call it a soil working implement if the inven
tion is susceptible of definition under the broader
term; and he will otherwise couch the claim in gen
eral rather than specific terms.

This may make it difficult for us to understand
the claim upon first reading if we have not taken
a good look at the disclosure. But after we have
understood the disclosure and then read the claim
carefully and keep our mind fixed on the disclosure,
we will see quite readily how it reads on the dis
closure. The .mystery which at first seemed to sur
round the claim will quickly vanishv and the inven
tion defined by, the claim will-c-or should-a-come to
light. Before any claim is allowed it must pass
the, criticism of the examiners in the Patent Office,
who consistently refuse to allow claims which they
consider vague, ambiguous, or indefinite.Rejec
tions on these grounds are quite common, and when
a patent is: issued, its claims are supposed to be
free from these defects.

• Terms
The preference of general terms over specific

terms in the phraseology of a claim is an expedient
to which the .inventcr resorts in order to make the
claim, and, .therefore, his protection, as broad as
possible. A claim in which the constituent ele
ments of the invention and their functional relations
to each other are 'defined in broad terms leaves
room, without further inquiry, for a broad inter
pretation of the invention, while a claim in which
the constituent elements and their functional rela-

tions are defined in specific terms, tends to' indicate
that the invention is not susceptible of a broad in-,
terpretation.

However, breadth of language, while desirable,
is more or less a matter of form; and when we
analyze a claim, we must be guided by its spirit
rather than by its letter. Equivalents-that is, true
equivalents within the scope of the invention-s-are
always included within the scope of a claim, and
the doctrine of equivalents can be invoked where
the terms of a claim are specific, but the invention
which it defines is generic.

• Number of elements
A matter far more important to the inventor 'than

the language of the claim is the question of whether
it includes the least number of elements which are
necessary. to define the invention. The: inclusion of
any additional element in excess of the least num
ber required introduces a limitation, and if an al
legedly infringing device does not include all the
elements which are recited in the claim, infringe
ment will seldom, 'if ever, be found to exist,

As a rule, the inventor who has secured a broad
claim, or possibly a few broad claims, also' has nar
rower 'claims incorporated in his patent, and in the
narrower claims he usually takes a firmer grip upon
the embodiment of the invention which he has de
scribed. It is not necessary that the narrower
claims include a larger number of elements than
the broad claim since many limitations can be ef
fected by qualifying the elements of the broad claim.
A change .of a single word in the broader claim or
the addition of only one word to it is sometimes
sufficient to make it narrower; and, where such fine
distinctions are made, we have to look closely to
determine which is the broadest claim.

The introduction of additional elements into the
broad claim is another method of limiting it and
adding to the number of claims,the only require
ment being that the additional element and those
of the. broad claim must combine to produce a uni
tary result and not merely an aggregation; Narrow
claims, in addition to broad claims, are generally
desirable because the patent will then not stand
and fall with the broad claims alone. Upon suit
for. infringement, the broad claim or claims may
beheld invalid, while the narrow ones may be held
valid and infringed. Or, if the suit <j2,~~not involve
the narrow claims, -an adverse judgment· upon the
broad claims may leave the narrow claims undis
turbed, in which case the inventor could still assert
rights of exclusion under the narrow claims, and
these would be entitled to a presumption of validity
like any other unadjudicated claim.

We see, therefore, that the claims are the most
important part of any patent. If we want to know
what the patent covers, we have to know what is
in the claims. It is theclaims.iand the claims alone,
on which the inventor is permitted to rely in assert
ing his right of exclusion-an elementary rule which
cannot be emphasized too strongly.
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ThJsJnvention relates In general to electro- Fig.' 3 Is I' ~ 'CUl'r7 -~ ...
m.agnetlc cores and particuIarlyto an Improved structure sh n g. _ and. ~'..
core assembly for Induction apparatus havln'F:.- 4 sam e for of e love rl. as In~~I
substantially radIal laminations and to an 1m: "<s . . p:,..
proved method 0 . s The core assembly shown in Figs. 1 a ~ •

Prior art cores for Induction apparatus have is substantially cyJlndrlca nd Is formed a' ~ -cJ,....i..J
been made substantially eruncrtcet tn shape and plurality of sectors 19 rcn the laminat.lon .~.. .
have been formed of laminations extending sub. of sheet core m a substantially radial. . . .
stanuenv radially and longitudinally of the In F~'1 oil.' co e r 19 is shown with the
cylinder. In order that laminations of unirormlO Jam' . sin par the other sectors would
thickness throughout their radial length may be be . ar 1f mbled. Each sector J9 Is made
used. sectors of the core. substantially triangular 0 Iity of packages 18of laminations as
In cross section, have been formed of lamlnatlOnS~ more In detail In Fig. 3. Each package II
having progressively decreasing radial length. Is made up of a group of laminations 5'of one
when these sectors were assembled to form a 15 length and one lamination 9 of a longer length.
cylindrical core, thermo-setting varnish has been The groups of laminations 5 of one length as
used In an attempt to hold the laminations In shown In Fig. 3· contain three laminations, new-
place ,during the assembling operation. This ever, this number may be increased or decreased
method of assembIJng. these cores had the dls- as desired.
advantage ofpermitting relative movement of the 20 The packages 18' of laminations. may be
various laminations during assembly and opera- fuslbly united as by spot welding as at ID In Fig.
tion.Weldlng ot the laminations has been 3. These packages ot laminations are then spot
avoided so as to eliminate the flow of eddy cur- welded, starting with the shortest package Ul, to
rents th 0 h . ' a common supporting lamination 12 which wlU

t Is therefore an object of the present Inven- s become one of the laminations In the longest
tlon to provide a-cora assembly and method of group of th."it.Iacent sect II. This weld is
assembling the same that wm avoid the above shown at II a an be de with very little
dlsadvantagea. current a nJ wo laminations are in-

It Is also an object of the present invention to vorvcd.' low ent there Is no deforma;
provide an improved core assembly and method 30 tio e m a1 and no burnIng.. The pack-
involvIng radial laminations In Which packages a fl. Ihattons.can be easily held In place
of .laminations are welded or otherwise fuslbly an at of these welds 1.1 are made to hold
united together without effecting increased eddy I! ckage as shown in FIg. 2. As the packages
current losses. 18 are assembled, a layer of InsuJatlonsuch as

It Is a further object of the present invention paper 13 is placed between adjacent packages;
to provide an Improved core structure and method. ' When the welded. packages of one sector 19
In which the laminations can be easily welded at are assembled and held together by the above
low welding currents and without deformation or method, this incomplete sector is put In place as
burning ot the thin laminations. shown In Figs. 1 and 2 with the Inner notch 8

It is also an object of the present Invention to 40 in the supporting lamination cooperating with
provide a core assembly and method in which the a collar 1 on the central hub 15. As shown in Fig.
laminations are welded in an improved manner 3, the s~ctor Is completed by a stack ot unwelded
so .that packages oC the laminations can be laminations of the same size as the supporting
assembled with' Insulation therebetween to form lamination and. by the supporting lamination ot
an improved cylindrical core with the .Iamlna- 45 the followmg secton. 1_l8dh sector is then welded
nons extending sUbst.antiallYIn a radial direction to the hub 15Mlt.~ Wen the entire core

O~jects. and advantage.s other than those abov~ ISaS~"m~bJea~J1~ter'rln s placed In the outer
set forth will be apparent from the (ollowlng de- note 8 a 1 s g tube Ills then placed

1 11 aro e ed th circumferential edge of
scr p on when read In connection With the ac- 5 the or tube 11 is held In place by a screw
:ompanylng drawing, In Which: 2 thr eo into the ring 6.

g.l a top v:Iew oa core assembly embody- The core assembly thus forms a rigid assembly
ing the present Invention; . tilizing radial laminations but In which no ac-

Fig. 2 re a section view taken on the lines II-II I dltlonal eddy current path Is formed because or
ot f'tg. 1; 45 the welded structure. Inasmuch as the .welds are

SPECIFICATION of -patent cited in
Plate' A is a written description of
the invention. II is written in such
clear and exact .terms . that any
person skilled in the field t)f the·
invention .can make it or use it
without difficulty. (PLATE, B)

A typical U. S. patent, chosen for the purpose of explaining
the make-up of a patent, is No. 2,468,786.' This particular
patent comprises. one sheet of drawing and three pages of
printed matter. The sheet of drawing is shown. in Plate A,
The first page of the printed matter is shown in Plate B. The
'primed matter is known as the specification. When receiv~d

'The reader is advised to obtain a copy of this patent. It is only by studying
the patent copy first-hand that the reader will appreciate the points brought Out
in this article. Patent copies COSt 25 cents and are obtainable from the Commis
iioner of Patents, Washington 25, D. C. When ordering, give identifying number.
name of inventor, and date of issue.

from the U. S: Patent Office, the pages are stapled together
so that the patent has the appearance of a booklet, roughly
of letter size, .

Patent heading contains useful information
The first page of the specification, illustrated in Plate B, carries
information at the top of the page which permits identification
and classification of the patent, In the upper left-hand corner
appear the words, Patented May 3, 1949. This is: the issue
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PRIOR ART REFERENCES elted against the application for U.S; Patent
No. 2,468,786 while itw:a5 pending in the United States Patent Office
are listed above. These references, found at the end of the sp'ecification,
do not disclose the invention claimed in the patent•. (PLATE, E)

Country Date
sweden Aug. 8, 1908
Germany ~_.,. July 9, 1900
Great Britain Apr, 5, 1938
France·.:.;:.d Apr,12,1920
France ,.. July 13, 19250

UNlTEDSTATES PATENTS

Name Da-te
Bouwers d Apr. 12, 1938
Foster __., Sept, 26, 1944

FOREIGN PATENTS

Number
2,114,070
2,359,102

Number
27,873

111,716
482,771
504,328
595,363

.;{;d -/~ tZd~
7t~ ;;?'..z..z:~.

~~;:">:; <eo Z.;,..,

REFER~CES CITED

The following references are of record in the
file of this patent:

I.A .core assembly of laminations of sheet
metal extending substunblally radially about a
longitudinal axis, said core assembly comprising
a plurality of sectors, certain of said sectors co~-,

prising a plurality of stacked packages of s.."
laminations, adjacent said packages being non
uniformly spaced from said axis to define a series
of steps, each said package comprising a stack
of laminations which are at a SUbstantially unt
form distance from said axis and a single lam
ination extending to <\ smaller distance from said
axis to define a p):otrudin::; edge. said protruding
edges lying substantially peratlel to said axis, saio
edges res'ting on a common supporting laminatl n
of an adjacent said sector, and bonds of f ,ed
metal uniting certain of said packages with aid
supporting lamination at intermediate points of
the lines of contact of Said edges With said sup
porting lamination.

THE CLAIM, shown above, defines the invention protected
by the patent. It must distinguish the invention from
all other inventions known to the 'public, (PLATE C)

<:"IM,ATIOll (5)

/ '

. • SECTOR (l9 .. <::::..STACK
CORE ) PACKARE (IB)· --ASSEMBLV =PACKA" (IB) lAI4lUTlOM, (5)

~
_ __ ""LE 'AH..' .-_."..... .;;:;.-"~.,,...""-,,--- ''. _.". "" - ~ - - -- - 'I- ~-

cur SECTO"(19)~ PACKA" (IB) -- -.___ PA"A" (IB) I
PA"A" COK""'" AC... . IOM SUPPORTIMG LAMIMAT •10M (IZ) - - ..... I_ EDOE-W£LOEO - ~ J

GRAPH OF CLAIM I of U. S.Patent No. '2,.468,786, shown in Plate C,
illustrates one way to analyze a claim so that the invention it describes inay
be more easily detected, Graphing may help in future readings. (PLATE D)

Understanding the claim
If the claim is again examined, keeping in mind the .listed
elements, the engineer will see that the claim is merelya reci
tation of those elements linked together by functional language
to define an operative structure. The functional language of
claim 1 explains how. the laminations are arranged' to form a
stack, how the stack is combined with a single lamination of
longer length to form a package, how the packages are arranged
to define a series of steps, how a group of these stepped pack-

Drawing
Fig. I

Figs. 3 and 4
Fig. 3
Fig. 4
Figs. 3 and 4
Fig. 3
Fig. 4
Figs. 3 and 4
Figs. 3 and 4

5
18
28
12

9
29
11
11

LaminationCommon Supporting
S,ingleLamination

Elements

Cote Assembly
Laminations

Packages of Laminations

Protruding Edge of Lamination
Bonds of Fused Metal

He is probably familiar with laminated cores and by looking
at the drawings and briefly reading the description he should
have a good idea of the structure described. With this in mind,
he is ready to undertake reading of the claims. The engineer
will probably find it helpful in tackling his first few claims to

list the elements recited a~d identify them from the drawings
by reference numerals, If he uses this method with claim 1,
he will have the following list of elements:

Rejerence
,Character

6 These terms have a precise meaning when used in J?atent claims. "Compris
ing" leaves a claim open for the inclusion of unspecified elements. In other
words, "comprising" does not exclude elements which are not recited. "Consist
ing of" closes the claim to. the inclusion of elements other than those recited.
"Predetermined" means. measured beforehand 01' preselected. "Plurality" as a
modifier means more than one. "Substantially" implies permissibility of a sli~ht
latitude or variation. "Means for" doing so and so IS the broadest way of defining
an element. For example, "means for supplying power to a driven shaft" could
be anyone, or combination, of several sources of motive power. such as an electric
motor; gas turbine, or diesel engine.

have come to have a precise meaning. It will be well for the
engineer to become acquainted with rhemeanings of the more
common of these terms. Expressions like "comprising," "con
sisting," "plurality," "substantially," "predetermined," and
"means for" doing so and so appear frequently in claim
language."

Patent claims make sense
When reading a patent claim, the engineer should always
remember that he is simply reading a definition of the inven
tion. If this is kept in mind, the claim will be more easily
understood as' the reading proceeds: For explanatory purposes,
claim I of the patent will be discussed, see Plate C.

A count of the number of words in claim 1 shows the claim
to contain 137 words, There is nodoubt that, while this num
ber. of words makes the claim' very difficult to read,' it does
not follow that it makes it impossible (9 read. . Before attempt
ingro analyze the claim, however, the engineer should ask
himself "What do I already know about the invention?" If
the engineer has' read .the first paragraph' on page 1 of the
patent copy, i.e., the starement of invention, he knows that. the
invention has' to do with the electromagnetic core of a piece
of induction apparatus. He knows further that the invention
deals with a core' which has' substantially radial laminations,
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PROTECTING, NEW INVENTIONS

-leo1~, FOl'lUerly Patent Attorney, Allis·ChaimersMfg. Co.

Shrouding an invention in secrecy is likely to defeat
its own ends. Instructions for inven.tors shoJild read,
"Write it down; !let it witnessed; reduce it to practice!"

Tragic is the tale of the poor, hardworking inven
tor whose revolutionary invention is stolen. by an
unscrupulous .villain who obtains a patent for the
invention and makes' a fortune from it. Far he it from
me to destroy so satisfactorily heartbreaking a pic
ture. But it is unfortunate that the oft-told tale has
so inspired inventors witha fear Jest their inventions
be stolen that the inventions are sometimes lost
through too much caution.

What is the best way to protect an invention on
which no patent has been obtained? What to do
with an invention before an application for patent
has been filed? Is keeping an invention secret the
best protection? ·Thesequestions frequently occur
to the inventor, and visions of the defrauded inventor
may result in the practice. of such complete secrecy
that the inventor may never be able thereafter to find
anyone to corroborate his own statements as to the
dates of conception or 'reduction to practice of the
invention. The following are a few suggestions which
may help the inventor not only to prevent the theft
of his invention, but to preserve .his rights in, subse
quent litigation.

Write it down
L When you conceive an invention, wrire it down.

If possible, make a. sketch to show the principle on
which the, new invention operates and one or two
modifications. Write in at least enough description
to make the sketch comprehensible. Sign and date
each sheet on which the invention is disclosed. If it
is ever necessary, to add anything to these original
disclosures, use a different color of ink, and initial
and date the additions or alterations so that it will
be possible. to determine the nature. and date of the
original invention and of subsequent alterations or
additions.

"But if I put my invention down on paper, some
one may see it and' claim it for his own." Possible,
but not likely, if you take the next step, discussed
below. But the importance of putting your invention
down on paper cannot be overemphasized. The human
memory is an unreliable guide. Prompted by numer
ous suggestions" we may '''remember'' things we
never knew. It is hard to distinguish between that
which we remember and that which we have recently
learned. Moreover, how ,can, one. prove exactly what
the invention was" unless one: can point to a de scrip-
tionimade at the time ? -

Get a witness
2. Get someone to witness your sketches and de~

scription. At least two witnesses are preferable. If
possible, explain your invention. to these witnesses,
and have them sign your sketches as follows:

"Witnessed and understood
(Signed) A. B. Cook

June 3, 1937.
(Signed) D. E. Fort

June 3, 1937."
"But," .you, object, "if, I explain my invention to

~thers, what is to keep them from stealing it?"
The surest guarantee that your witnesses will not

steal your invention is their signature vas witnesses
to your invention. If the question of priority ·ofin
vention between you and your witnesses ever arises,
their signatures as witnesses to your invention are the
best possible proof that they believed that you were
the inventor. at the time they witnessed your Sketches.

It is of the utmost importance to illustrate your
invention, to. explain it to others, and to have the
illustration- witnessed. It is very difficult and fre
quently impossible to prove the date when you made
your invention, unless you 'can produce documentary
evidence in. the nature of sketches, written descrip
tion, correspondence, working drawings, etc. And
when such documentary evidence is available, its
value is greatly enhanced if it can be identified by.
witnesses.

Pedect it
3. Keep actively at work perfectin~.:'your invention

until you either (a) file an application for patent on
it; or (b) obtain a working model or full sized ma
chine to prove that the invention is successfully opera
tive, and test it' before witnesses; If you have a
brilliant idea, and put it on the shelf for a couple of
years until you have more time to spend on it,another
inventor may come along after you, conceive the
same idea, and by working diligently to reduce it to
practice and perhaps put it on the .market, be legally
adjudged to be the first inventor. This is because in
vention is more, than cerebralpyrotechnics, Invention
consists of the two steps of (1) conceiving the solu
tion to a problem (frequently preceded by a realiza
tion of what the problem is, which may be an impor
tant step in obtaining the solution); and (2) makipg
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and dated the sketch but there is no evidence available that
the invention. was explained to some other party on that date.
The tribunal trying the question of first inventorship will not
3:ccept an inventor's unsupported statement that he made a
sketch On a certain date, even if the date' appe~rs on the
sketch. The tribunal requirescorroborative testimony.

The best and simplest.way for the inventor to lay a founda
tion for testimony that he is the party who made, a sketch
on a' certain date is to sign al1ddate the sketch and submit
it to some other person, capable of understanding the inven
tion, .and have -the .otber person sign the sketch as a witness.
'For the witness' signature to be.of any substantial value, the
person signing must also apply the date when he applies his
'signature: The sooner the inventor has his sketch witnessed the
better, The effective date of a sketch will ordinarily be no
earlier than the date' of its first disclosure to another person.

If the. invention is. the joint. product of more, than one
inventor, each inventor should sign and date.. the sketch-or
other paper, and the document should be submitted to some

third person for signing and dating. This, is because joint
inventors are considered together as an entity and hence the
testimony of one of the joint inventors will not be accepted to
corroborate that of another joint inventor.

Wr,itten descriptions are vital
Most engineers make' very good sketches, but even a good
sketch or drawing ought to be supplemented by a written
description. Sometimes, depending upon the subject matter,
a written description without a sketch is better than a sketch
alone. Judging. by experience" many' engineers seem to have
a special aversion to making written descriptions of .their
inventions. A written description is not .. only of 'great .value
to make certain' the construction and arrangement of the .parts
of a' structure, but to 'explain the mode of operation of the
invention which; from a mere consideration of the structure,
is, oftennot apparent at all, .or not cleat.

'Since the sketch is presented as showing something
new.c something that has 'never been seen before by others,
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WHO INVENTED IT?
J!eo- 1eplo.w.., Formerly Patent Attorney, Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.

Because failul'eto file a patent under the name of
the real inventor makes it invalid,the importance of
determining "who invented it" cannot be overstressed.

charm, Working drawings' are made up; sources of
material contacted, and the company prepares to
go into production on a mass basis. But hold! The
president wants to know whether the company is
free to make and sell the new "Mouse Boudoir."
Mr. Pat Attorney is consulted and determines that
the field is clear.

The next question is - can we protect it so that
Rattatorium and our competitors cannot, copy it?
Mr. Pat Attorney is instructed to file a patent ap
plication Oltl the new. invention. One of his first
questions is, "Who Is the inventor?" Mr., D. Zine
is not at all bashful. "I invented it. I told the
boys to rig up a trap that would attract the mice
and hold them. Here it is. Obviously it was my
idea."

Mr. Pat Attorney is not so sure. "Did you tell
the boys to arrange a mirror, particularly a mag
nifying mirror, behind the bait?" he asks. "No-o,"
admits Mr. D. Zine. "That was their job. I just
told them what the problem was."

"Then you are not the inventor," says Mr. Pat
Attorney. "The father of this brain child is the chap
who conceived the idea of arranging a bait in front
of a magnifying mirror." And S9 the patent appli
cation is finally filed in the name of D. Velop, who
waf.; the true originator of the revolutionary uMouse
Boudoir."

• The inventOIl: and the sollll~on

W~th certain exceptions, the inventor is: not the
person who states the problem. The inventor is the
man who hits upon the solution of the problem
which the ordinary mechanic, the mythical "man
skilled in the art to which the invention appertains,"
cannot solve. The inventor is not he who discovers
that the house is wet because the roof leaks; the
inventor is he who discovers a new and useful (and
inventive) .. means to prevent the roof from leaking.

The general rule stated above - that the inven
tor is not the man who states the problem - is
subject to certain exceptions. It may happen that
the solution to a given problem is obvious once the
problem is clearly understood, but the true problem
is not obvious. Assume that it is not known why
iron corrodes. A researcher comes to the conclu
sion that the corrosion of iron is due to the action
of the oxygen in the-air or in water. He concludes
that if we could keep air and water out of direct
contact with iron, we would prevent its corrosion.
The solution is obvious - a coat of paint or other

• The determination of paternity of children has
involved a tremendous amount of research among
medico-legal experts. Many and complex methods
have been devised, involving laws of heredity 'IS
well as blood analysis, all Of which, together with
circumstantial evidence, must be .considered.

Difficult as this problem may' be, the determina
tion of paternity of brain children is even more
troublesome. One cannot resort to blood analysis
of the invention, and hereditary characteristics are
seldom recognizable.

• "Build a bettell: mousebap"
The Ketch-A-Mouse Corporation manufactures

an excellent, reliable mouse trap, but what with
the onset of another depression and the active com
petition. of Rattatorium, Inc., producers of de luxe
streamlined mouse traps, the Ketch-AcMouse Cor
poration is losing business. A new trap must be
produced to attract the interest of a jaded public.

Mr. D. Zine is Chief Engineer of the Ketch-A
Mouse Corporation, while D. Velop is a subordinate
-let us say a draftsman - in the employ of the
same company. D. Zine lies awake nights in an
effort to figure out a new and better mouse trap.
He discusses his problem with his wife, his friends,
his associates, his subordinates. It even affects his
bridge.

Finally Mr. D. Zine calls his corps of draftsmen
together and says: "This thing has gone on long /
enough! W.hatdo we have an engineering depart
ment .for.: and a million dollar appropriation, if
you (profanity deleted.-Ed.) can't
invent a better mouse trap than that bunch of so
called engineers at Rattatorium?! Let's go to work
now, and work up a mouse trap that will rival the
Pied Piper of Hamelin. Let's get a mouse trap that
will attract mice and hold them. Two clays on this;
and I WANT RESULTS."

"'. At the end of the second day Mr. D. Velop sub-
\"mits his inspiration. It is a novel and- useful mouse

\trap, in which a piece of cheese is placed before
!\ magnifying mirror. A mouse, on seeing the
di"t\ese, approaches it, but sees his reflection - a
mu~h bigger mouse, heading for the same cheese.
Beit?g a prudent mouse, he waits for the big mouse
to gjO away, and starves to death.

A\ test on the company'.s pro~ing and bre~ding
grou;nds shows that the mvention works hke a

I;;.
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JOINT.INVENTORSHIP
.J!eo. 1~, FormerlY Patent Attorney, Allis-Chalmers II'IIg. Co.

If more than ollie person contributes to an invention,
the invention Imcomes a joint one. And reluctance to
give credit whel'e credit is. due can lead to invalidity.

• Devious and mysterious' as any detective story
is the problem of inventorship - Who invented it?

When a proud inventer submits his invention to
a patent attorney or toa possible purchaser, it
would be no flippancy to inquire, "You and who
else?" The invention may be the result ,of two,
three or four people working jointly to achieve the
final result. And anyone of them may consider
himself the sole parent of the brain-child, unless
searching questions bring out the facts.

• Status of inventors
Much has been .said about the importance and

the dignity of the act of invention. It has been
generally overlooked. that inventions may be help
ful or harmful, depending on the uses to which they

. may be put. But assiduous cultivation has created
the myth that an inventor isa superior kind of
person to whom all mankind is perpetually indebted.
Obviously, a street sweeper is a much more useful
member of society than the iriventor of an infinitely
destructive submarine, no matter how complicated
the submarine may be. Yet so thoroughly have we
inherited. conceptions of caste and class from the
Old World that the lowly street sweeper never
receives-:'norexpect~h-aword of thanks nor ade
quateremuneration, while our inventors of weapons
of destruction are. regarded as belonging to the
cream of society, and are rewarded accordingly.

So strong is the desire to become orie of the
select company of inventors that there is keen com
petition among those who are working together to
be named as the.invf!ntor9fan improvementwhich
may be the result of many minds. There are good
reasons why it is important to determine who -is
the real inventor ivblot only in the interests of jus
tice, that every man may have his due ; not only to
avoid the friction always .aroused when one man is
given credit for: another man's work ; hut also for
the very good reason that a patent, which may
cover a valuable: invention, maybe declared invalid'
if issued to anyone other than the true inventor.

* * * *
Assume that D. Velop and Imp Ruve are. two

designers employed by the Kachamouse Corpora
tion, D. Velop being, 'in charge of the development
of a. new and striking mousetrap. The two men'
work side by side-and continually compare notes
and discuss the progress of their latest develop-

. ment. After much scheming and planning, they
succeed in, developing a mousetrap-in which the
jaws are entirely hidden in' the normal positionof
the trap. All that meets the eye-of the prowling
mouse is a little platform with a piece of cheese
on it, inviting the prowler to his death.

• Suc:c:elI5 story.
So pleased is Mr. D. Velop with his success that

he rushes to the Vice_President-in-Charge-of-De_
velopment-and-Research, enthusiastically explaining.
his idea. Patent approval having been obtained,
dies.ipresses, and special machine tools are ordered
to manufacture the new Kamooflage trap in quan
tity..

HAnd let's get patent protection on that," in
structs the Vice-President-in-Charge,of-Develop_
merit-and-Research. "Who's responsible for this in
vention-e-i you, D. Yelop?"

"Yes,that's my baby," responds D. Velop proud
ly,conveniently forgetting that Imp Ruve had just
as much to do with the development as he. And
so the patent covering this important advance in
the art of mousetraps is obtained in the name, .of
D. Velop.

•. Invalidity
Disappointed that his contribution has not been

recognized, Mr. Imp Ruve leaves the Kachamouse
Corporation and eventually winds up as 'an em
ployee of Rattatorium, .Inc., Kachamouse'svrnost
serious competitor. Rattatorium isn't doing so
well. Kachamouse's Kamooflage Mousetrap is
sweeping the country, and Rattatorium is losing
business. What to do? .

Imp Ruve finds himself sitting in on a confer
ence between Rattatorium's Sales Manager, Pro-'
ductionManager, and Patent Attorney.

"Isn't ,there some' way we can get around this
D. Velop patent?" It is Mr.. Hy Preshur, the Sales
Manager, speaking.. Then" his voicerising, "What's
the use of having a patent attorney if he can't find
some way for' us to get our share of the business?"

Mr. .Imp Ruve can contain: himself no longer.
"That patent shouldn't have been issued to D.
Velop alone anyway. We both worked out that
arrangement; and while I didn't do it alone, I cer
tainly had as much to do with inventing that
Kamooflage mousetrap as D. Velop did."

At .this. Mr. pat.Attomey pricks up his ears.
uyou did? Can you prove it?"
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PATENT INTERFERENCE
Leo 1epio.w-, Formerly Patent Attorney, Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co;

"Interference," as used in patent law, does not pave the
way to touchdowns. Ilather it has proved a headache to many
inventors whose prIority is contested by rival claimants.

To the lay mind, the word "Interference"con
jures visions of a large stadium, teamwork and
touchdowns. To the patent lawyer, "Interference"
usually means a .headache.

An interference,in patent parlance, is a pro
ceeding to determine which one of two or more
inventors who claim to have made the same inven
tion is entitled to be declared the first inventor
and to receive a patent covering this invention.

Let us assume that D. Velopis a draftsman
working for a shoe machinery manufacturer in
Bangor, Maine. When business tapered off during
the depression, D. Velop found himself on a pay
-less vacation of indefinite duration. Being of an
original and inventive turn of mind, he went to
work in his basement on several ideas which had
been floating around in his mind, but which he had
had no time to work on previously. After weeks
of alternate anguish and bliss (the way of the in
ventor, like that of the transgressor.ds hard, strewn
with many false promises of success), he emerged
triumphantly clutching a contraption of tin cans
and bent wire. "I, got .itl"

"Got what?" asked patient,' long suffering Mrs. D.
Velop. (The way of an inventor's wife is even
harder.)

"A mousetrap! A successful mousetrap! The
world will beat a path to our door."

"But we've got a path. And besides, how can
anybody make a path with a mousetrap?" Her
worst fears were realized. The loss of his job and
the constant tinkering down in the cellar had un
settled her husband's mind.

But Mr. D. Velop was quite sane. That is, quite
sane for an inventor. He had invented a' mouse
trap with easily removable jaws, so that the jaws
could be discarded with their victim, leaving no
tell-tale odor to warn other mice.

• Consults attol'ney
With the unquenchable enthusiasm possessed

only by inventors and reformers, Mr. D. Velop per-

suaded his friend Pat. Attorney to undertake to
prosecute an application for a patent on his new
and useful invention. Mr. Pat. Attorney, normally
a level-headed lawyer, in this instance agreed to
file and prosecute a patent application for a share
of the proceeds from the sale of the invention.

Let us pass quickly over the next year or two,
while Mr. D. Velop alternately tries to sell his in
vention, without success, and works on the devel
opment of other revolutionary inventions. Every
month or two he inquires about how that patent
is coming along, but his friend Pat advises patience.
"Rome wasn't built in a day. It takes time to get
a good patent."

Then one day Pat. Attorney walked in on D.
Velop while the latter was hard at work on an
improved oil-filter. "Cheap to make. Millions of
them being used. Why, General Motors alone .. ."
he was muttering to himself.

"Hold on, D.V., let's get back to mousetraps,"
interrupted Pat.

"Oh, mousetraps.' Did we, get the patent?"

• Intel'feJrence declal'ed
"No, not yet. Fact~s'" we're. in trouble. The

Patent Office has just declared an interference."

"Interference? What's the Patent Office got to
do with, interference?"

"Plenty. Some. other inventor got the sameidea,
and filed a patent application on it. The Patent
Office has to decide which of the two is the first
inventor. The first inventor will get the patent."

"Who is the other fellow? Bet he stole it from
me." D. Velop was quite bitter.

Pat sat down on the cellar stairs. "Not neces
sarily, D. V. Sometimes several people get the
same idea entirely independently, and about the
same time. The other inventor is namedN. Ventor,
he lives in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, and the patent •
application is assigned to Rattatorium, Inc., one of
the biggest manufacturers of mousetraps in the
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"Well, what's this motion period? Funny name
for a time when we just sit still and do nothing."

"The motion period is a time set' by the Patent
Office to bring any motions either party desires
to have considered. For example, we .may think
that there are other patentable features common to
your invention and his. In that case. we move to
add other counts to the interference defining those
common patentable features. Or we may think
that N. Ventor has no right to claim the same
invention., In that case we may move to dissolve
the interference on that ground. Or there may be
other similar preliminary steps we want to take.
That's what the motion period is for."

"Well, what do we want to do in this case?"

"Maybe we'd better not do anything.. His in
vention is very close to yours. There's no question
about his right to make your claims. I think the .
claims are patentable. An the common patentable
features are included in the interference already.
Let's just wait and see what N. Ventor does."

The months slipped by. D. Velop was having
trouble with his filter. It filtered an right when it
was new, but soon 'became clogged and was too
expensive to replace. Maybe he'd better go back
to mousetraps. He wondered how that interfer
ence' was coming along. He disconnected his solder
ing iron, put on his threadbare business ,suit, and
went over to see Pat.

• Settlement
"Good news for you, D. V. The motion period

ended without anybody filing any motions. That
saves us time and effort. Some of, those motions
can make awfully hard work. And when I sent for
a copy of N~ Venter's preliminary statement, I
found that he didn't even think of the idea until
after your model was completed. That makes it a
clean case for us. Of course, there may still be a
lot of expense to .take testimony, which includes
examination and cross examination; and have the
whole thing transcribed and printed. That's expen
sive business. But maybe that can be avoided.
Just got-a letter from N. Venter's attorney sug
gesting that we. settle the matter of priority be
tween us. And if we' can show them, by .documen

. tary evidence, that 'you're the first inventor, they
are .ready to concede priorityto you, thereby avoid
ing an this expense on both sides. And they'd like
to buy your invention."

"Whoops ! And if we don't settle?"

"Wen, there'll be the expense I spoke of.. I
think you'd win in the ' end and get your patent
anyway. You might be able to sen the patent to
someone.' else. Rattatorium, Inc., might lose inter
est and go to something else if you don't meet
them halfway now: They're the logical people to

work under the patent, because they're apparently
developing and experimenting with that very thing
right now. Why not see what they'Il offer?"

There's little to add, except that they lived hap
pily ever after. D. Velop not only assigned his
inventioniand patent application to Rattatorium,
Inc., for a sufficient amount to cancel his depres
sion debts, butalsoobtained a job in Rattatoriurn's
research laboratory', where he could tinker to his
heart's content and get paid for it.

• InSuralRCe
Lest the gentle reader conclude that an inter:

ference is not' such a, bad experience after all, he
should be reminded that the particular interference
described above was an abbreviated: streamlined
affair: that an interference-s-which inc1udesmotions
(during the motion period) which are opposed by
one' or .more of the parties : testimony by the in
ventors and their witnesses and experts; extensions
of 'time to .obtain information from ,:parties hard'to
locate; and appeals to the Board of Appeals and
possibly the courts - may consume years of time
and more money-than most inventors have avail
able. And. when' the interference involves three'or
more parties, as happens not infrequently, all the
factors are' complicated tremendously.

The most touching aspect of any interference
proceeding is the man who may actually have been
the 'first'inventor, ·but.whose records are. in such
chaotic condition that he isunable 'to substantiate
his claims. 'The history 'of interference proceedings
has indicated the fallibility of human memory and
the unreliable nature of verbal evidence uncor
roborated by documentary evidence. Therefore
more and .rnore weight is placed on documentary
evidence, on written records made contemporane
ously with the. acts to which they pertain. Not in
frequently the man who may actually have made
the .contested invention subsequently to the first
inventor receives a valid patent on it, because the
first inventor kept no. records and therefore could
not prove his -case.

If this be considered unjust, let it be remem
bered .that .in order to prevail in legal matters a
person must have not only legally enforceable
rights,__ but alsoievidence with which to .prove his
rights. The keeping of ·accurate records isacheap
form .of .insurance. for the attainment of justice.

While not directly pertinent here, it may ,"be
added that accurate contemporaneous records are
equally important for other reasons, It is some
times important to prove the date of invention of
subject matter years after a patent has been granted
on 'it. to sustain its validity,

The importance of documentary evidence in
proceedings relating to patents and inventions can
hardly bevovcremphasized.
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FOLLOYl-UPSYSTEMS having numerous novel features which
include specific dlmenalons. of elements, staggering of rrens
mitter contacts,\ single contact transmitter; compensation of
clrcuits of idlE!. receivers, provision of different . stop arrange·
ments, and various relations between transmitter and receiver
movements are claimed in Patent, 2,392,425,
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other' such "reversal of parts" between, elements of, the .sys
tern. Although they are not always worth claiming at even
illustrating, they should' bekept in mind to make sure that the
Claims written in the application ·are .. broad-enough to. Gover
thim.

Sometimes an electrical system inherently operates only on:
one kind of current, beIt direct, single phase or polyphase.
If equivalent systems. operating .' on other currents .can be
devised, .. it may. become. apparent . that the .invention should
not be restricted to one kind only. Useftil alternative sys
tems thus can be discovered-more or less automatically. Such
alternative systems may b~ the basis foe valuable claims. They
may also serve to forestallan eventual holding by the Patent
Office or by a Court that suchalternative systems are not part
of the invention. ..

The system of the disclosure may also be usable for other
purposes than the one originally contemplated. For example,
a control ,for an electric drive may have features which can be
utilized forcotitrolling electric generators.r rectifiers.vor non
electric motors. While claims-are not granted for uses of an
invention, it is possible to obtain valuable ,claims relating to
different forms of' the invention "adapted for different uses,
and to the combinations ,of the elements of. the invention with
those of other' apparatus Involving such'uses.

The mode of operation of -the system should receive par,
ticular attention "as it rna)" serve - as a foundation on which
to build the broadest claims. Whilci'lhe system may be cov
ered by daimsIisting its elements and stating their interrela
tions, such claims cannot be relied upon to' cover equivalent
systems in which the elements may bedifferent or differently
connected. Broader claims in which' elements are recited in
the form. of means of ;sgme general. type. for' performing a
stated function are therefore often desirable. This type of

, claim covers not _only the'. system. illustrated in the applica
tion but .also a.wide raflge of eq?ivalents.

Finding .the invention
With that purpose· in. mind, finding. the invention involves
more than merely cataloguing the presumably new features
of. the disclosure which are obviously essential, It also calls,
in the first place, for a determination of the, broadest scope
of the invention. This means finding out all theIimitations
which may be omitted from the broadest .. claims. This is, in
a way, a negative method of finding the invention. It should
be accompanied by its. positive counterpart" working out a
variety of equivalent .. arrangements, hearing in mind. that the
most important equivalents may be worth illustrating and
claiming. Often it is also useful to try to figure out differ
ent ways in which competitors are likely to try to "get around"
the patent, if, and when, the latter is granted. In spite'of
the old proverb, a prospective patentee should count his
chickens before they are hatched; but he should count the
foxes as well.

If the inventor can keep thesedifferent:,poi?ts' of view in
mind, he sometimes admits that there is moreto his .inven
tion than. what he has shown in his disclosure. 10 most
instances, -the latter merely shows .one embodiment' ·of the
inyentionas the patent attorney would say, or, to put it in
engineering language, a particular application. Anyway, the
disclosure is merely. a starting point in. a systematic search
for the invention.

To avoid becoming lost in generalities, let us assume
that the disclosure' is a. diagram of an electrical system, be
it of generation, distribution, or' control, Such systems pos
sibly require a, more thorough analysis than any other inven
tion. ,To a surprisingly large extent, .simple basic-electrical
systems for most purposes were invented in the early days
of the electrical industry, a good many of them by Thomas
A. Edison. The result is that in' many improvements made
today along the same lines, novelty implies complexity. Be
sides that, diagrams of electrical systems often, show incom
pletely many complicated pieces of machinery, so that essential
details may become lost from sight.

Equiv!llent means
The system of the disclosure, it may be assumed, was de
veloped to provide .some means. for solving a particular
problem. It is generally profitable to inquire what other
means could be used for solving the same problem. For
example; if the system utilizes electromagnetic devices; it may
be possible to devise equivalent systems utilizing instead
dynamo-electric machines, eleetronicdevices, or pneumatic,
hydraulic or other mechanical means.

If the system contains fixed and' movable elements,equiva.
lent systems may be devised by making fixed the movable
element' and vice versa. Other variants can be devised by

tion is "obvious" or not. .The battle is therefore merely over
one word instead of' another.

Tobesure, from-a comparison of the disclosure submitted
by the inventor with what. others had doneibefore, some
preliminary conclusion may' be reached as to which features
might be "new." In such 'an investigation.vthe word "new"
assumes a 'more practical aspect. ·A feature may be looked
upon as "new" if it .appears from past. experience that. allow
ance of claims involving the feature may .be .. expected In a
patent application.
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ARE YOU GETTING ·FULL
PATENT PROTECTION?

A single idea ollten leads to several inventions -devices,
machines, methods, and· designs.. All may be patentable;

:b.J~
PATENT ATTORNEY. ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

• In spite of centuries of exposure to the challenge
of inquisitive minds, .the ... old adage "Necessity. is the
mother of invention"seems never to have been seri
ously questioned. Who indeed, upon seeing a need for
improvement, has not exclaimed: "Somebody ought
to invent something to take care of that!" Then, if
the problem was proposed by someone with an inven
tive mind, he immediately added: "Let me see what
I can do about it." >

This little soliloquy, spoken or merely thought, has
probably been the champagne that launched many
of the inventions now making us successful in war
and in peace. An inventor usually aims to. provide
some _ means _or .- device for accomplishing a useful
result, whether arnot a need exists at the moment.

Mere ideas not patentable
The desired result may be new, but the mere concep
tion of a new result does not constitute invention,
according to the standards of the United States Patent
Office, and such a conception is not enough to warrant
a patent in this country. Patents are granted for a
means for accomplishing a desired result on condition
that such means be new and constitute invention.

The means may be altogether new, or a new com
bination of old means. It may serve to produce a new
result, or it may merely produce an old result in ail
improved manner.

But the inventor who has applied for a patent for
his new device very often has not exhausted the pro
tection available to him under the patent laws. For
example, he may be able to patent the method of opera
tion or the device. On the other hand, this method
may be old and, therefore, obviously unpatentable;
or it may be new; but no more. than merely the in
herent operation of the device. In the latter case, it is
considered that the device and its operation constitute

a single invention and therefore are not separately
patentable.

Device and method of operation
patentable
If the method of operation is new and performed
manually or by devices other than the one sought to
be patented, the device and its method of operation
may be separately patentable. This is true whether
or not they occurredsimultaneously to the inventor.
Whether the device and the method should be claimed
in separate patents or in different claims of ,a single
patent is merely a question of procedure. If separate
patents are to be obtained, however, the application
for the second to issue should be made before the first
one issues.

The drawings of a famous pair of patents, now
expired, that were granted for what might be assumed
to he a single invention are shown in Fig. L Patent
555,190 claimed what would now be called a split
phase motor, in: which the main stator; circuit; con
nected to an a-c source, energizes an auxiliary stator
circuit by induction. Patent 511,915 claimed the
method of operation of the motor by inducing current
in one stator circuit from the other. A court held. that
the two patents were for different inventions,_ on the
ground that it was probable that the patented process
could be utilized in devices which are not the mechan
ical equivalent of the patented motor. Having made
two' separate inventions, the inventor wasentitIed to
patents securing both of them against infringement.

Device ilnd machine for maki~g it
After inventing a new device. the inventor should give
some thought, as he too frequently fails to do, to the
possibility of making it. In this connection he may
also, 'invent new" manufacturing proce.ssesand new
machinery for performing the processes.: Of course,
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mayor ;.may not have occurred to its inventorsi~ul

taneously. Both may be patentable, but only if they
are clearly distinguishable from each other.

For example, the automobile signal lens shown in
Fig. ,3 has a, useful feature residing in the provision
of opaque portions and translucent portions having
particular optical properties. Its ornamental feature
lies in the arrangement of the lettering. and border.
Only the useful feature is claimed in the mechanical
patent, and only the ornamental feature is claimed in
the design patent. Although both are provided in a
single lens,the two features have nothing in common,
and they could be used separately i[) different lenses.

Likewisey thejce cream cone shown in Fig. 4' has
a new ornamental configuration and also a novel useful
feature in the transverse ribs for gripping the block
of/ice cream. The ornamental design of the cone is
claimed in the design patent, and the arrangemenr of
the ribs within the •. cone is clairned In fhe mechanical
patent.

When the mechanical feature and the design fea
ture of an object are indistinguishable, the grant of
both a mechanical patent and a design patent would
amount to granting two patents for the same thing.
For this reason. a mechanical patent for an automobile
tire characterized by-two continuous circumferential
ribs was refused to the inventor, who already had a
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qraves' patent for a .desiqn
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with contempt. On the contrary, patents of another
type, called design patents, are granted for new,
original and ornamental designs.

A device invented for a useful purpose and subject
to 'protection by mechanical patent may also have
ornamental value. It is also true, although perhaps
less evident, that an ornamental object of which the
design is patentable may also involve some new and
useful function. The result is that a mechanical patent
may be granted for the useful feature of a device, and a
design patent may be granted for the ornamental fea
ture of the same device. The two patents, since they
are of different kinds, are not required to be co-pend
ing in the Patent Office.' If the first of the two patents
to issue discloses both the useful and the ornamental
features, then application for. the other must be made
within one' year after issuance of the first.

Ornamltntal anel u$eful feature$
patentabllt
The ornamental and the useful features of a device
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Fiiq. 6.,....- Family tree 01 related inventions.
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CAN YOU. KEEP A SECRET?
'5;:;, f~au::t, Patent Allomey, Allis.Ch~lmers Mfg. C'B.

What to do- keelll youruewly invented process or machiue
a secret .... or expose. it .to competition· by gelling. a patent?

• During the one hundred and fifty odd years of its
existence, this country has fostered inventions in ,such
numbers that the records of the United States Patent
Office alone have entered them by the million.

Naturally only a few of these inventions are of
such importance as to affect visibly our everyday life.
Some fewer yet are familiar to most people because
they were the starting points of articles of manufac
ture in daily use by the public at large. Among these
figure Bell's telephone, Howe's sewing machine, the
Wrights' airplane. Others equally important relate to
manufacturing processes and machines which, being
used in factories, are less in the public eye even if
their products are well known to all. Among the most
important are Whitney's cotton gin, Hall's process of
making aluminum; Goodyear's vulcanization of rubber.

While the number of basically new articles of
manufacture invented from year to year remains rela
tively limited, these articles are always susceptible to
being rendered more attractive to-the buyer, more ad:",
vantageous,or cheaper to produce. Hence the evolu
tion of numerous improvements day in and .day out,
Naturally, an improved article to be sold to the public,
or at least to selected users, cannot very well be kept
a secret by its inventor or manufacturer. To prevent
its being copied lawfully by competitors the inventor
of the article or of the improvement need only avail
himself of the protection given by the patent system.

Both the improvement of the article itself and the
reduction of its cost may be brought about by per
fecting the methods or the machines used for its
manufacture. In fact, up-to-date shop equipment and
shop processes are indispensable in most manufactur
ing plants, now that practically everything, from
safety pins to battleships, is made by mass produc
tion. When it comes to placing his patentable shop
practices beyond the reach of his competitors, the
manufacturer may usually take his choice of two
policies. He may maintain these practices secret, or
he may protect them by patents. There are good
reasons in favor of the one and of the other method,
and each may be preferred in some cases and dis
carded in others.

Inventions used in public
The first inventor .of a new machine or process

does not need to patent it tobe able to use it himself.
He has naturally the right to use it secretly or pub-

IicIyprovided that it does not infringe some existing
patent held by somebody else. A patent merely se
cures to the patentee, i, e., the inventor Or his assignee,
the right to exclude others. from practicing the inven
tion for a limited number of years. A machine or a
process susceptible of use only in full view of the
public - a method of 'erecting bridges, for example
cannot very well be kept a secret. If a patent is
obtainable thereon, it provides the obvious means of
securing this exclusion of competitors from its use.
The patent should be enforcible without excessive
difficulty because the patentee is able to observe the
activities of his competitors and thus detect infringe
ments of his patent',

InventiclIIS used in a factory
If the novel process or machine is used in a manufac
turing plant, the grant of a patent to its inventor pro
'tects It also, at Ieast on paper, against piracy by com
petitors. The patent may, however, be sometimes
more detrimental than useful to the patentee. The
inventor of the process or machine 'is required to
describe it in such manner that "one skilled in the
art or science to, which it appertains" may be able
to utilize it after reading the patent and, of course,
after dutifully waiting for it to expire.· To an un
scrupulous competitor such a patent may be a boon,
as it gives him the information he desires. He may
then be able to pirate the invention freely, as infringe
ment behind the doors of his factory may be difficult
to detect and more difficult yet to prove to the satis-
faction of. a. court. .

Secret inventions protected only by
commol1l law
If patent protection appears to be illusory, attempts
may be made by the manufacturer to keep his im
proved machine or process secret. 'He 'is then, natu
rally, taking the chance that another may rediscover
the improvernentv use it freely, and even patent it.
He may. obtain a measure of security against commu
nication of his secret to others only by rendering his
process or machine accessible to the least possible
number of employees and pledging these employees
to secrecy. If one of the pledged employees then
surreptitiously discloses the' improvement to a coI11~

petitor, this. unfaithful employee and the competitor
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Fig; 7 -Lichtenstein's hat
band design,' patented in ,1907.
It was held improper to apply
the number of the 'patent
to the lining of the hat.
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Fig. IO-L. A. Hazeltine's radio receiv ..
er circuit. patented in 1925. The
patent owners were held responsible for
failure of their licensees to comply
with statutory marking requirements.
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Fiq.~S. H. Smith's wooden dish, patented in
1883. Applying the patent marking to the
crate enclosing the dlehes wes held improper.
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Fiq. a-Patent plate for
different articles all
covered by one or more
of a group of patents.
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Fig. 9-F. M. Ash
ley's inkstand de
sign, patented in
1912. The mark
ing of "Patent

applied for" befOl~e the patent Is
sued was held to be of, no effect.

./0

Fig. 6-0. A.
Taylor's trunk
catch, patented in
1872. was held proper
ly marked with a: label ep
plted to the package con..
taining the catches.

Fig. 3-M. A.
Rollman's

cherry stoner, patented
in 1901.The machine

was not· properly marked by a
tag tied to it and bearing the
patent number.
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Fig. 5-R. E. Thompson's
razor, patented in 1931.
was properly marked by
in,dicating the patent
n\lmher 'on its' package.
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SELLINGTBEINVENTION
dV...~. £du.e4, General Patent Atlorney, Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.

By obser,Tinga few simple rules, an inventor -' lacking
the means to promote his invention. himself - can do
much to safeguard his rights and encourage" its success.

• If Necessity be the mother of invention, cer
tainly Commercial Production is the food on which
the infant grows lusty and strong. The problem
of feeding the infant is often a grievous one.

Few inventors, other than employees of manu
facturing companies, have the facilities at hand for
commercially producing their brain children. Per
haps a market must be created. Perhaps a large
selling corps. is necessary to persuade the buying
public that the new device is a real improvement

'over existing structure. Perhaps,. the invention is
an improvement in a highly specialized line of man
ufacture, Probably the inventor has no ready cash
with which to gamble; or, although certain that
his baby, if properly nurtured, will revolutionize
the industry, would rather gamble with someone
else's money ~

The inventor must, therefore, either find a prov
identspeculator who will. finance the inventor in
commercial production of the invention, or. find
sorriemartufacturerwho\v1l1take over andicom
mercially produce the invention on a royalty basis
or outright sale. If neither can be found, the in
venter has little choice left except to turn the in
vention over to a patent promoter for possible but
improbable disposal.

• Safeguard against loss of rights

Before any of the above steps are taken, the
inventor should guard against loss of his rights in
his invention by obtaining the best" evidence pos
sible as to dates, origin, and subject matter' of his
invention. He should, if possible, perfect his rights
by patenting the invention or at least by filing a
patent application. If neither is. feasible, he should
complete ...• his, invention 'by reduction to practice,
that is, by embodying it in a successfully operated
full size device, and he should have evidence there
of. If no reduction to practice has been made,' evi
dence of conception of the invention in the form
of signed, dated, and witnessed sketches and de
scription should be obtained.

• The manufacturer's considerations

The inventor usually submits his invention to
some company manufacturing the line of goods to

Reprint fr9mAlliscChillmers' ELECTRICAL REVIEW, March, 1~38

which his invention pertains. Let us consider the
plight of the manufacturer when an inventor' comes
in with:

1. an embryo idea;

2. an invention actually reduced to practice
and disclosed to others;

3. an invention on which a patent applica-
tion has been filed; .

4. a patented or otherwise published inven
tion.

The manufacturer must consider the matter from
at least three angles:

(a) commercial value;

(b) possible trusteeship after disclosure;

. (c) extent and effect of confidential relation
under which invention is disclosed.

From the commercial valua-standpointvany in
vention. is more or less "a pig in a bag." The value
of a patented invention, is, 6£ course, more definite
after litigation of the patent in ·a court of last
resort. A recently issued patent may, moreover,
within one year from date of .issue, h~comein

valved in an interference 'proceeding and the claims
thereof taken by another. Inventions for which
patent applications have been filed may .become
involved in :an interference or may never mature
into a patent because of prior art or· statutory. bars.
Inventions which have been actually reduced to
practice (embodied in a successfully operated' full
size device) at least have had a demonstration as
to operativeness and utility.

Mere ideas (unpatented paper inventions), not
reduced to practice, are pregnant with possibilities
of commercial failure. Failure may be due to the
fact that patent protection is. not obtainable. It
may be. due to' undesirable. engineering, features,
which will appear only when aT! attempt is made
to embody the invention-In a commercial device.
IIi general, therefore, patented inventions have an
initial commercial value greater than unpatented
inventions.

r-

If a manufacturer draws an arbitrary line and
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will consider only patented inventions, he pursues
the safe middle way, avoiding the possible greater
heights of success and lower depths of failure of
unpatented inventions. A manufacturer, by .pro
vjding laboratory facilities for experimentation and
trial of an invention prior to patenting, may open
broader views thereof or side-lights thereon hav
ing more commercial importance than the main: in
vention. By providing competent patent counsel,
skilled especially in the art to which the invention
pertains, a manufacturer mayobtain a patent of
a commercial value considerably greater thana
patent for the same invention procured by patent
counsel unfamiliar with the particular art or com
mercial situation.

Refusal of a manufacturer to consider unpatented
inventions may have undesirable repercussions from
the sales policy and internal harmony standpoints.
Improvements are sometimes. made by customers
or potential customers who often submit their in
vention to the manufacturer. Such submission may
be made through the contact men ofthemanufac
turer, that is, the salesmen or engineers. An arbi
trary refusal by the manufacturer to consider any
and all unpatented inventions creates no good will
between administrative and sales departments or
between company and customer.

A manufacturer must consider the possible trus
teeship which he has in inventions submitted to
hitn. If' a manufacturer agrees, to obtain patent
protection for an invention and then negligently
handles the prosecution of the application to the
detriment' of the inventor's rights, the inventor
might: be entitled to recover damages suffered
through the breach of trust. It is believed any such
breach would be provable only if flagrant; that
ordinary diligence on the part of the manufacturer
would be sufficient under the trusteeship.

• Confidential relationship
A confidential relationship arises between a man

ufacturer and an ,inventor, submitting an invention.
The manufacturer owes the inventor a duty not to
disclose ~ the invention generally to others. In
equity, if an owner of real property stands silent
while another "sells"such property to a third per
son, the owner is estopped from later claiming the
property as against such third person. If an inven
tor submits an invention to a manufacturer for
consideration and the manufacturer has a similar
anticipating, invention,and the manufacturer stands

, silent as to his own invention, he may be estopped
from later asserting that his invention was, prior.
This is especially true if patents on the manufac
turer's invention would dominate the inventor's
invention.

It is believed that the "confidential relationship"
'underwhichaI). inventordiscIoses an invention t~:{

a corporation by disclosing it to an employee there:
of would not prohibit such employee from disclos-
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ing the invention to' the corporation patent counsel
and engineers for examination as to, its merits from
patent and engineering standpoints.Further~ar~

rangementshould be made so that patent counsel
would not be prohibited from disclosing the inven
tion to associates or confidential agents for the
purpose of examiriation as toIts patent merits.

• Discovery of prior art
Under ordinary conditions', the right of a manu

facturer to use prior art devices should not be prej
udiced by a disclosure to him of an invention. But
take, for example, the case where a manufacturer
may make rubber dishes for a molded dessert; An
inventor submits in good faith as his invention the
forming in the rubber of the reverse of the com
pany monogram so that it would appear correctly
on the dessert. The manufacturer had not thought
of the idea but upon search finds reversed mono
grams, in molding receptacles generally to be old.
Ishe equitably entitled to use the idea on his des
sert dishes without compensation to the one who
directed his attention thereto?

• To minimize misunderstandingl!
Misunderstandings between inventor and manu

facturer to whom an invention is, submitted could
be minimized by the following precautions:

1. Inventors should, if .possible, protect their
rights prior to submitting an invention by
(a) actual reduction to practice. (SUCCIE:SS

fully operated full size embodiment);

(b) constructive reduction to practice (fil
ing a patent application);

or ifunable to do either (a) or (b) by

(c) obtaining proof of disclosure to others,
(signed, dated, and witnessed sketches
and written description).

2. Agreement before disclosure regarding the
manufacturer's right to disclose for sea.rch
purposes and regarding manufacturer's
right to use prior art fully teaching the
invention.

3. If there is a conflict with the inventions of
the manufacturer, the matter of further
consideration should be deferred until the
inventor has his patent.

4. An equitable policy of compensation for
"suggestions" such as the dessert mold type
above, where but for the suggestion, the
manufacturer would have remained .unin
formed of the "new" idea.

It is believed the above would increase the in
ventiqn',:'bitti~<r~t~ •. arid the; nqurishrnent ,available
in the-form of commercial production. Infant in
'\zentions;':,.{V'ou'ld become..more" healthyand have a
.better chance of living .tcuseful maturity.



When it is doubtful whether several patents all
apply to a particular article, everything is to be gained
by listing them all. For this purpose, and also for
simplifying the procedure of marking a wide. variety
of articles, many manufacturers use .blanket patent
plates, such as the plate shown in Fig. 8, to be fas
tened to all articles coming under any of the patents
listed.

Marking patent pending
The much abused Pat. Pending, which is not the
name of an Irish inventor, is often .used as a bugaboo
to frighten prospective imitators of unpatented articles
but is of doubtful standing. The equivalent marking
"Patent applied for" on the inkstand shown in Fig. 9
was disposed of in court in 1915 with the remark that
it was not in strict accordance with the language of
the statute. On the other hand, another court held
more recently that loose-leaf books on which a patent
application was pending should have been so marked.
Such conclusion was probably unreasonable, but until
the Supreme Court so decides it will be safer to mark
articles on which a patent is pending.

Everyone of patented articles
Inust be Inarked
One requirement which some patentees have failed to
.observe is that a definite attempt must be made to

It"a:: ~rlllil~~,. ., . ,,,,II; IIllIII ,1U'.

mark every one of the patentedarticles,- no .matter :
how few or how numerous they may be. Accidental
failure to mark a few articles out of hundreds of
thousands may be excused. But the exclusive licensee
of the patent on a machine for making finned radi
ator tubing was found to have shirked his duty for
having, in a room barred to I the public, three un
marked machines -located next to two machines .that
were properly. marked.

Also, any party bringing suit against an infringer
is held responsible for seeing that patented articles'
made by his licensees be marked as if he had manu
factured them himself. This requirement probably
came as a surprise to the' owners of the patent on the
once popular radio receiver circ~itshown in Fig. 10,
who were denied recovery in 1937 because their
licensees had marked only two-thirds of the radio sets
made under the patent.

Regardless of circumstances, and although there is
no immediate or degrading penalty for failing to mark
a patented article, the cost of marking it must be con
sidered as a good investment if recovery for patent
infringement is important. Although the value of
marking may not be apparent at the. time and the
inclination' may be to apply it casually, the headaches
of negligent patentees are evidence that patent mark
ing is often one of those little things that count, and
should be-done well.



maybe enjoined from using it because of the breach
. of trust committed by the employee. Such redress can

be obtained, not because of any intenton of Congress
to favor secret inventions, but because of the general
principle of commonIaw that one having committed
a wrong.;;.;... a breach of trust in this instance - cannot
be permitted to profit thereby.

Rather than favoring secret inventions, the Consti
tution implicitly condemns them in laying the foun
dation .for the .patentsystem, which has as one of its
objects to bring about the public disclosure of inven
tieins. .The secretive .inventor is left by the statute to
hiBown devices.v-He is acting contrary to public
policy, and the Supreme Court has repeatedly taken
special care to hurl' its loudest thunder in his direc
tionv Tn one case, it was held that:

"The inventor who designedly, and with the view
of applying it indefinitely and exclusively for his
own profit. withholds his inventionfrointhepublic,
cernes not within thepqlicy or objects of the Con
stitution or Acts of-Congress.'Re does not promote.
and, if aided in his design,would impede, the prog
ress of science. and the useful arts. And with a
very bad grace could he appeal for favor or. pro
tection to that society which, if he had not injured,
he certainly had neither benefited nor intended to
benefit."

Commercial use in factory may be
seeret or public
There is thus no doubt as to the precarious .protection
of rthe inventorwho, having }Jracticedhis invention
commercially in his own plant for several years. sees
a' competitor use the same .inventioriend tries to stop
him by taking out a patent thereon. In general, the
Patent Office will assu~e that, as 'represented by ,the
inventor under oath, the invention has not been in

. so-called public use for more than a year (formerly
two years were permissible) before the date of his
application. If the patent is granted, the infringing'
competitor sued thereunder may allege that the patent
'is invalid,because the patentee himself put the inven
tion in "public use" for such length of time as to bar
the grant to him - or to anybody else - of a valid
patent thereon.

The natural reply of the patentee to such defense
is that he' practiced his invention, albeit commercially,
behind closed doors and hence not in public. But such
commercial USl;' ()f an invention can be so secret as to
be known only ,to the Inventor himself} and" again. it
may be known to many members of the public, The
circumstancesof each 'case must be ,consider'ed sepa
rately to determine which uses might be held public,
and which secret. And it is difficult to draw a sharp
line between, secret and, public uses when the circum
stances of different adjudicated cases, like the hues of
the rainbow, merge into one another by imperceptible
degrees. .
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Patent· valid over prior secret use
by. assignee
For example, the patent on the machineillust~atedin
Fig.! was held valid although the inventor's assignee
had used tbemachine commercially for more than two
years before the patent was applied for. The machine
was accessible only to the few workmen .assigned to
use it; who were, however," not pledged to secrecy.
On the basis of the evidence submitted, the court
held that:

"When the number of these is limited to as few as
are necessary to practice it at all, when customers
and the public generally are excluded, and adequate
precautions are taken to prevent dispersion of the
knowledge until at least two years before applica
-tion is made. it seems to us enough, whether a
formal pledge of secrecy be exacted or not. . . .
When-as here, adequate means are .taken to confine
all information as closely as is consistent with any
exploitation at all, and 'when, so far as appears,
they-are successful, the knowledge of the necessary
workmen not explicitly pledged to secrecy does not
make the use public."

Patent invalidated by prior public'
use by patentee
Less fortunate was another 'inventor, 'whose patent on
the machine. illustrated in Fig. 2 was held invalid.
He used his machine for several years in his factory,
to which the general public did not have access. There

Fig;} -W. F. Grupe's stamping machine with
automatic feeder for' the strips of gilt 'paper used
in printing titles on 'book covers 'and in decorat
irig, other articles. The patEni.t was held valid in
1928.although the machine had been: 'used com
mercially in secret over two years before the
patent was applied for in 1924. .



design patent, shown in Fig. 5, directed to the same
feature.

I'amily bee of related patents
As evidenced by these examples, the pursuit of a single
idea in achieving a result may )ead· an aggressive in
ventor to develop a related group of patentable inven
tions. In general, these inventions will fall into the
following classes:

I. Methods of obtaining the desired result.

2. Devices for obtaining the desired result.

3. Methods of making the devices.

4. Machines for making the devices.

5. Designs of the devices and of the machines.

Sometimes each class will contain a single idea,
but more often the inventor will devise alternate de
vices, methods, machines, and designs. Indeed, one
of the problems facing inventors is to choose, among
alternates, the invention on which to c()ncentra~e.

Promising alternate inventions maybe retained to
fall back on in case of disappointment in the results of
the preferred invention, and these alternates should
be patented if possible so that they will be available
when needed.· Those that do not appear promising
naturally drop out of sight as dead branches fall from
a tree.

~;moothly powerful is the ·proper descriptive phrase for this 40,000 kw
~1600 rpm steam turbine generator, typical of AIEE·ASME preferred standard
units. It has a number of patented features. In particular, the turbine

Related inventions, like human beings, have family
trees, but their patterns need not have the uniformity
resulting from genealogicalsilviculture, The inventor
starts from a desired result as the ground in which
the tree is to grow. The resulting growth may be a
single device, sometimes preceded by the method of
obtaining the desired result. If the device is further
looked upon as being the product of a machine, the
tree may sprout a method of making the device and
the machine for making the device by that method.
Finally, ornamental designs for the device and the
machine may provide ornamental even though some

. what unbotanical foliage.
As sketched in Fig. 6, the tree may have more than

one trunk, and each trunk may have many branches
when variations are provided. for the different pre
ferred inventions. Successiveimprovementso£ the
different inventions may increase the number of
branches indefinitely. To carry the comparison fur
ther, the tree will often carry the seeds from which
a motley array of mighty giants and scrubby dwarfs
will later grow.

The growth of the invention tree often progresses
regularly from the root to the crown, but it is quite
possible to make it start from the top or even from
the middle. This may be an irrational way to grow a
tree, but after all this is an age of wonders!

. -- - -

contains awelded-in nozzle chest, U.S. PcitentNo.2,218,788 to H. P. Dchl
strand. The hydrogen cooled generator. has gas tight shaft seals, U.S. Patent
No. 2,265,953 to S. H. Mortensen aridW. F. King.
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the inventor's mind neednor necessarily follow that
particular sequence of thought. When a device is
merely :an improvement of an old device, it may be
hard to ..determine whether a new machine was de- 
"eloped for making- the improved device, or whether
the improved device was the natural result of the im
proved machine,

From the viewpoint of patentability, 'a machine
and its product are entirely separate, and each may
be patented if it is new. The process performed by the
machine, which is- its method of operation, may how
ever be patented only if,it is new and if it can be
performed by other machines or manually.

The four patent drawings in Fig. 2 illustrate the
point. This· invention is the. ubiquitous bottle cap.
Patent 468,226 is for the bottle cap as. developed by
its inventor to about the form in which we find it to
day. P'!tent792,285. is for an improvement in the
composition of the sealing gasket in the cap. Patent
7'92,284 is for a method of securing the sealing gasket
to either form of cap, and patent 887,838 covers the
machinery for performing that method.

These four patents have withstood successfully the
test oftrial in court. The single idea ofthe bottle cap
led its inventor and others to make numerous other
patentable inventions relating to the form of the cap
and to the machinery for making the cap, applying it
to a bottle and, last but not least, removing it from
the bottle.

1I11echanicai and design patents
The patents so far discussed are all of the general
type knowrtas,mecha~icalpatent~, which are- granted
only for purportedly utilitarian inventions. Inven
tions of a purely ornamental nature, or design, are
presumably without utility and are therefore excluded.
However, it would be jumping to ~~n'clusions to as
sume that the Patent Office :looks Oil ornamentation
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DISCLOSURE AND CLAIMS relating to a tap changing trans
former including a tap switch having contacts provided with
lubricating inserts are included in Potent 2,399,943. The switch
structure is claimed in cncther. patent.

Looking ahead
When an invention. becomes published in a patent, it is open
to study by the people most able to detect and remedy its
shortcomings, and to use it as a starting point for further
improvements. It is therefore advisable, while the disclosure
is undergoing analysis, to look somewhat beyond its immediate
purpose.' The inventor may then advantageously be led to
think of the most obvious or immediate improvements which
would eventually occur. to others or to himself in the future
development of his 'invention.

For example, th~ system may be able to function smoothly
once it has' been started, but, like internal combustion engines,
it may require special .means to get it going. For that 'mat
ter, there may even be problems to be solved to get it to stop.
Regulation for imparting a desired. operating characteristic to
the system may require other means than, those previously
used in other systems. Likewise, protection of the system
against disturbances may call for the development of new
and patentable arrangements.

All this sounds like a tremendous program, but of course,
it may be gone over lightly whenever it appears that a thor,
ough investigation would be unprofitable. The main thing to
bear in mind is that an invention may not reveal all its
aspects until it has been scrutinized from anurnber of differ
ent points of view. By a systematic analysis of his invention,
the inventor may thus bring out all its features, just as he
may make inventions .by a systematic analysis' of what others
have done. A good time to do that is when getting ready
to file a patent application. If the inventor does not do it
then. somebody else will do it later.

its method of operation, may be interdependent, or at least
sodosely related that they may be considered to constitute
a single invention. .They may then be claimed in a single
patent application. Otherwise, it maybe advisable to claim
them in separate applications.

2,392,428
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PARTI(ULARUSE of the follow-up system of the preceding
figure is the' basis' for claims to the' combinations of regulating
elements covered by Patent 2,392,426. Also included. in the
claims are elements of the follow-up system.
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Particularly with electrical systems, .it often pays to con
sider, not only the' primary function of the system as a whole,
but also the auxiliary functions of the different 'elements and
of the circuits in which 'they are connected. The disclosure and
a prior publicationmay show systems for performing the same
'primary function. Elements of the' disclosure may, however,
perform. auxiliary functions not performed in the reference,
such as limiting a voltage or forcing a division of current be
tween parallel circuits.. Of course, the auxiliary functions of
all the' elements of the reference should be known. This' is
nor always "easy, as such functions are often described in
completely or not 'at all in patents relating toelectrical systems.

In some instances, the intended operation of .the system
is obtained by giving critical dimensions to' SO!l1e .' elements.
Fo:r example, electrical systems may perform quite differently
depending upon whether or not magnetic elements are so
dimensioned as to operate within the range of so-called
saturation.

The different steps involved in the operation of some,
eIectricalcontrol systems are performed manually. In auto
ma.tic systems also, the. different steps may often' conceivably
be performed by hand, or at least by means other than those
of the disclosure or their equivalents.c The operation itself
ma)' then be the subject of method claims.

Some regulating systems serve to maintain a chosen quan
tity, as a voltage,' at a predetermined value. All regulating
functions are necessarily affected by inaccuracies, and while '
such inaccuracies may not detract from the usefulness of the
system; they may make it difficult to rely on the function as a
novel feature. Itinay then be advantageous to consider the
novel combinations of elements of the system; and their
auxiliary functions, as generally affecting the regulated quantity
without necessarily maintaining it at any particular value.

When the disclosure' has been considered ·from all those
angles, any new feature that it may contain' should have be
come pretty well apparent. Features, such as apparatus and
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vention to work. So, at the first opportunity, he has shop
drawings made of what, to his way of thinking, is his Inven
tion, and he sends prints to the shop. If he thinks enough
of-theinvention,he may also send a set of prints to his patent
attorney. The latter is fortunate if he also receives a rea
sonably complete description of the invention and of its mode
of operation, its background, and something of the history of
its development. All -this, put together, forms a so-called
disclosure.

CLAIMS OF PATENT 2,397,152 are directed to a system includ
ing a control exciter in which the field winding orrangement and
the saturation of properly dimensioned field poles result in

.forcing of the exciter voltage and delayed damping action.

Definition of invention
At this point, the hunt for the invention is 00. Of course,
the quarry should meet the definition of patentable invention

, recognized by the Patent Office. Patentable invention is de
fined' in a backhanded way, in the patent statutes, which
provide that "Any _person who has invented or discovered any
new and useful art, machine, manufacture, or composition of
matter, or any new and .useful improvement thereof" may,
under prescribed conditions,obt~in a patent therefor.

This looks clear and simple enough at first view but, like
most definitions, it can seldom be made to fit individual cases
without a bit of twisting.

The result is that many technological developments, which
ultimately became important,were considered at first as not
involving invention. Long legal battles were necessary to
ascertain whether they came within a class named in the
statute. '

In this connection, the greatest trouble maker is the harm
less-looking keyword "new." To put it simply, at the risk
ofbeiog inaccurate, a "new" device should be neither a
Chinese copy of an .existing device nor an obvious modification
of it. The "obvious" is supposed to be what can be ex
pected of theaverage technician in his particular field. But as
nobody has so far been able to set up a standard for average
technicians, it is often uncertain whether a particular modifica>

DIDIER JOURNEAUX
Patent Attorney

Allis-Chalmers -Mfg. Co.

-Do¥ouKnow
YourOwn
Invention?

Before being patented/inventions
should be checked for hidden features

and ideas they may contain.

N ENGINEER who makes an invention relating to
his everyday work may meet difficulties in develop

••. . •• ing it, but at least he is on familiar ground. How-
ever, when he goes through the routine of patenting his
invention, he generally finds the procedure beyond his corn
prehensioo,at least if he has had no -previous experience
with patent law. There is nothing very surprising about that.
Patent law unites technology and law, and while this union
has proved highly fruitful, the conjoints are rather ill-assorted
and, in fact,hardly speak the same language.

Even after -our inventor has become inured to' the peculiar
language in which his invention is described in a _patent
application, he is often bewildered by the multiplicity of
features ascribed to his invention. It seems as if his brain
child had gotten out. of hand, and suddenly grown up be
yond reasonable expectations.

But after the patent has been issued, the .picture is apt
to be different. Our inventor may have thought that his
patent would give him a safe corner on some novel article
of commerce. Yet he may live to see his competitors manage
to market similar articles, of which he mayor may hot have
thought, but which do not infringe upon his patent.

Such' disappointments .can be reduced toa -large extent
by a timely and thorough analysis of the invention by the
inventor _and his patent attorney. This often resolves itself
into finding out what the invention actually is about.

l)rigin of invention
Let us assume that .our 'mventor is a designer in a manufactur
ing plant. He may get the basic-idea for his invention from
<1. -realization of some -shortcoming of current production. The
invention may also be made to order,one might say.for meet
.ing special-requirements of a customer.

In any event, an invention may generally be considered
to comprise two fairly distinct mental acts. One is a more
or less definite conception of a result to be obtained. The
other is the provision of some.means for. obtaining the desired
result.

But the inventor is not generally interested in such meta
physical considerations. His first concern is to put his in-
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country. Looks like we're going to have our hands
full. When did you first get the idea of a mouse
trap with removable jaws?"

IIOb, seven or eight years ago."

"Do you know exactly when? Did you make
sketches or models or tell any one else about it?"

e Complications Cl~rise

"Well, I first started thinking about it. about
1930. We were getting cuts in pay about that time,
and started buying cereal and flour in large quan
tities because it was cheaper that way.. And the
rats and mice got into it. The traps weren't much
good. After the first mouse in each trap, the others
wouldn't come anywhere near it. It; was then that
I got the idea that if it had removable jaws I could
throw them away and replace them after each
catch, and the mice would keep coming."

"Did you build a mousetrap like that about that
time ?"

"No. I thought about it then, but I didn't have
time to work on it, and I didn't do a thing about
it until I got laid off in 1936. Then I remembered
about my idea, back in 1930, and worked on it a
couple of weeks. As soon as I had a really good
model built, I showed it to you arid asked you to
get that application filed."

"In that case, D. V., your idea back in 1930 isn't
going to do us a bit of good. It takes two things
-to complete an invention - getting the idea; or con
ception, and proving that it works .by making a
reduction to practice. Now, you got the idea in
1930, but did nothing about it until you started
work on your model some time in 1936. That's the
date of your invention, then, 1936 and not 1930."

"Then the fact that I thought of the idea way
back in 1930 isn't going to do me a bit of good?"

"Not a bit. If, when you got the idea; you had
made a working model, or if you had filed an ap
plication for patent then, or if you had worked on
your idea diligently until you had a model or a
patent application, your date of invention. would
have been 1930. Filing an application for patent
is considered the equivalent of making a working.
model for this purpose. The only wayan early
date of conception can redound· to your. ben
efitwould be to show that you have been diligent
from the time an' opposing party, like N. Ventor,
becameact~ve,until the,time, you built :Y0i1~w6tk

ingmodel. or filed your patent application. But
cheer up, D. V. All is not lost yet.. Maybe this
man Ventor didn't get his idea until after you
started working on your model, anyway.

"Well, we've got to file a pteliminarystatement
now. .Let's get the dope for that. When did you
start working on your model? When did you fin
ish it? Whom did you show it to? Did you make
'a.signed, dated sketch and have somebody witness
it? What evidence have you of the dates of your
model, etc.?"
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eNo documents
Poor D. Velop was bewildered. As happens too

often with other inventors, he had made no sketches
or written description. He had explained his in
vention to no one until the day he had finished his
model and showed it to his wife and oldest son.

Fortunately, Pat; Attorney had been more care
ful. He had written a memorandum on the day
D. Velop had explained his invention to him. The
memorandum was dated and signed, and contained
a statement concerning- the date when the model
had been completed, two. weeks previously. While
this was not as desirable as earlier sketches and
description which might have been prepared by
D. Velop, it was something.

This is but one reason for keeping adequate wit
nessed, dated records concerning the progress of'
an invention. There are other advantages' to doing
so. But if only for the advantage it gives him in
case of possible interference, every inventor should
hang upa large sign in his work shop:

MAKE A SKETCH AND WRITTEN DE
SCRIPTION OF EVERYTHING YOU DO
SIGN AND DATE ALL SKETCHES AND

DESCRIPTIONS-
HAVE THEM WITNESSED AND DATED

PRESERVE THEM !

Every inventor should keep such a set of in
structions in his workshop - AND ACT AC;
CORDINGLY. That is the best interference insur
ance and will save him and his attorney many a
headache.

On the basis of Pat. Attorney's memorandum, a
preliminary statement was prepared and sworn to
by D. Velop, concerning the critical dates of his
invention: and the preliminary statement was filed
in the Patent Office. Shortly .thereafter a letter
from the Patent Office stated that the preliminary
statements of both parties were approved.

Thereupon Pat. Attorney ordered a copy of N.
Ventor's application from the Patent Office, and
they discovered that N. Ventor's invention was
quite similar to D. Velop's, with slight differences.
"Well, we still have' a chance;" remarked Pat. At
torney, "your opponent didn't file his application
until a year after yours was filed."

"That means I win, doesn't it?" D. Velop was
quite, eager.

e Motion period
"Not yet a while, D. V. It means-that you have

a .better chance of winning because .you are the
senior party, and the junior party has the burden
of proof. Unless he can show by a preponderance
of evidence tha.t he is the first inventor, you will
get the decision. After the motion period is over,
we can look at N. Venter's preliminary statement,
and 'see how his dates compare with yours."



"Sure, I can prove it. I didn't keep a diary for
nothing. Besides, John Draftsman and Mr. Clerk
sat in the same room with us. They can tell you
how much I contributed to that invention."

"Well, gentlemen," crows Mr. Pat Attorney, "if
I can get the evidence to support that statement,
our troubles are over. Because if what Mr. Imp
Ruve says is true, the Kachamouse 'Kamooflage
patent is invalid, and the field is open to us."

"Swell," replies Mr. By Preshur, "We'll call ours
THE INVISIBLE DEATH."

And so Mr. D. Velop and the Kachamouse Cor
poration learned-the hard way-that a patent must
be taken out in the name 'of the actual inventor ;'
and where the invention is the. result of joint con
tributions by. more than one person, the patent
must be taken out in the names of the joint in
ventors.

****

gested by the original inventor, the draftsman or
mechanic does not becorne ia co-inventor.

But- if. the original inventor's conception is
amorphous that it takes more than the usual and
expected skill of a draftsman or mechanic to make
an .understandable drawing or model, then the
unusual imagination required to complete the in
vention may rise to the "dignity of invention," and
the completed invention may be a joint invention.

On the other hand, the mere fact that two indi
viduals have contributed to .an improvement does
not make that improvement a joint invention.
There I m~y be two separate inventions, in which
case two separate patents may be obtained. For
example, if one inventor makes an improvement in
the composition of the rubber of an inner tube, and
a colleague invents an improved _inner tube air
valve, they are not joint inventors and cannot
secure a joint patent, although their "individual in
ventions may be protected by separate patents.

But how can we tell when there is a joint in- . '
vention and when the invention is attributable to • Summary
one inventor ? To summarize,it may be stated that where more

In the first lace the mere fact that more than th~n one person has, contrib~ted more th~n mere
. h P 'k dr th . fection f a e skill and knowledge of the prior art to a smgle orone person as war e on e per - 0 n w . - . - . .he j - • . .. 'Of

d . d t th t th It " a' . t in unitary mventron, t e mvention 18 a joint one; IeVlce oes no mean a e resu s JOIn . - ... . . ... .
. . di I ' . ' the contribution of each inventor is separable from

ventron. One in ividua may conceive an mven- th t f th th I . divid I' ti
tion and may instruct others to, bring his concep- a 0 e 0 ~rs, severa In IVI .ua Inve~ Ions
tion into existence by their use of ordinary knowl- ~ay result; and 1£ one person conceived the u~ven-

. ..." . . , ';d . . tton and got one or more others.to complete, It by
edge and skill. If the mventor s i ea is so clear th f di kill th t fii t ' th
that he can instruct any skilled draftsman or me- . Ie 1:1se nt .. or mary s 1 , . a rst person IS e
hani . k . d d bl drawi so e mven or.c arne to rna e. an ·un erstan a e. . rawmg or

model, it is a sole 'invention andthe draftsman or Much needless friction and regret could be
mechanic is not a co-inventor. And even if the avoided if inventors would try to discard some of
draftsman or mechanic adds certain valuable but their personal pride of inventorship and give their
non-inventive features to the invention not sug- colleagues credit where credit is due.



material-impervious to air and water.. In: this 'case,
the true problem is unobvious,but once the prob
lem is correctly stated the solution is obvious. The
researcher who stated the problem (even though
one of his subordinates completed the invention by
actually painting iron with some impervious paint)
is the inventor.

To put it in the stilted language of the courts:
"Where a person has discovered a new and useful
principle in a machine'. manufacture. or. composition
of matter. ~emayemploy othe~persons;'to assist

. in carrying out that principle, and if they, in the
,'course .of .experiments arising from _that .. employ
ment, make discoveries ancillary to the plan and
preconceived design of the employer, suchsug
gested improvements are in general to be regarded
as the property of the party who discovered the
original principle, and they may be embodied in his
patent as part of his .invention."

To recapitulate, (I) the man who conceives irn
proved means or method for accomplishing a result
and shows how his conception may be adapted to
use (or "reduced to practice") is the inventor. (2)
Generally, :the man who merely states a problem,
the solution to which does not suggest itself to
the average man skilled in the art has not made
an invention. (The person who discovers such a
solution may be an inventor, if the other requisites
of invention are present.) (3) Where the true na
ture of-the problem- is not understood, the man who
discovers .the true, problem, and employs others to
work out the .obvious solution or solutions, is an
inventor.

• •Dangers of border-line cases
It is obvious that cases arise which 'are not easily

classifiable in any category. Human, relationships
frequently defy attempts at classification. Once a
classification has been set up, border-line cases will
arise to bedevil the orderly soul who wants a place
for everything and everything in its place. In such
cases, the only thing to do is to consult the rules
and to place each case 'in the category that comes.
closest to fitting, having in mind that, once a patent
has been granted, the courts are. loath to declare
it invalid, unless the evidence is clear and convinc
ing that the alleged inventor is not the true'
inventor.

Cases have arisen where an employer has ob
tained a patent in his own name, whereas the in
vention was actually made by an employee, If this
can be shown, the patent will be declared invalid.
Therefore it is to the interest of all concerned that
the patent be filed in the name of the real inventor,
whether he be the president of the company or an

.office boy. The parental pride of inventorship is so
strong a factor that it is sometimes a difficult matter
to determine the truth amidst conflicting claims.
Not infrequentfy the patent attorney wishes he
were a psychoanalyst so that he might determine
which of two or more claimants is the real inventor-;

Particularly difficult is it to determine the iden
tity of the inventor when an employer or head of
a department contests inventorship with 'aaubord
inate.Itis all too commonfor a subordinate to have
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the feeling that every idea suggested'by his supe
rior was stolen from him. Equally' obnoxiousis an
executive who unhesitatingly absorbs his subord
inate's idea, makes some slight immaterial altera
tion, and sends it forth into the world as the prod
uct of his personal genius. Such procedure leads
not only to invalid patents, but also to a great deal
of friction within an organization, Moreover, such
frauds are usually fully understood and regarded as
such by, the perpetrator's associates.

Perhaps the most difficult of all are cases of
mixed paternity- where two or more persons are
instrumental in contributing essential features - of
the invention, resulting in what is known as a "joint
invention." But this is so fertile afield for discus
sion that we shall leave it for some future article.

Thls regulator inexpensively keeps our . lights>burning brightly in areas
where the load density is "low. It utilizes an integrating mechcnlsm,
U.S. Patent No. Re. 22,224 to J. Bronaugh and a snap action contact
aduatingmechariism, U.S. Patent No. 2,177,109 to L, H. Hill.



it is logical that even a person skilled in the art will not neces
sarily be able to ferret out the construction and mode of opera
tion of .this new thing.' He should, .therefore, be provided
with a written description, not only to save time but for pur
poses of record and to make certain what may be absent from
or doubtful in the sketch. The written description is far more
valuable if the, parts illustrated in the sketch have reference
numerals or legends applied thereto and the written descrip
tion identifies the parts by their reference numerals or legends.

An original first sketch and an' accompanying. written de
scription thereof, both signed and dated by the inventor, and
both witnessed and dated, constitute" the best evidence of
conception of the invention. These documents, when prop~

erly introduced in. evidence, at once prove who conceived,
what was conceived, when it was conceived, and to whom
and when it was disclosed.

IRec:ords must not be altered
Sometimes an inventor describes his invention orally to
anotherperson without making a sketch. The testimony of
the person to whom the invention was disclosed may tend to
corroborate tp.e inventor, but memories are short and. faulty,
not only with respect to what was disclosed. but especially as
to the date of the disclosure. Judges are well aware Of that
fact, and. if too long a .time has elapsed "between the event
and the time of taking the testimony, the court will give little
or no weightto the testimony.

When a sketch, written description or other record relating
to an irrvention has been duly signed, witnessed and dated, it
must not be altered in any way, but should be carefully pre
served in exactly the same condition as when signed and dated.
If the inventor later thinks. of changes or modifications, new
sketches and descriptions should be made, and these likewise
should be Signed, witnessed and dated. It is obvious that
if this is not done it will not be possible for the witness to
testify that the document offered in evidence is in the same
condition as it was when he 'signed and dated it; and if it is
not.virIaworrhless as evidence for the inventor.

It may be advantageous to have a photostat made, as soon
as possible, ofan original witnessed sketch·an~ tohaye the
photostat promptly signed and dated by at least one person.
But the Original sketch must be' preserved because original
documents are, under therules,l:J?e best evidence.

In .the course of the development of an invention after
it is conceived and before a full size embodiment is made,
preliminary test; of various kinds may be necessary to de
termine the feasibility of an invention, as for example the
testing of materials. which it is proposed to use in an embodi
ment of tfie invention. Such tests, of course, do not constitute
reduction to practice of the invention but they are part of
the chain of acts from conception to reduction to practice and
hence are' important. The names of the ,persons making the
tests should be recorded, and also the date or dates when the
tests were made. Reports of· tests -relating to the' development
of an invention are usually of great-importance yet a report
may besubstantially .useless', because, strange as it may seem,
the party making the report too many times fails to date it.

Where large machines are concerned, it' may. be that the
first full' size embodiment of the invention will be a. commer
cial 'machine, and technical reduction to practice will not take
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place until the machine is first operated On the customer's
premises. The date of first operation is usually 'easily de
termined·.from erecting engineers' .reports or the lik~. Obvi
ously it would not be feasible to offer a large machine in
evidence as .an exhibit, and hence the construction of the

'machine in question must be' proved by records such "as work
ing drawings and the testimony of engineers and others
having to do with the building of the machine.

.On the other hand, where ..a full size embodiment of an
. invention is relatively small it may be introduced in evidence
as an exhibit in the case, provided the history of its making
and testing can be satisfactorily proved. Often such' work
ing models or devices precede the manufacture of a com
mercial form of the device and hence are very important to
prove the date of the first reduction to practice. If at all
possible such early working models should be preserved, and
a device which has operated satisfactorily underworking con
ditions should be preserved without change and tagged for
identification. .

If it is not possible to preserve an original working model
then the next best thing is to take photographs of the model,
taking care to make some record as to when the photographs
were taken, by whom, and what they represent. Often, how
ever, the party taking the picture evidently does not under
stand that a photograph showing the outside of a totally
enclosed electric motor, for example, will not serve as evi
dence of the construction of the interior"of the motor.

The matter of first inventcrship also arises where, after the
inventor has had his patent duly issued to him, he files suit
aga.inst an infringer, whereupon the defendant will proceed
to make a thorough search for prior r.ecords,· and possible
prior devices or machines which might show that the patentee
was not the first inventor or might otherwise invalidate the
patent.

Preserve the medell
The .keeping of records of inventions and the preserving
of working models and the like are not subjects that can be
classified as humorous but the"writer' recalls a decision which
illustrates the point of a working model having been found
to invalidate a patent, the working model being a crowned
tooth in the mouth of a witness!

The plaintiff in the case wasa dentist, a Dr; Rynear, who.
had received a, 'patent ana particular kind of' crown .for
teeth. The defendant vias charged with infringement and
he managed to find a man Who had just such a crown applied
to one of his teeth long before the date of Dr. Rynear's
invention. In rendering his decision the judge stated:

"At least one of the witnesses called by the defendant
sweats to a complete anticipation, Be testified that a seam
less Crown was made for himby a dentist in St. Louis, was
placed in his mouth in 1877 and was still there at the time
of his. examination. This crown was examined by Dr.
Rynear.. The testimony is criticised because -the .crown
was not put in evidence, .but, as was suggested at the
argument, it is not unfair to assume that the witness may
have' interposed an objection to having his teeth marked
as exhibits in this .cause, ,preferring, rather, that they
should remain in his own mouth, so long, at least, as it
continued to be 'a going concern'."



Inventions NEED
IdeCl$, like people,

IuClveto retain a record
of their identity from

birth to maturity

PATENT rights to an invention are often lost throogh
. failure to record-all acts_with-respect to the inven-
_ tion from its conception to the filing of a patent

application with respect thereto, and to the time -the invention
. is actually reduced to practice by the building and successful

testing' of a full size embodiment of the invention, whether a
patent application is or is not filed. Working models and
records which have been preserved may also be of great value
d.efensively, as where it is desired to invalidate a patent of a
third party.

_'~hykeeprecords?
The fundamental reason for making records is that under the
patent laws a patent is valid only if granted to the first inven
tor. In silS"ing his patent application the inventor. must 'in
fact state under oath that he believes himself to be the first
inventor.

There are many.situations where questions of first inventor- .
ship arise, only a few of which need be mentioned here.
Assume that a patent application has been filed, is still pend
ing, and that in the course of its prosecution the Patent. Office
cites a 'patent, issued less than one year before the filing date
of the application in question. This patent -includes in its dis
closure, -but does not claim, some -of the subject matter being
daimed by the applicant. The attorney at once seeks to de
termine whether the applicant, under the rules and applicable
decisions, can antedate the filing dare of the application which
resulted in the cited patent.

What the attorney looks for are records. If records can be
found legally sufficient to antedate the filing date of the cited
patent, the inventor signs an affidavit making oath to facts
supported by such records, whereupon the Patent Office with
draws its rejection of the applicant's claims in question arid
may allow the claims.

On the other hand, if no records can be found, or none
legally sufficient to support an affidavit, the patent cited against
the applicant's. claims in question .continues' to stand against
them and the applicant loses them.

Interference proceedings
An .. important 'situation in .. which first inventorship cannot be
decided by mere 'affidavit arises when two applications are
pending in the Patent Office, both of which claim, or can
claim the same invention. In this situation, the Patent Office
declares what is known as an interference. The purpose of
this proceeding is to determine which one of the rival claim
ants is the first inventor.

The first step in an interference proceeding is for each
of . the' rival claimants fo file wbat is called a preliminary

.statement .. Thi.s statement, made under oath; is required by
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the tules of the Patent Office. Each claimant is required to
state, among other things: the date upon which the first
drawing .of -the invention and the date upon which the first
written description of the invention were made; the date
upon which the invention was first 'disclqsed to others; the
date of reduction to practice -of the invention.

It is obvious that a preliminary statement cannot bd pre
pared at all unless records are available from which the
required dates can be determined. The search for records,
made bythe inventor, his attorney, and anyone having had
anything.·to .do ,with .the development of the invention, must
be thorough, for if an earlier record, should be found after
the statement is filed, the Patent Office can refuse to admit
it in evidence.

The" preliminary statement is not of· itself evidence but
, serves to limit the testimony a party may thereafter offer to

support the allegations of the statement. Testimony is taken
in an interference proceeding in accordance with the rules
of evidence, as in litigation in,a,court.

In a case where the sale question is priority of invention,
that party to an interference who can antedate the other pat,ty
by testimony duly supported by records, will win. It is out
side the. scope of this article to mention the many, and often
complicated,situations that may arise. It is sufficient to point
out that. it usually becomes necessary to take testimony as
to all activity which followed conception of an invention and
resulted in' the filing of a patent application or the actual
reduction 'to practice of the' invention, or both.

Dates are important·
Therefore, .besides the date when -an invention was, conceived
and the date when it was reduced to practice, other dates
became important, including such as the dates of layout draw
ings, shop or workingdrawings.rpurchase orders, shop time
slips,modds, photographs, tests .. and reports thereof,·· com
mercia! installations, erecting enginecrsv reports. If records
have been scrapped, lost, or are not provable- under the rules
of evidence, .they may leave such a gap .in the chain of activ
ities that, under applicable ..decisions, .the party in 'question
loses the-interference even though he may be the first inventor.

It is apparent that usually the inventor does not have con
trol over the making of records with respect 10 all of the
acts mentioned. But he definitely has control of the prime
acts, which are the making of the' original sketch showing the
invention, the making of the original description, and the
disclosure to others.

An unsigned and undated sketch may Serve as u basis for
preparation of a patent application, but it is' substantially
worthless if the question of first inventorship arises and it
becomes necessary to prove who made the sketch, and when.
A sketch may also be worthless even if the -inventor eigned



a model or full size machine (or other article) in
accordance with the conception and operating it in
the way it is intended to operate in actual u'se.ln
technical jargon this second step is' termed "reduction
to practice." Conception and reduction to practice
together constitute invention. To put it arithmetically,

Conception+Reduction to Practice = Invention.

There are many and conflicting decisions as to
what constitutes "due diligence" required of an in
ventor to maintain his priority rights, but it is beyond
the scope of this article tog()jnto that. Suffice it to
say that an, inventor.twho conceives an invention
should diligently strive 'to reduce it to practice or to
file a patent application covering it, in order to pro-

'teet:' his inventor's rights. , '
S:trive to reduce it to practice Of course, it is possible that the inventor may be

" ... so poor that he has neither the means to embody his
'I herefore, 1£ you. have con~elved an invention b~t invention in an operative model nor the funds to pay
have not reduce.d It t? practice, you hav:e not xechni- an attorney's fees for a patent application. He may
c:all~ ma.de a~ mvention at all. If, while your con- then file an application himself, without the aid of an
~eptlOn is lying on the. shelf, so to s'peak, anot~~r attorney, but the preparation and prosecution of pat-
inventer comes along with the s~me idea a~d dili- ent applications is so highly technical" matter that
gently. goest? w9rk to re.duce ..It to practice and an inexperienced inventor is not likely to get adequate
makes a w?rkmg model. of .~ before you get aroun.d patent protection without competent legal advice;
to developmg 'your bram~c~.ld, the other fello~~s and there would still remain the problem of paying
regarded as bemg the first dnventor, Therefore, .t.s the filing fee and the final fee should the- application
itnportant to ke:p ~ctively developing your i.nvention mature to patent. 3

~~d not to l~~ It h~dormant . after c~nceptlOn. ~or The problem of an inventor who cannot raise
if y~u are d,llg,:nt m atte~ptmg to. reduce y?ur in- enough funds even to meet the filing fees remains
ventron to pra~tlce, a later lnv~ntor IS not entitled to unsolved. As with all other legal rights, the rights of
a patent even 1£ he c?mplete.s It before you do. an inventor are applicable to rich and poor alike; but

In .orde~ to encourage Inventors w~o. ma.y not a certain minimum amount of money is essential to set
have the trme or money to reduce an Invention to the wheels of law in motion to enforce those rights.
practice, the law considers that an inventor who files '. .. •
an application for patent has made a "constructive" SecreCY 15 dangerous
reduction to practice. The word "constructive" as From the above preliminary discussion, it should be
used in law indicates that the thing to which it is clear that to surround an invention ins~crecy is a
applied is a legal fiction and for legal purposes will risky matter which may result in loss t() the inven-
be 'regarded as fact. So in this case, the filing of a tor; and that the safest steps to take to protect the
complete application for patent is regarded as a "con- inventor's rights are: (1) To make a sketch and
structive" reduction to practice, although everyone written. description of the invention, signed and
knows that a patent application is not a working dated; (2) To have the sketches and description wit-
model. Therefore, a man who invents an improved nessed (signed and dated by two or more witnesses);
tractor does not need to build a tractor or even a and (3) To continue diligently developing the inven-
model of a tractor in order to complete his invention; tion until an application for' patent has been filed
he may-simply instruct a patent attorney to prepare thereon,or until the invention has been embodied in
a. patent application; and, if there has been no lack of a, successfully operative structure, and its operation
diligence between the time that the invention was witnessed by others.
conceived and the date of, filing a complete applica- Like miserliness with wealth, shrouding an inven-
tion therefor, the 'inventor's .rights are preserved. tion Insecrecy is likely to defeat its own ends.

[lay in, day out, with constarit dependable service, these Allis-Chalmers
lnductlon motors drive the pumps propelling petroleum products through

the endless pipelin~s of our country. They are of expleslcn-preef ecnstrue
tion, U.S. Patent No. 2,526,047 to G. L. Ringland.



ages form a sector and how each sector is bonded by an edge
weld to a supporting lamination of the. next adjacent sect,?r
to result 'in a core assembly. The engineer will note the re
curring use of the 'term "plurality" which simply means more
than one. Thus, a core assembly comprising aplurality of
sectors comprises more than, one sector. By this time 'the
engineer will have already discovered that the recitation of
dements in the claim is according to a descending order of
magnitude of the elements, but this is riot always so. For
example, the core assembly generally comprises sectors, each
sector in turn comprises 'packages, each package in turn com
prises a stack of laminations .rogether with a single lamination
having a protruding edge. A simple graph of the claim
'would look like that shown in Plate D when read on Figure 3
of the patent drawings.

Such a graph is the first step in understanding the claim,
and it can be made to show the invention defined by,the claim.
Here the: invention comprises the edge welding of the pro
rruding edges of rhe packages to the common supporting
lamination of the next adjacent sector.

The engineer will find it wise to keep his graph as simple
as possible. Complicated graphs can be more difficult to
understand than the bare claim itself. The experience gained
by graphing will eventually enable, the ,engineer to '" discard
the graph in favor of a shorthand statement of the claim. For
example, claim '1 can be reduced to a statement, "packages of
laminations having their protruding edges edge-welded to a .
supporting lamination of the adjacent sector." Or shorter yet,
"packages protrudingly edge-welded to' adjacent sector." Some
engineers may find it helpful to use symbolic notation to indi
cate the contents of the claim, such as' ABC, ABD, erc., where
the letters stand for the elements listed.

Once the engineer recognizes the invention defined bythe
first claim, he is ready to examine the second claim. The pro
cedure will be the same; Listing the elements and comparing
the list with that for claim 1, the engineer will discover that
claim 2 mentions for the first time another element; namely,
"a central member," (See line 59 of column 3 of the patent.')
Claim 2 further states that another bond of fused metal unites
the supporting lamination with the central member. (See
lines 1;-2, column 4 of the patent.) These are features nor
mentioned in claim 1 and serve to distinguish claim 2 from
claim 1.

The graph for claim 2 will be similar to the graph for
claim 1 with the addition of the "central member" and an
added broken line showing the welding of the supporting
lamination to the central member. Using the shorthand
method claim 2 can be represented by "claim 1 plus supporting
lamination welded to central member."

The remaining claims. can' be treated .in like 'fashion and a'
simple table', drawn up distinguishing the claims from one
another. When this is done, the engineer is in a position to
see whether the claims read on. ,Ci.e. define) the particular
device he is interested in, which device may be his company's
proposed product.

IEngineer can help avoicl infringement
The ability to analyze claims is an important one for the en
gineei.He, more than anyone else, is in a position to prevent
his company from infringing another's patents. By infringing
is meant using another's patented invention without the
owner's permission. If the engineer is familiar with the prior.
art and his competitor's patents, he is well able to protect his
company from possible liability arising out of infringement.
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Such liability may take the form of a money settlement ~ith
the owner of the infringed' patent. . It may mean the scrap~

ping of costly tools and dies through a forced change in design.
Or it may mean the expense of defending a lawsuit and the
payment of damages if his company is the loser. Generally
this responsibility falls on the shoulders of the chief engineers
of corporate organizations. Usually rhey delegare it t6 one of
their subordinates. Since any engineer may suddenly have
the responsibility thrust upon him, it is nor a bad idea for the
young engineer to become familiar withpatents ·earJy in his
career. The .earlier the better, because 'he will find that patent
knowledge is predominately gained by experience and not
from textbooks.

The engineer, reading a recently issued patent, such as U. S.
2,468,786, will notice that the parent-copy carries at the end
of the specification aparagraph entitled, "References Cited,"
Plate E. The references referred to are usually United States and
foreign patents, but may include magazine articles and text
books. They comprise the prior art which the Patent Examiner

. . in the U. 'So Patent Office Cited against the patent application
during its prosecution. This art is, of value in determining
the scopeof the patent claim. The term "scope" in patent law
has the usual dictionary definition: namely, range and extent.
When applied to a patent claim,)t means the range and extent
of the invention defined by the claim. Thus a claim concerning
vacuum tubes, when read literally, might appear to cover all
types of vacuum tubes, yet when read in view of the cited
prior art may be limited to screen grid tubes.

Knowledge of the prior art in his own particular field is of
inestimable value ro the engineer· because he can rapidly
assess the value of a patent by means of such knowledge.
Occasionally the Patent. Office, through . inadvertence or mis
take, issues a pate~t containing one or more Claims of doubtful
validity. If the engineer has a good knowledge of the prior
art,. he is ina position to detect such spurious claims and
provide his company with the basis for a good defense against
any possible charges of infringement.

Besides the ability to recognize infringement, a knowledge
of the prior art will aid the engineer in recognizing a patent- 
able invention when he sees· one. This follows- when 'it is
understood that an invention to be patentable must be a meas
urable advance over the prior art. Without a knowledge of
the prior art, it is therefore impossible to. say whether an, in
vention is patentable or not.

It is therefoteto the engineer's advantage to acquire a
certain competence in. the field of patents. A working knowl
edge of patents can be obtained only through actual experi
ence .and by reading relevant material dealing with patents
and their need in engineering. The sources of information on

. this subject 'are many and readily available. A short bibliog
raphy of works written to enable engineers 'to arrive at a clearer
'understanding of patents appears at the end of this article.
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date of the patent. Without looking at a calendar for 1949
we know that May 3, 1949 was a Tuesday because it is only
on Tuesdays that patents issue. Since U. S. patents have a life
of 17 years, the patent will be in force until May 3, 1966.
In the uPpeE right-hand corner appears the patent number,
2,468,786. This identifies the patent as the 2,468,786th patent
to issue' since the Patent Office.began numbering patents in
1836.5 Before that date, patents were not numbered serially.
Next in hold face type appears the government office of origin,
the UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. Beneath it, in small
type; the patent 'number is repeated. Under the number is
printed the title of the patent, ELECTROMAGNETIC CORE
ASSEMBLY AND METHOD.

Below the title. a brief paragraph in block form gives the
names of the inventors -and their post office address. This
paragraph also contains the" further information that the patent
has' been assigned (9 the Allis-Chalmers _Manufacturing Com
parry. a 'corporation of Delaware. This latter statement means
[hat Allis-Chalmers was the owner of the-patent when it issued.

Next appears the date when the patent application was filed
in the United States Patent Office, August 2I, 1944, and the
serial number of the application. The filing date, August 21,
1944, is important becausea United States Patent is a reference
for what it discloses as of its filing date. Beneath the filing
date appears the statement, "6 claims," which means there are
six - formal definitions of the invention at the end of the
specification.

To the right ofrhe statement, "6 claims," there appears in
parentheses the expression, "Cl, 175-356." This, simply means
that, at the, time of issue, the patent was classified by the~,U.?

Patent Office in Patent Office Class 175, Subclass 356. If one
refers to the looseleaf classification manual issued by the Patent
Office, he will find that Class 175 is identified as Electricity,
General Applications.and Subclass-356 as-Stationary Induction
Apparatus. This method of classifying patents was adopted
by the Patent Office to enable a searcher to find similar -patents
relating to the same subject matter. Thus there are today
roughly 50,000 classes and subclasses into which all U. S.
patents _are respectively classified. These classes ~nd subclasses
are constantly being revised" by the Patent Office.

First paragraph of patent orients reader
'The printed matter below the heading is known a$ the speci-'
fication, For convenience of discussion, it may be thought of
as divided into' a number of parts which are identified as-

Statement of Invention
Discussion of Prior Arr

,'~ Objects of .Invenrion
.' List of the Drawings

Description of Embodiments Shown in' Drawings
Claims '

The opening paragraph of the specification (page I of the
patent) is known as the statement of, invention. Its purpose
is to point outro the reader the field 'of art in which the in- '
vention lies. Its significance lies in the fact that, if it is nor'
carefully stated, it may unnecessarily limit the protection
afforded -by the parent claims at the end of the specification.

The patent copy of Plate B, in thefirst paragr1,lph on page I,
discloses that _the invention relates in general. to electromag
netic cores. The statement' of invention-further informs the
reader that -the kind of cote referred to is an improved: core

5 Barring those patents that have been withdrawn from issue by the Parent.
Office-for various reasons.
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,assembly'for induction apparatus. And the statement identifies
the particular type of core as one thar has substantially radial
laminations. Lastly, the' statement of _invention informs the
reader that the 'invention also relates to an -improved method
of assembling such a core.

Following the opening" paragraph, the patent generally dis
cusses the prior art. By the term "prior art" is meant those
inventions' and practices. which have already been utilized by
others in the past,

The patent copy of Plate B follows the accepted practice and
states that the laminations of prior art cores were held together
during assembly of, the' core by thermosetting .varnish. The
patent' goes on ro state that the. varnish has the disadvantage
of permitting the laminations' to move relative to one another
during assembly and operation. This disadvantage, the, patent
discloses in its third paragraph, has been overcome by the
present invention..

Following the discussion of 'the prior art; the patent pro
ceeds to state the purposes of the invention.. The' statements
of these purposes are known-asthe objects of invention. They
are .importanr because they are often examined by the courts
whenparenr claims are in dispute to determine the inventor's
exact intentions; The objects of invention tell what the inven
tion seeks to accomplish.

Directly following the objects of invention is a brief list of
the figures of the drawing. These figures illustrate certain
embodiments of the invention. Following the list of figures
of the drawing is a detailed description' of the embodiments
shown in the drawings.

In the description, the figures of the drawings are referred
to and thevarious elements shown in the drawings are identi
fiedby !eferencenumetals.'For example, in Figure 3 of the
patent drawings the laminations of the core are' identified by
the reference numeral 5. The description of' the invention is
required by law to be so dear that any person skilled in the
.field to which the invenrion perrains .can make it' when the
patent .expires.

Patent claims define the invention
The patent specification ends ,with one .or, more' claims, 'which
are formal' definitions of the' invention. To the casual reader,
patent 'claims offer' the most difficulties. .In form, -each claim
comprises a single sentence. ,Since it is not unusualfor claims
to number 200 words or more, it is easy to see why they are
difficult to read. The engineer may ask if anything Can be
done.' about the length of parentclaims. Short of reforming
the Parent Office and the patent ~attorneys, .the answer is no;
The form ofthe patent claim.while relatively, new' historically,
has become established through long usage.... There is little
likelihood of any immediate change. There ,is no recourse,
then, except for the engineer to relax, evenif he can't enjoy it.

One other characteristic of the patent claim which baffles
the novice is the language used. Patent "attorneys, like mem
bers of. all'professions, employ a professional jargon. It is not
employed, however, to mystify engineers, as many of them
seem to think, but 'rather because the jargon has over a period
of years acquired a legal certainty, It must be remembered
that patent claims aredefinitions of the invention. Since they
distinguish'. the inventor's contribution .from. all others, they
must be stated with an exactness that' will withstand the
scrutiny of the courts during the life of the patent. Through
court and Patent Office decisions, certain terms used in claims
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DRAWING, SHEET of U. S. Patent No. 2,468,786 shows four vie~
two forms of laminated core assembly for induction cpperetus. The v~
elements which make up the core are identified in the views by refe:
ncmercls. For example, "5" identifies the laminations. (PLATE A) i

middle class encouraged private speculative. enterprise. Dut
ing the Itith century, the' formarionunder royal~ha.n~r ?f
joint stock companies to· promote trading and .manufactures
created a demandfer patent protection, and the Crown obliged.

English records of Queen Elizabeth's reign (1558-1603)
sh0v,r patents issuing on suchdive~se,: subjects as a dredging
machine;' the 'manufacture of soap,: and an improvement in
knife handles. Patent grants were not confined· to inventors,
however. Importers of industries and machines from abroad,
as well as courtiers and servants who made no inventions .bur
to whom the Crown was often indebted, received grams.
Many of the patents granted by Queen Elizabeth and her
successors to the throne, James I and Charles I, ·were -clearly
contrary to English commonlaw, Theseille~al,granrsjembrac
ing no new inventions but giving cearrfevorires monopolistic
control Over the basic necessities ,of'life~'ushered .in an era of
scarcity and high prices. An ourragedpublic eventually forced,
in 1624, the passage through Parliament ofthefamous Statute
of Monopolies. '. This act, the prototype of modern patent
statutes, made such monopolies illegal.-and emphasizing the
common law restricted the issuance of. patents to, only the
true and first inventor of a new manufacture.

The Statute of Monopolies was to leave irs impress on cer
tain of the American colonies in the I50-year period which
followed the passage of the Statute in England. In that period,
colonies like Massachusetts and Connecticut passed similar
laws and issued patents. Iris not surprising, then, rofind that
many o( the delegates to the Constitutional Convention of
1787 at Philadelphia were familiar with patents. Recognizing
the.desirabilityof encouraging invention under our new
government" once established, the delegates adopted, without
debate, 'a provision fora U~ S. patent syStem: Subsequent
Iegislation.enacred by Congress established the .United States'
Patent Office and empowered the Commissioner of Patents
to grant patents for new inventions. Further legislation, in
1870, provided for the printing and sale of patent copies.

These copiesare obtainable. from the Patent Office for 25
cents. They are exact reproductions of the patent with one
exception; The cover page, which is known as the grant, is
not reproduced,

13atent oWllers'rights are limited
The grant confers on the parenr 0'Y'ner the exclusive right to
make, use, and sell the invention throughout the United States
and its territories for' 17 years. The term "exclusive right"
means that the patent owner has at law only the right to
exclude others from making, using, and selling his. invention.
He himself has no righc.touse the invention if it requires' the
use of another's, patented .invention. When this' situation
exists, the patent owner must obtain permission from the other
patentowner before he can use the 'invention he himself owns.
This permission usually takes the form of a license.. If this is
puzzling, perhaps an example will serve to explain it.

Nikola Tesla secured the basic U. S. patcnr on the polyphase
iinduction moror.i' Shortly afterward and while Tesla's 'patent
was in force, the inventor Dobrowolsky secured a patent: on
an improved winding usable in Tesla's motor." Suppose that
Dobrowolsky, wi~hing to realize on his invention, had desired
to manufacture Tesla's motor with Dobrowolsky's improved
winding.. Would Dobrowolsky have been free to do so ?Nor
without a license from Tesla, The patent system must work

~ u. S. 382,280.
2 U. S. 427,978. First squirrel cage winding.

this way, otherwise Tesla's right would have dissolved into
thin air, if- every time someone else made an improvement
on Tesla's motor that someone else had been free to use Tesla's
invention. Since the practice of any patented invention by
the owner may require the use ofsomeone else's patent, it is
always advisable for the patent owner to check rhe patent
situation relative to his patented device 'before undertaking
manufacture. Otherwise he may be unpleasantly surprised to
receive a 'letter from the. other patent 'owner asking him to'
cease manufacture, or else.

Patents describe inventions
Prior to the American Revolution, the public could not dis
cover from' reading an English or' Colonial patent much 'about
i:he actual invention. No attempt was made in.the early patent
grants to describe the inventionc either by writings or draw
ings..·When.patents were few, this "did not matter much. But
with the advent of the industrial revolution and increased
inventive activity, a written description' came to be required
as part of the grantro distinguish new inventions from the old.
The description of the invention appearing in a' modern patent
should be sufficient roreach anyone skilled in the field to which
the patent perFains to practice it after the patent has expired.
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were occasional visitors, but not, many persons came
to the factory '''frommere curiosity." Under the cir
cumstances the court felt constrained to rule that:

..It has always been held that when the public have
had means of knowledge they have had knowledge
of the invention. Thus if a book has been published
describing the invention, it is not important that
no one has read it.... If a pier has been placed
in the bed of a river, oi: a pipe underground, it is
conclusively presumed to be known to all men.....
It is enough that anyone or more persons, not
under a pledge of secrecy, saw the invention prac
ticed, or even' might have seen it if they had used
their opportunities, provided it was in fact prac
ticed in the ordinary way after being completed.
And it must be held either that the workmen and
visitors were a part of the public, or that they were
persons from whom the public might have acquired
the art without a breach of trust." -

It may well be asked how much those who actually
have, seen an invention in use .in a factory need to
have learned therefrom to render its use public. In
another decision a court ruled it not essential to be
established

"that persons. who witness the prior public use bf
an anticipating device understood and appreciated
its method of operation. That, too, in a practical
sense; is- more than can be asked. A prior' use of
an invention" may be public, even though the por
tion of the public who witnessed it are not skilled
in the art to which the use appertained."

Having due ',' regard for particular circumstances" it
maybe considered that, as tersely expressed by the
Supreme Court ,in a recent decision:

"A mere experimental use is not the public use
defined by the Act, but a single use for profit, r ot
purposely hidden, is such. The ordinary use of a
machine or the practice of a process in_a factory
in the usual course of producing articles for com
mercial purposes is a public use."

Secrecy is abandonment of right to
patent
Another and perhaps more dangerous pitfall than
"public use"lies in the path of the inventor who, hav
ing reaped the benefits of secrecy, seeks yet to reap
those of statutory exclusion and, feigning repentance,
finally discloses his invention in return for, a patent,
If this secret use of the invention extended over: a
period of years. an infringer sued under the patent
may. very well .plead that the inventor had, by his
actions, rendered his patent. void. By choosing secrecy,
he "abandoned" his invention so far as the Courts are
concerned and, by law, he should not have received
a patent if his invention ,had been "proved to' _have
been abandoned." This may seem- arbitrary, but after
all, "Congress, having created the .monopoly, may put
such restrictions upon, it "as it _pleases." And such re
strictions are clearly dictated by public policy. The
intentions of Congress w~re authoritatively clarified
in this respect by the Supreme Court, which held as
long as a hundred years ago that:

, ,

Fig., 2 ...;.. E. L., Perkins' machine for joining two
strips of paper by a thick layer of paste, to form
stiff cardboard. A leadin-g .cour-t decteton handed
down in 1880 held' the patent invalid because of
commercial use of the machine without secrecy
over two years before the patent was applied for
in 1876., ~

"If an inventor should be permitted to hold back
from the knowledge of the public the secrets of his
invention; if he should for a. long period of years
retain the monopoly, and make, and sell his inven

- tion publicly, and thus gather the whole profits
of it.vrelying upon his superior skill and knowledge
of the structure; and then, and then only, when the
danger of competition should force him to secure
the exclusive right, and he should be allowed. t"
take out a patent, and thus exclude the public from
any further use than what should be derived under
it during his fourteen years (seventeen under the
present laws) ; it would materially retard the prog;
ressofscience and the useful arts, and give a pre:~

mium to those who should be least prompt. to
communicate their discoveries."

The Supreme Court also recently cited with ap
proval a lower court decision drawing from the.above
its .conclusion that:

"Not to accept the benefit of the patent laws, but
to rely upon the trade secret law for protection of

. an inventor; is as clear an abandonment by him of
the privileges and obligations of the patent law as
the abandonment of its advantages in any other
manner would be."

Pub6c use protects against
later illlventors
If a machine or process is used in the privacy of a
factory without attempt ar complete uecrecy, the in
vention may be stolen, at least/ in its essential Fea
tures, by unscrupulous visitors. On the other hand,
such use, being public, will render invalid the patent
of even a prior inventor if he has waited untilrthe
public use had continued for more than a year before
applying for his patent.

If this machine or process is later - reinvented by
one who believes himself to be its first Inventor, his
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PUBLIC USE IN PRIVATE, OR VICE VERSA
:b.j()U!U1,eaua:;,patent Attorney, Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.

To he valid, a patent application must he filed within one year
from the first "public lIISe" of art invention. But "experimental use'"
is encouraged. Questiolll: Wheu is a use public, wheu experimental?

• Complaints have often been made of the slowness
of the procedure that inventors must follow before
they can obtain the patents which should rather, in
their minds, be pressed upon them. Yet one of the
purposes of the patent system of this country is to
give to the public the benefit of disclosures of inven
tions at as early a date as possible. Indeed, the his
tory .of our patent .laws seems to reveal a series of
attempts to determine, by a method of successive
approximations, just how soon prospective patentees
can be required to file their applications after com
pleting their inventions.

One yeaI' public use
At present a valid patent on an invention cannot be
obtained unless the application be filed .within one
year from the first public use or sale of the inven
tion in the United States. Formerly the length of
this period was two years. The thought back of this
limitation of public use is that the public should not
suddenly see itself deprived of an invention after
having enjoyed the unrestricted use of it for a period
of years. In this respect a patent assumes. a certain
similarity to real property; and it was held in a suit
for infringement that, if an inventor allows the public
at large to use his improvements for many years, "he
must be deemed to have made a gift of them to the
public, as much as a: person who voluntarily opens
his land as a highway, and suffers it to remain for
a length of time devoted to public use."

The law, at least since its revision in 1870, is per
fectly clear as to this requirement. Yet its applica
tion has been found so full of difficulties that it has
been disregarded by numerous patentees, who were
often apparently quite unaware of being tardy.

What is publicqe?
Naturally, before different aspects of public use, are
examined, the question arises, just what does con
stitute a public use? As is often the case in patent
law, a too general definition is dangerous in that it
may be inapplicable to some unforeseen set of cir
cumstances. With due caution it may be considered
that an invention is.in public use when it is used

openly by the inventor for its intended purpose and'
also when it is used by anyone beyond the control
of the inventor. To apply this rule to any particular

. instance of use, it is, however, always necessary to
bear in mind the explanatory statements made by the
courts and the conclusions reached in cases involving
similar states of facts.

Expel'imental use
Taken literally, the public use statutes were always
quite inflexible. It was not very long, however, be
fore inventors; or more probably, their counsel, had
the brilliant idea that, if a public Use of an invention
for more than two years (now one) before filing is
a bar to the grant of a patent, there is no reason
why some other kind 'If use could not take place at
that time without having such an effect. The most
frequent example of innocuous use isexperimentc:L1
use, which' has served many times as an. excuse for
delay during the last six or seven decades. While in
many instances a long use of an invention cannot
reasonably be interpreted as being experimental, a
well proven experimental use made in good faith has
often been held by the courts not to be a public US".

The authority for this policy is the Supreme Court,
which stated that:

"It is sometimes said that an inventor acquire:s
an undue advantage over the public by delaying
to take out a patent, inasmuch .as he thereby Pfl:
serves the monopoly to himself for a longer period
than is allowed by the policy of the law; but this
cannot be said with justice .when the delay is
occasioned by a bona fide effort to bring his in
vention to perfection, or to ascertain whether it
will answer ,the purpose intended. His monopoly
only continues for the allotted period, in any event; .
and it is the interest of the public, as well as him
self, that the invention should be perfect and prop,
erly tested, before a patent is granted for it."

Pl'ofits. fl'om experimental use
Litigants in patent suits have often made legal his
tory out of the fact that experimental use and use
for profit may be hard to distinguish, and a use in
public may even serve both as an experiment and
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"When the subject of invention isa machine,
it may be tested and tried" in a building, either
with or without closed doors. In either case, such
use is not a public use, within the meaning of the
statute, so long as the inventor is engaged, in good
faith, in testing its operation. He may see cause
to alter it' and improve it-ornot. His experiments
will reveal the fact whether any and what altera
tions may be necessary. If durability is one of the
qualities to be attained, a "long period, perhaps
years, may be necessary, to enable the'inventor to
discover whether 'his purpose" is' accomplished."

Public use in pl'ivate
Going from one extreme, to the other, the same court,
in 1881, declared another patent invalid in a decision
which has set, for generations of patent attorneys, the
standard of non-permissible use. This decision .also
gave Us the second paradox of an invention being in
"public use" merely because it was used privately by
one, person other than the inventor. The invention in
litigation is shown in its pristine simplicity in Fig. 2.
It is a double leaf corset spring which, at the time
of its invention in 1855, no doubt deserved consider
able attention. It was devised to replace the discon
certingly "breakable single leaf springs then" currently

'in use and to give to the feminine body the softly
resilient ", support now more generally provided for
automobile bodies.

Hi: ~ ::~ )
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Flq. 2 -;- S. H. ,Barnes' double leaf corsel sprinq,
invented in 1855 and finitpatenled in 1866. The
patent. reissued ftvetimes, was finally held invalid
because of prior use of the invention by one person.

The inventor made some springs and gave them to
his- future wife to be used by her, but without en
joining her to keep his idea secret. Apparently he
did not have in mind that such use be made under
his direction as a scientific experiment. In 1866, when
the inventor applied for his patent, the springs had
somehow, it is stated, gained general acceptance by
the trade. But the patentee was too late to gather
his reward. In the words of the Supreme Court, the
inventor slept on his rights for eleven years. Like
Rip van Winkle, he found on awakening that what
once belonged to him had passed to others, His pat
ent, to which he belatedly gave so much attention
that he and his wife reissued it five times, was held
invalid. The general principles of this holding were
laid down as follows:

"To constitute the public use of a patent it is
not necessary that more than one of the patented

11lU U ...
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Fig. 3-1. L Hall's burqlar-proof'safepatented
in 1867. "Olie claim. of the patent was Invalidated
by prior use of the, lnventionalthouqh- the In'f'en~

lion could Dot Dq~ally be detected.

....... /'

articles should be publicly used. . . . Whether the
use of an invention is public or private'does not
necessarily depend upon the number of persons to
whom its use is known. Ifan inventor.vhaving
made his device, gives or sells it to another, to be
used by the donee or vendee, without limitation, or
restrictioo;or injunction of secrecy, ,and it is so
usedvsuch use is public, within themeaning of the
statute, even though the use and knowledge of
the use, may be confined to one person."

Public use beyond knowledge of useI'
Use beyond the knowledge of the general public was
also fatal to a claim of a patent on the safe construe
tion shown in Fig. 3. The claim was directed to the
tapered bolts used for fastening together the plates
forming the casing and the door. The patentee mad"
and sold outright a few of these safes more than two
years before applying for the patent. The invention
embodied in those safes was held in 1883 to be in
public use for the reasons that:

"The _construction and arrangement and purposte
and mode of operation and use of the bolts in th"
safes were necessarily-known to the workmen who
put them in. They were, it is true, hidden from
view, after the safes were completed, and it re
quired a destruction of the safe to bring them into>
view. But this was no concealment of them or us',
of them in secret. They had no more concealment

"than wa~ inseparable from any legitimate use of
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Fig. 6--J. Ericsson's hot air engine of 1877. patented
in 1880.. The patent was invalidated by prior use
of the engine beyond the. control of the inventor.

future control over it, and knowing that, except
as a subordinate, he would not be permitted to
make any changes in it by way of experiment."

No experimental use after
unrestricted sale
Equally unsuccessful was the assignee of a patent for
the engine shown in Fig. 6. This engine, operated by
hot air, was similar to some toy .engines ·still .sold
today, but of a species apparently otherwise extinct.
It embodied a water pump discharging through the
water jacket of the engine cylinder. Several engines
were sold outright and installed in Manhattan by the
patentee's assignee for pumping water into the attic
tanks of residences, a job otherwise incumbent upon
the house coachman. At least one engine installed in
1877. was frequently inspected and repaired, some
times without cost, by the manufacturer. The engine
efficiency however was not guaranteed, and-there was
no agreement to take it back. After seven years' Use
it was traded in as part payment for a new engine
of similar construction. In an infringement suit it
was argued that such a set of circumstances was evi
dence of experimental use. But the court held in 1893
that the engine had been in public use, stating that:

"If the inventor wishes to keep control of the
machine which embodies his invention, to' secure
his own access to it for examination, and to keep
it in the friendly hands of those who, he intends,
shall aid him by practical experiment, he must
make such restrictions a part of the contract of

sale, and the court cannot assume them to exiist
in the absence of proof."

Public use in experimental system
The carbon brush, which has assumed considerable
importance in the manufacture of electric motors, is
also notable for the peculiar circumstances which led
to invalidation of the basic patent granted for it.
Fig. 7 shows one of the constructions illustrated in
the patent. In 1881 the inventor tried replacing the
then current' copper brushes by carbon pieces. Later
he devised an overhead conveying system utilizing a
car runnin!\, on a cable and propelled by an electric

~~'
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Fig. 7.....:..C. J. Van'Depoele's carbon brush for
electric motors. invented in 188L patented in
1888. The patent was held invalid because
01· prior public use ~y the inventor in an
experiment·01her tha:l to test. the. brushes.

motor. An experimental model of this novel system,
driven by a .motor provided with carbon brushes, was
built in 1885 for the sole purpose of demonstrating
its operativeness. The inventor did not need to experi
ment with the carbon brushes, as he had already
found them' satisfactory years before. The motor
simply did its duty as a motor, and there was noth
ing experimental about it. Were then the brushes in
public use? The court denying the validity of the
patent in 1901 found that:

"There is no dispute on the proof as to what
this use was. As to a system for overhead elec-
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INVENTIONS "ON SALE"
:b.f~, Patent Attorney, Allis·Chalmers.Mfg. Co.

Invent~ articles may be sold befol'e filing application for patent without detrad·
ing from resulting United States patent rights. When is an article "on sale," and
how long may it be on sale before filing an application for a patent covering ill?

In spite of the intimate dependence of 'our daily
life on innumerable inventions, the monetary value of
new inventions is usually quite unpredictable and is
often, therefore, a matter of opinion. In this connec
tion it is sometimes implied; that inventors,as a class,
are inclined to place an excessive value on their in
ventions. This is quite likely to be true of an inventor
whose invention is outside of the field of his trade
or profession and who therefore may lack the right
yardstick for measuring its value. On the other. hand.
a manufacturer owning an invention, whether made
by himself or assigned to him by someone else, may
be expected to look at it with a more critical, eye.
To him the value of an invention resides very often
in its chances of immediate commercial success, and
money spent on a commercially untried invention
may be an unwise investment, particularly for a man
'with limited capital.

Patent protj!ction
must be sought promptly
This may explain why manufacturers have often put:
valuable inventions on the market-without .taking, the
obvious step offirst patenting them. If an invention
is a .commercial .. failure, money spent to patent it may
be wasted. If it sells well, however, it. is eventually
seized by competitors, and then its originator may
realize that the few hundred dollars that a patent
would cost might be well spent. Often the question
was raised, alas, too late, for the patent statutes re
quire inventors to seek patent protection promptly.
The latest that a patent application may now be filed
is one year after the invention has been in public
use or on sale in this country for the first time,but
a delay of two years was permitted up to a little
over a year ago. Failure to comply with this require
ment renders the resulting patent invalid. -To avoid
any confusion, it may be stated that the public use
or sale refers to an embodiment of the 'invention; the
statute makes no reference to sales of rights to an
invention.

A requirement of this nature, far from being an
imposition, is really a concession to inventors. Any
delay in applying for a patent defers the time at

which the inventor will have to relinquish the invert
tion to the public, Under most circumstances, the
allowed time cannot be extended; and, as with other
laws, ignorance of patent laws is no excuse. If an
inventor, after his invention has been on the market
for one year with or without hiscons,ent,has not
applied for a patent, it will be presumed that he does
not desire it. His failure to apply for a patent is
taken as evidence of his intent to .abandon his inven
tion to the public.

In recent years it has been rather infrequent for
patentees to see their patents invalidated by prema
turesales of theirinventions. Apparently prospective
patentees nowadays are well coached by their counsel
as to 'the legal requirements, These requirements, of
which the full import could only be guessed toward
the end of. the last century, have now been, clarified
by. numerous court decisions. The efforts of tardy
patentees to prove that their. inventions were not on
sale outside of the permissible period have caused
the courts to look into a sufficient variety oLcircurn
stances of sales. to satisfy even the most fastidious
inquirer.

Inventions on sale
One of the earliest principles established by the
courts in this connection is that an invention is to be
considered "on sale" not only when it is sold but
even when it is merely offered for sale. But an in
vention cannot be considered offered for sale until it
has been completed by being at least tried out with
all its elements or, in the language of the courts,
"reduced to practice."

It is reasonable enough to disregard offers to sell
an .inverrtion before it has been fully tested and found
satisfactory. The language of the statute seems to in
dicate that the sales it refers to are only those that
may lead to immediate use of the invention by the
public. But even a very simple invention is apt to
have fatal defects or disadvantages which may 'not
be obvious upon casual inspection. A final test of the,
inventionimay show the need of considerable modi
fication, in which case any "sale" rna de before testis
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made by the buyer instead of by the seller, the sal.e
of the machine would not have been a' 'sale of 'the
invention. The buyer. would vthen have b~en ,paying
for having his invention embodied in 'a machine, but
he would not have paid .for his own invention. A sale
of the invention can only be made to a member of
the public: in other words, to anybody except the
inventor himself.

Sale completed by i~plied acceptanc,e
A sale" of an article embodying art invention:may be'
completed even if the acceptance-of the article is not
expressed but merely implied. In the case of the fire
place mantel shown in Fig. 5, one mantel was shipped
to a purchaser in 1888 and shortly thereafter was
billed to him. The bill. was rendered two years and two
days before the manufacturer applied fora design
patent covering the mantel. There was no formal
acceptance of the mantel, but the fact that the invoice
had not been protested 'was: apparently sufficient evi
dence of the goods. being accepted. The patent was
held invalid in 1893 although the mantel was paid for
less than two years before the patent was applied for.

Sale with delaYtld delivery·
Sometimes a sale may even be completed before actual
delivery of the article sold. Such a sale was fatal. to
the patent on the coating machine shown' in Fig. 6.
The patented structure comprises a heated coating
roller closely 'adjacent to a heated equalizing scraper
and a cooled: smoothing rollerand is an improvement
over a machine previously-built by, theinverttor. in
1908 on borrowed money. 'The, latter machine was
used by the.inYentor, to make carbo;n paper for his
financial backer. Instead of repaying the loan, the
inventor gave his backer a bill of sale of the ,machine,
and soon thereafter the buyer leased the machine back
to the inventor's wife.

In a suit decided. in 1918, the .inventor-contended
that this queer sequence of transactions. did not con
stitute a sale-and- thatthe,machinewas,'simply:secur~
ity for a mortgage. The court, however, held the sale
completed by the transmission of the bill of sale,
more than two years befor,e the patent was iapplied
for in 191L In fact, the machine was actually deliv
ered to the, buyer in 1910. Even though the machine
sold was perhaps imperfect and the structure shown
in the patent greatly improved, the sale invalidated
the patent. because the machine sold was within the
scope of the patent claims.

Conditional sales
The completion of a sale by acceptance of the article
sold is not affected by any money-back' guarantee or'
other guarantee of satisfactory operation, as.fong aa
it is not agreed between the seller and the buyer that
the article sold is purely or at least principally experi
mental and that the sale is made for the purpose of
testing vthe invention. .

Condltionalsales were sufficient to invalidate .the
patent .onfhe etove shown in Fig. 7. The, stove con
sistedof a cast iron frame supporting a double w~111
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Fig. 6 - C. W. Mayer's paper coating machine. for which
bill 01 sale in 190Bi~validated patent ,applied for iii 1911.
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Fig. 5 ---:-W. AndEm=;on'smantel design, shipped
end billed in 18BB,~, rendering invalid, the design
patent opplled for more than two years later.
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invention becomes "on sale" when an embodiment of
it is made only, after receipt of a purchase order. "The
question was answered inseveral court decisions, one
of Which involved the adding cash register shown in
fig. 4. This machine contained an interlock or coupler
between the keys to insure that all keys depressed
,simultaneously would register even .if some were re
leased before completing their stroke.

In' this, case the order' for the machine was' placed
with' the manufacturer before' he made the invention
in- question, neither the seller nor the buyer then
knowing how the machine was going to be arranged.
It was only in the course.of the manufacture of the
machine and after. evolving an unsuccessful design

. that the manufacturer invented the coupler. Thema
chine containing the coupler was delivered to the
buyer in 1886. It was held in a suit decided in 1910
that the sale was completed by the delivery and ac
ceptance of the machine, the title. to which only then
passed from the seller to the buyer. 'raking place
more than two years before the patent was applied
for in 1890, the completion of the sale rendered the
patent void. The court also found good reason to de
clare that the patenting of the machine was just an
afterthought. .

The fact that the machine was manufactured and
delivered upon' an: advance order rather than manu
factured before an order was obtained did not alter
the effect of the sale. But; if the invention had been
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The jar was intended to be an improvement of
another jar of the same inventor, still popularly
known asa Mason jar: The inventor had a few sam
ples of the modified jar made in 1859. Some of these
were sold at that time for three or four dollars a
dozen for the purpose of testing their popularity with
the public and also to make a little easy money. This
wassufffcient to invalidate the patent, which was
applied for only in 1868, when the inventor was atimu
lated into activity by seeing jars similar to his being
sold on the market.

Sale of new article not experimental
The test of the market being an insufficient, excuse,

Some other had to be found' by" the inventor, of the
bed spring shown in Fig. 11. This spring had the
banks of coils tied top and bottom by tie rods and
hooks" a feature which was apparently novel when
the spring began to -be sold in the normal course' of
business early in 1880. Naturally, at first 'the putting
of the spring on sale was something of a gamble, but
the same can be said of almost any article of com
merce.

The spring, however, sold well; and" evidently as
an afterthought. the inventor made his patent appli
cation late in 1882.. This was too late, even though
the patentee obtained his patent Tn less than ten.

"

Fig. 12 - A. M. .Bwctn'e hydraulic turbine, seld without experi,mentation in )} tz
1879. rendering veld the patent applied, for Over two, years' later.

Fig. 11- J. G; Smith's bed
spring. sold in qucntlties in
1880. invalidating the patent ap
plied .fcr .ever two years later.

i

Fig. 10...... J. L.Mason's modi
fied fruit jar, of, which samples
sold in 1859 invalidated' the
patent applied for in 1868.
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MAKE YOUR MARK !

That maze of patent Ilumbers seen on some patented articles is
there for good reasons.. For,wilhout correct patent marking, thl!
patentee may lose part of the protection otherwise available 10 him.

!D. fCU1/tneaux
PATENT ATTORNEY oALLIS-CHALM.ERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

eAs their name clearly indicates, Letters Patent are
public' documents open to everyone for inspection.
Anyone interested" in starting to manufacture anew
article is therefore able to consult, as he should, the
records of the Patent Office, to determine whether the
article is patented or whether it may be manufactured
freely.

Frequently -a manufacturer starts making articles
that, are already on, the market, for the simple reason
that it is easier for man to copy than to create; and
it is unjustly that we taunt our four-handed cousins.
with _the time-honored aphorism, "Monkey see, _mon
key do." If an article is sold without showing any
indication that it is patented, a manufacturer desiring
to copy it will be sorely tempted to assume, without
investigation, that it is not patented and maybe made
and distributed without restriction. With some 750,000
patents now' outstanding; a patent infringement search
is often a formidable task and one not to be under
taken lightly.

Patentecl articles should be so marked
As early as 1842 Congress decided that, human nature
being what it is, it should be permissible to .copy un
marked articles without investigation, and passed the
first statute requiring articles made under patent pro~
tection to be so marked. Under this statute and its
amendments; every article patented in this country
and made or sold in this country should be marked
with the word "patent" and the number of the patent
so as. 'to "give sufficient notice to the public that the
same is patented." (The date of. the patent may be
substituted for its number if the patent issued before
April 1, 1927.) The marking may be applied to the
package containing one or more articles if the article
itself is of such character that it cannot be marked.

In former years the penalty for failing to apply the
proper patent marking used to be a fine. At present,
however, the patentee neglecting properly to mark his

patented-articles is merely prevented from recovering
damages caused to him by infringement of his patent,
unless the infringer continues _ his invasion of the
patentee's rights after being duly notified of his in
fringement.

Conversely, it is a criminal offense punishable,by
a fine to rnark an unpatentedarticle asbeing patented,
but only if this is done "for the purpose of deceiving
the public." Thus, when there is, no intent to deceive,
placing a patent' marking on an.unpatented article Is
condoned, a fortunate circumstance for manufacturers
who have to keep straight the markings of different
kinds of patented and unpatented articles.

Even articles. on which the patent has expired may,
with impunity, bear a patent marking if it appears
that this was not done to deceive the public. In 1876,
sewing machines of a popular make were marked with
'the dates of severalpatents, including the one. shown
in Fig. I, which had all expired at that time. Appar
ently this marking had been initiated during the life
of the patents and' carried through past their expira
tion" and it was heldjn 1882 that no intention was
apparent to represent the machines _as -still. being
patented. .

Patent marking is required on' articles made under
design patents as well asmecnanical patents, but
should not be confused with copyright marking. Lack
of patent marking does not render, a patent invalid,
while lack of copyright marking precludes the secur
ing of copyright protection.

Artic:lesshould be marked plainly
The language of the marking statute is simple enough;
but,. as with all laws, the bewildering variety-of un
foreseen _circumstances under which it was 'applied
caused the courts fo investigate its requirements in
many litigations in which it was invoked.v For ex
ample, since the purpose ,'of patent :marking is to give
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the discussion of the objects is called, should not
always be taken at face value. It is not unusual
for a statement of invention to be written in such
general, terms as to be practically meaningless, or
for it to be' overdrawn and grossly misleading as
to the invention which the patent actually covers.
A weak and colorless statement of invention, as
well as an overdrawn or misleading statement of
invention, is a decided handicap in the interpreta
tion' of.a patent.

How an overdrawn or misleading statement of
invention gets into a patent is easily explained.
When an irtventorfiles his application for a patent,
he -proceeds on what he knows of the prior art,
and he writes his statement of invention on the
basis of this knowledge. The U. S. Patent Office
may then cite prior patents or other references to
show that the 'inventor was mistaken in what he
thought he had invented; and when he finally gets
his application allowed on what patentable surplus
it may contain, he forgets or neglects to revise his
statement of invention in conformity with the
actual state of theprior art. Thus, we see that the
statement of invention is not an infallible guide
towards a correct understanding of what the patent
really covers, and we would make a grave mistake
by judging a patent merely on the strength of the
contents of the' statement of invention.

The principal purpose of the statement of inven
tion is to give us an understanding of the utility
of the invention and of its advantages which the
inventor believes are his contribution to the ad
vance of the art. Knowing that much about the
invention, we come closer to the appreciation of its
merits, but what the patent really covers still re
mains to be seen.

• Disclosure
The law requires, as we have seen, that a patent

contain a full disclosure of the invention, and the
discussion of the objects serves in part to comply
with this requirement. In order to further comply
with the requirement for a full disclosure, the
specification of the patent, proceeds with a descrip
tion of an embodiment of the invention. ' Naturally,
the inventor' selects for exemplification in the pat
ent the best mode he knows of for carrying out
the invention.' By doing sO,however; he does not
commit himself to a limitation in the sense that
the: invention may not be embodied in another or
better way than that which he has selected for
exemplificatiol1 and which he thought was the best
when he filed his application. A carefully written
specification guards against the implication that
the invention might be limited to the concrete ex
emplification by stating that the drawings show a
"preferred" embodiment of the invention or by
other statements of like import.

The desire to avoid undue commitments in the
description of the drawings also finds expression
by frequent reference to possible alternatives or
substitutions. Such' statements are sometimes help
ful in segregating the important from the less irn-
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portant features of the invention, but they often
cause the' uninitiated reader to wonder about their
possible meaning. For instance, if an inventor has
included a statement that one part of his device is
connected to another "by bolts or any other suit
able means," we will be about ready to agree with
the pungent criticism of a commentator who ob
served, "He may be talking about holts but I think
that the brother is nuts." Indiscriminate references
to alternatives will indeed confuse rather 'than
clarify the invention, but if judiciously used, they
are no mere legal hocus-pocus and serve a real

. purpose in elucidating the invention.

The selected exemplification of the invention is
usually described with meticulous care, it being the
inventor's theory that by enlarging upon details
he will be sure' to catch the invention. In the case
of a machine, the description of its construction
and mode of operation often becomes cumbersome
reading to which, however, we must submit in order
to be fully equipped for a critical view of the in
vention.

.• ·Claims
In addition to the requirement of a full disclosure

of the invention, the patent law requires that the
inventor shall "particularly point out and distinctly
claim the part, improvement, or combination which
he claims as his invention." In other words, the
entire disclosure, including drawings, statement of
invention, and description is mainly and lastly only
a basis for the claim or claims which appear as
one or more numbered paragraphs at the end of
the specification.

The original patent document which the inventor
receives from theU. S. Patent Office bears on its
first page an impressively sealed statement which
proclaims that the, patent is to grant to the inven
tor, for the term of 17 years, the exclusive right to
manufacture, use, and vend his" invention through
out the United States and the territories thereof.
In order to make it reasonably possible for anyone
to respect this grant and avoid infringement, the:'
inventor must not only disclose his invention; but
he must also claim it.

Let us assume that there were no claim or claims
in a patent. In that case the inventor could assert
his right of exclusion against supposed infringers
entirely at his pleasure and in the most high-handed
manner. It would leave the door open for him to
change his mind from time to time about what he
intends to claim' as questions of infringement arose,
and there would be no endto arguments about his
rights. .

For example, there would be those who would
say that the inventor could not claim, infringement
unless the embodiment of the invention as it ap
pears from the disclosure had been copied in every
detail-a very disputable argument, because it must
be remembered that the concrete form in which
the invention has been incorporated only reflects
the spirit of the invention, and that even an inven-



first inventor; or that the alleged invention is merely
the result of mechanical skill applied to previously
known-mousetraps, and does not rise to the dignity
of invention, despite the fact that the Patent Office
permitted the patent' to issue. These, and many other
defenses; may be set up by an infringing. competitor,
to limit or destroy the protection afforded by the
patent. It might he well, in order to emphasize the
fact that patent protection may ..be destroyed. to
emulate the policy of the French Patent Office in
stating that patents are granted "without guarantee
of the government." In the interest ,of fairness, it
should be stated that United States patents are le
gally presumed to be valid until proved to be invalid.
Even if the patent is valid, it may be found that a
competitor may be able to make a mousetrap which
is just as good by changing the construction in such
a way as to avoid the claims of the patent. The above
is sufficient to point out that a patent does not assure
the-inventor or assignee an easy 'road .to wealth, sales
or even certainty of protection.

(tbstacles to manufacture
A third fallacy, recurring again and again, is the
notion that a patent grants its owner the. right to
m.anufacturethe pateritedarticle. This is very , far
from the facts. A patent for a mousetrap gives the
owner the right to use the courts to prevent others
from making, using or selling mousetraps embody
ing the features claimed 'in his patent. But others
may hold patents covering certain features of the
patented mousetrap, and they have a similar .right
to prevent anyone else, including the inventor of
the improved mousetrap, from utilizing these pat
ented features during the life of. these patents. For
example, John Doe gets a' patent on an improved
mousetrap which includesJ among other . things,a
special spring. Richard Roe holds a patent covering
this special spring. John Doe cannot make, use or
sell his. patented mousetrap without infringing Rich
ard Roe's spring patent. John Doe's patent does not
give. him the right to manufacture his patented
mousetrap, unless he 'gets a license from Richard Roe.
In fact, it would be highly desirable for John Doe
(or his attorney) to' make an infringement search
i. e., to consider -the claims of all unexpired patents
relating to mousetraps and parts thereof~ to ascer
tain whether' he is free to manufacture, use or sell his
patented mousetrap.

Another fallacy frequently encountered is the idea
that the marking "Pat. Pending" denotes patent pro
tection. If such marking is applied in good faith, it
indicates that the manufacturer or his licensor or
assignor, has filed an application for a patent to cover
one or more features of the articles so marked. It
denotes 'no present protection at all. It simply serves
to notify the public that at some future date a patent
may issue which, may' give 'the owner the right to
prevent the public from further manufacture, use or
sale of certain features of the article so marked. It
is true that after a patent issues, the owner will have
a right to proceed against those who are still using
the patented device. And if these users a're custom
ere of a responsible manufacturer, the manufacturer
may undertake to reimburse the patent owner for
any damage he may suffer by reason of continued
use of the patented article by the manufacturer's
customers.
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A final word about extent of patent protection.
Just because a mousetrap. is patented, the patent
owner usually does not have a monopoly on all fea
tures of the patented mousetrap. His monopoly ex
tends only to the features or combinations of features
claimed in the patent, and their equivalents. It may
be that the features claimed are unimportant and
'may be omitted, or may be replaced by other (non
equivalent) features. Therefore-the 'extent of patent
protection is not indicated at all by the usual patent
marking, and the claims of the patents themselves
must be consulted. These claims in turn may not be
self-explanatory. and it may be necessary to consult
the Patent Office file of the patent, and construe. the
claims in view of the art cited therein and arguments
utilized to obtain allowance of the claims. The mere
fact that a mousetrap is mad~ under a patent is' no
indication how far the public is free to go in utiliz
ing features of the patented construction. The patent
claims, at least, must be consulted.

Exploding other fallacies
It is only fair to point cut that fallacies concern
ing patents are not limited to the layman. Among
the most assiduously cultivated fallacies' current
among patent attorneys as well as engineers, exam
iners, and executives is the notion. that our patent
system is directly responsible for our high standard
of living and the high level of our industrial civiliza
tion with its accompanying mechanical marvels and
peaks of prosperity.. For example, an eminent patent
attorney was quoted as follows in the Patent Office
Journal a few years ago: "Our patent system has
been the primary factor in making America foremost
among the nations in ,agriculture, inventing and
manufacturing. While there are other factors, the
patent system is by far the most potent one." To
those engaged in patent practice this is a ..,flattering
idea, sown in a field fertilized by the will to believe.
Needless to say, it cannot stand the test of critical
examination. Regarded with any degree of healthy
skepticism, the idea is quite preposterous, even though
it is entertained by many 'who ought to know better.
Isn't it likely that a temperate climate and tremen
dous natural resources have something to do with
our high standard of living? Isn't it a slight on the
initiative and, ability of our people, our well 'known
traits of mechanical skill, Yankee ingenuity, high
standard of literacy, etc., to regard our industrial
advances as. being due directly to' this specific patent
system? Perhaps a better way to indicate the fun
damental error of this broadly accepted idea is to
consider whether the adoption of our patent system
in, let us say; Siam, would result in an American
standard of living and a rate of dndustrial progress
equivalent to ours. Moreover, if ourpatent system is
responsible for our peaks of prosperity, must it not
also take the responsibility for the depths of depres
sion we periodically experience?

The writer realizes his rashness in questioning so
commonly accepted' an "axiom" in our patent system,
but trusts that the system has sufficient inherent
worth to sustain a critical, unbiased examination, and
does not need to be. buttressed by ridiculous claims.

Probably every inventor and patent practitioner
has his own pet list of patent fallacies. The few listed
above certainly' do not constitute an exhaustive list
but. are probably the ones which cause the most
difficulty.
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which it has not formerly possessed any rights. Since the
patent grant is in the nature of a contract by which, in return
for the disclosure of something new and useful and previously
not available to the public, the government grants a limited
exclusive right, the grant cannot be valid if the subject' mat
ter previously has been made available to the public. It fol
lows that advances which amount to no more .than normally
expected or routine improvements of prQductso! processes
through application of knowledge already available to the
public are not patentable.

"But," Jones says, "that coupling of mine can be useful
in hundreds of places. I didn't get my idea from anyone else.
A.ndfurthermore, there is nothing like it, on the market now,
and they would sell like hotcakes. Snrely, that gives me a
right to a patent."

Nevertheless, Jones may not have a right to a patent, for
it may be that another man a' long time ago produced sub
stantially the same thing, used it in public, and described it in
some obscure publication. Perhaps- the reason that the same
or a similar product is not on the market', today .. is that the
earlier man did not have a ready market for his product, or
could find no capital to back production. Maybe the product
was too costly for public acceptance. Whatever,the reason may
be, if all the essential features of the invention were avail
able to the public before Jones thought of it, he cannot get a
valid patent even though the disclosure be buried away in
some half-forgotten tome. .

Clnly improvement is protected
"But," Jones says, when confronted with an ancient patent
(or some other early publication}, "this patent describes only
the bare essentials of. a flexible coupling. I've made an
important improvement over what is shown in this patent.
My coupling has flange parts secured to two shaft ends, and
a resilient coupling member, like the one shown in the patent;
but my resilient coupling member is different in form and
engages the flange parts in a different way. Can't I get a
patent on such an improved coupling?"

Yes, Jones may indeed be entitled to a patent covering at
least his particular novel form of' resilient' coupling member
and its novel relation to the flange parts, provided the advance
he has made can 'be said to involve more than the ordinary
skill of his calling. In this case, Jones will be granted a
patent giving him 'the exclusive right to make, use, and vend
couplings involvinghispatticular form and arrangement of
resilient cou.pling members and flange parts.

Jones' Letters Patent, however, can be used only to ex-
\elude others from making, using, or vending his particular
form of improvement. His patent cannot prevent competitors
from using any coupling structure previously made available
to the public, even though never before actually manufactured
or generally known. .And it cannot prevent the manufacture,
sale, or use of other improved couplings involving other forms
and relationships of parts, unless such forms and relationships'
are IT.1ere equivalents of Jones' improvement.

Thus, a patent is an exclusive right only to what has previ
ously been unknown and unavailable to the. public and might
not have become known or available but for the patentee's par~

ticular-Ingenuity.: inventive effort and disclosure to the public.
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"Exelus.ive" is key to ~Irant

The word "exclusive" is the key word in the fundament~r
patent provision of the' Constitution and in' the patent grant.
The patent grant does not give the inventor a right to sell
or use his' invention. The patent grant merely makes exclusioe
this right, which. the inventor would have-without the patent
grant, That is, the patent grant gives the patentee the' right
to exclude others for a limited time frnm .the practice of his
patentable invention. By the same token, the patentee may
himself be excluded from the practice of the patented inven
tions of' others.

"Does this mean that I can be prevented from practicing
my own invention?" Jones asks.

Let's assume that not Jones, but another person called
Smith, has an earlier nnexpired patent broadly covering all
couplings involving two flange parts and a resilient coupling
member, and that no useful conpling involving Jones' patented
improvement can be devised which does not involve the use
of Smith's earlier patented invention.

Smith learns of Jones' invention and, conscious of the ex
elusive-nature of his patent grant, says to him: "Jones, you
can't make, couplings' according to your invention. I nave a
patent which covers conplings like yours."

"Well!" says Jones, ,:'1 have a patent here that gives me
the. exclusive right to make, use, and vend my coupling."

"That's right," says Smith, "yon have that right if yon
can do it without incidentally using my invention. But, as
you see, my patent gives me the exclusive right to my inven
tion;and I can't see-how your coupling tan be made without
using my invention."

Thus the broader patent grant to Smith can be enforced
to exclude Jones from the practice.of the Jones invention
dnring the life of the Smith patent grant, provided the jencs
invention cannot be practiced without use of the patented
Smith invention. Therefore, even though Jones' is entitled
to a patent, the patent law does not give him any right to
proceed with the practice of his invention withont regard.to
the patent rights of others. In fact, if Jones cannot make,
use, and sell his own invention without infringing on the ex
elusive rights of others, he may actnally be prevented from
commercializing his invention, or reaping. any reward what
'ever for his ingenuity, so long as such other exclusive rights
exist.

Of course, while Smith has a broad patent and can domi
nate the field in his particular class of coupling, he may find
that the Jones improvement,' which he cannot use without
license, would greatly reduce hiscosts of production, increase
the sales appeal of his coupling, or in' some other way pro
mote an increased return from exploitation of the Smith
patent conI'ling. If so, Smith may feel he can't get along
without Jones' improvement and he may be willing tn pay
royalty for the right to nse Jones' improvement or pnr
chase the Jones patent. Jones may, in this way, be rewarded
in' an amount commensurate with the' real value of his im
provement, which is, in the last analysis, a share in the profits
earned through use of his improvement' which might not
have been earned without it.



broad invention, and usually including a drawing
and one or more claims which define the limits of
the monopoly granted. The function of the statement
of the invention including the specific description,
and usually referred to as the specification, is to tell
the story of the invention. It may properly bring in
a general picture of the state of that particular art at
the time the inventor entered the field. It may set
forth the disadvantages of the prior art and therefore
the problem confronting the inventor at the time of
his invention. It then sets forth the manner in which
the invention has solved the problem usually by de
scription. of one or more particular embodiments of
his invention. It is a dictionary for the terms used
in defining the monopoly granted. When published,
it limits future inventions to those constituting a sub
stantial advance over what is disclosed therein. The
statement of invention describes the outer limits of
any particular monopoly that can he validly granted
by the patent.

The inventor is required by statute to "particu
larly point out and distinctly claim the part, improve
ment or combination which he claims as his invention
or discovery." This he does in one or more 'para
graphs at the end of the description, which para
graphs are called, claims, and each of which defines
the extent of the monopoly granted by such claim.
To one not versed in the function of the claims and
the reasons therefor, these claims appear to be such
a conglomeration of abstractions and legal verbiage
as to be not only unintelligible but to be far from
telling what the invention is., It must be remembered
that the claims are not written for the' purpose of
describing or explaining the invention. The only func
tion of the claims is to' lay an exact boundary of the
ground forbidden to others. If the inventor in his
patent merely described his invention, the public in
general would have to search out the step in advance
that such inventor had made and on which the monop
oly was granted. The statutes provide against this by
requiring the inventor to state exactly that from
which the public is to be excluded, a categorical in
clusion of the essential invention elements to which
one can refer and determine whether or .not the con
struction he desires to use is exactly or equivalently
the thing forbidden.

Obviously, the inventor desires his monopoly to
cover as much ground as it can. When the inventor
makes his invention, his ideas are concrete, and he
has a specific embodiment in mind; and, upon analysis
he will find a broad generic class which, when stated
as generalizations, both structurally and functionally,
will include his concrete and specific embodiments
and all proper equivalents. His specific means for
accomplishingchis desired result may, for example,
include a current transformer connected in a load
circuit and functioning to energize a trip coil of a
circuit breaker upon overload. to cut off the supply
'of power. Upon analysis he finds that this element
of his invention may be responsive to voltage rise or
fall, . to reverse energy flow to power factor change
and various line conditions of surge, ground or short
circuit, and that· the, desired functioning may be to cut
out the line, to cut in resistance, or to slow down or
speed up the supply generator. As recited in broad
language in the claim, this element therefore becomes
a "means responsive to a predetermined circuit condi
tion for controlling the circuit." Obviously, such lan-
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guage does not describe or explain the invention, but
it does lay down an exact boundary of forbidden
ground.

To summarize, patent monopoly (embraced in a
claim or claims) is given to an inventor in exchange
for a complete disclosure (embraced in the specifica
tion) of a substantial invention or discovery which
promotes progress of science and. the useful arts, and
such monopoly permits him for the life of the
to prevent others from utilizing the invention.

Specific examples of how this information of fun"
damerrtals may be used by engineers is suggested.
below.

Infringement considerations
When considering patents to see. if a given construc
tion infringes:

1. Consider each claimsepar~telY.

2. Does each essential element thereof or its equiva
lent appear in the given construction? If not,
no infringement.

3. If the construction infringes, does it Come
within the broad scope of the invention dis
closed in the specification and is it within the
statement of the invention?' If not, the claim
would not be held valid bya court.

4. If the claimed construction is within the disclo
sure, is it a substantial advance over prior con
structjons ? Is it invention over a construction
described in the specifications of patents of prior
inventors? (Remember that although some pat-
ents may be dated earlier; the inventors may not 'i .

be prior.) If not, the claim would not be held
valid.

5. If the construction comes urider 2, 3, and 4, then
in considering how infringement may be avoided,
determine what essential element of -the .claimed
construction can be omitted and the desired re
sult obtained.

Application consideration.s
When considering an invention as material for a
patent application:

1. Has a complete and clear written disclosure of
the invention been made, signed and dated?

2. Has such disclosure been made to and under
stood by others, witnessed and dated?

3. Is it a substantial advance over prior construe
tion including that disclosed in patent specifica
tionsof earlier inventors?

4. Has such disclosure been analyzed to 'determine
broad generic language that ' will include all.
other embodiments of the invention? '!

5. Has the inventor made a statement of.. his in-'
vention in the broadest terms which will still
avoid prior constructions of which he has knowl
edge?

The above consideration is concerned merely with
the fundamentals; and, after such consideration, if you
desire to know whether or not a given construction
infringes' a' patent or whether it is patentable - con
sult your patent attorney.





A situation sometimes arises in which one desires to usc a
structure which effects the same result as obtained by a patented
invention, but. to. do so, without license, would invite a' suit
(or infringement. In such cases, there are several courses
open. Ore of the best ways out of this difficulty is to find a
different way of doing the same, thing; that is, a way-which
does not utilize the invention covered by the patent-claims.
Inventions; are often made in this rnanner.v'Ihe saying "Neces
sity is the mother of. invention" applies. By the .exei:cise of
ingenuity, it is often possible to obtain the desired result in a
different or better manner. On .the other hand, often·· an
older and patentably free device may be found to be equally
good or to serve the purpose better.

Avoiding patent. claims
In the process of finding different waysto produce a given
result, the principle of inversion is sometimes llseful, par
ticularly where the resulting effects afford superior advantages.
This consists of inverting and interchanging elements of the
patented devicesf' that, for example, the ;moving parts of the
patented. device become the stationary parts of the modified
device and vice versa. It is sometimes possible through this
procedure to make a new invention.

.Another-method-of.cevoiding __ a patented invention is to
design a device, that does not include all of the essential ele
ments of the· invention covered by 'the patent claims. In
many cases, patent claims have been limited in order to avoid
the. prior art, and, therefore, avoidance is not too difficult
Itis necess~ry to exclude but one essentiaielement of a claimed
invention in order to avoid infringement ,of the claim. An
element is not. omitted if an equivalent element is substituted
in its place. For example, if the patented invention covers
the use of copper for theconstructionofa device and it
could be equally well produced in steel, zinc, or any..other
metal, the invention could not ordinarily be avoided merely
by. constructing the device of one of the other metals'.. How
ever, if- the- use of copper was specifically: stated to be apart
of. the invention because it had peculiar .properties which ren
ders the device operative in ra particular .. desired manner. not
provided by other metals, it might be possible to avoid the
'patent claims by use of some <metal which the art had there
tofore .considered unsatisfactory.

In other words; the inventor is entitled to reasonable Iati
tude, in construing his invention, in. the matter of equivalents
which could be substituted by any one skilled in the art for
the elements of the claimed invention.

Securing Invention Rights
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ilion-exclusive rights to inventions
'Without filing a patent application an in~ent6i may per
petuate the right which he then has to make, use and sell his
invention by the doing of some act which will bar others
from obtaining a valid patent for such invention. This' may
be accomplished in either of the following ways:

1. Public Use-If the invention, is embodied in one-or
more installations in public use for one year before another
files a patent application for such invention, no valid patent
can be obtained, and hence such publicuse would preserv~ the
non-exclusive 'right which 'the inventor has to make,' use or
sen his inventio'n. Of course, such rights being non-exclusive,
other persons may similarly.make, use, and sell such invention.

2. Publication-s-ii the work of' embodying the invention
in a public, use is too great or costly, the same type of pro~

tection, as set forth in (1) above, can be obtained by publish
ing .a disclosure of the invention. Such a publication more
than one year prior to filing of a patent application would
bar the grant of a valid patent for the invention. This pub
lished disclosure must be sufficiently clear and complete so that
anyone skilled in the art could make and use the invention.
The publication must be a printed one and must be available
to the public. IiI this connection; a publication by .a manu
facturer for distribution only within his own organization
would not bar another inventor from obtaining 'a valid patent
for the invention.

If a man who first conceived an 'invention stopped work
on it for a period of time before completion and resumed
work only after a later conceiver had completed the same
"invention,,the later man may be determined in an' interference
proceeding in the Patent Office to be the "first" inventor so far
as the right to, a 'patent is concerned. If the first man could
prove diligence in working toward completion of his inven
tion, from a time just prior to the time the second man entered
the field until completionof his (the first man's) invention,
the 'first man would be determined to be the "first',' inventor,
unless he had abandoned his invention.

The issuance of the patent to an inventor gives'him no
further tight, other, than he then has, to use his invention:
His right to make, use and sell his invention may be .Iirnited
by prior patents. issued to others. The issuance, of a -patent
is no guarantee as to the validity of the claims thereiri, but
the burden of proof is on one who disputes their validity.
In other, words, ,the claims of an issued patent are presumed
to be valid until proved invalid, The claims of a patent appear
in numbered paragraphs describing the forbidden ground on
which' others may not tread.

A patent owner may transfer rights to his patent' by assign
ment or by granting the exclusive license with a right to sue
for past infringement. After such-assignment. or' 'exclusive
license, his rights to make, use or sell apparatus embodying
the invention are no greater, than those' of any other outsider.
However, by granting a non-exclusive .license, he gives up 'his
right to, prevent 'the 'lice'nsee', from manufacturing, using, or
selling the device covered by the patent. Such non-exclusive
license may be limited to include only a particular class of de
vices or may "be' limited "territorially. A patent owner may

. forfeit his tight to recover from an infringer 1:>Y knowingly
permitting long-continued infringement of the patent by such
infringer, without raking effective action toward stopping it.
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it, the values involved in the grant become much
more understandable.

The genius or concept of ·the Constitution lies in
the recognition of the rights of the individual. This
includes two. phases: first, his relation to property
and, second, his relation to people. The Constitution,
particularly in the Bill of Rights, guaranteed the
right to hold property, and it guaranteed the human
rights, 'presumably, of life, liberty, and the pursuito£
happiness. The patent grant in the United States
partakes of those two values, namely,the property
right value and the human right value. We may also
observe that these two values appear in the grant of
patents under other systems, that is, inothercoun
tries, but with. the emphasis placed differently.

A man's invention is something which is peculiarly
personal to him. It is the fruit of .his life's experi
ence. The United States system takes very definite
cognizance of that hu'man value in requiring that the
inventor, and he alone, execute the application 'fer
patent. Hence, one great value of the United States
Patent System is its spiritual value in' ,encouraging
the common man to raise himself in the esteem of
his fellows and to gain a competence. This value of
the patent as a stimulus and encouragement is begin
ning to be 'recognized in other countries': These ether
nations are-beginning to sense the spiritual or human
rights value in the invention and patent.

At the International Conference in London (1934)
for ,the protection of industrial property, there' was
introduced the provision (Article 4 Ter.) to the effect
that-

"The inventor shall have the right to. have his
name appear, as inventor, on the patent."

At t4is same conference, a number of proposals to
extend the free period during which taxes, were not
to be levied were made. This indicated plainly the
shifting of the emphasis from the property value of
the patent to the human-rights value which is occur
ring in the mind of "the world, and particularly in
those, countries where heretofore the property value
has been-dominant. '

The status of the average inventor. now (1937) js
in the aggregate different from his status when the
American system was instituted in 1836. At present
the average inventor is in the employment 'Of a cor
poration, and he participates but little in the benefits
accruing from the patent grant.

If the inventor be not employed by a corporation,
andihis invention is not assigned, to a corporation,
he is not in position to manufacture the invention,
because manufacturing for the American-market re
quires expensive' machinery of production; and" this
the individual is rarely able to command.

Hence, under present conditions, 'the p'citent'right
has been converted in the hands of. the, assignee, into
a purely property right value, and the human-rights
value of the patent system is being considered as'
secondary in the United States. Thus We see that,
the United' States patent system and foreign. patent
systems are approaching each other more nearly in
that in Toreign countries the human-rights value is
being recognized to a greater degree;. whereasibe
callse, of changes in economic conditions and, t~e

greater development of the arts, the human value is
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being lost and the property value emphasized under
the American system.

Changing economic concepts
Do the signs of the times indicate any fundamental
imminent change in theTlnited States system?

No one can say positively, but a brief review of
the economic situation of the world and of the
United States in particular is interesting in this con
nection. In' three periods of the world's history, we
can recognize important differences in -the economic

. situation of the people.

Up until the time of, the Industrial Revolution
there had always been a scarcity of necessities. After
the Industrial Revolutiori a reasonable supply of
necessities was available, and since the World' War
there appears to be an overproduction of necessities,
These changes in conditions have wrought changes
in the emphasis upon human rights as compared to
property rights. .

From the earliest records of man down to the In
dustrial Revolution, man's progress has been marked
chiefly by developments in

1. Instruments of' destruction.

2. Integration and disintegration of political power
characterized by the minority coercing the ma
jority, politically and economically.

Then came the Industrial Revolution followed by
the American Revolution and the French Revolution,
which emphasized the right of the individual to hold
property and to be secure-in the reasonable enjoy
ment of life.

From the time of the Industrial Revolution to the
World' War. civilization is characterized by,

1. Development of instruments of production with
a resultant reasonable supply of necessities.

2: The concept of political rule by the majority.

3. The concept of laissez iaixe (free competition).

Then came the World War followed by the Rus-
sian Revolution and the World Panic. This move
ment emphasized the right of. the individual to a mini
mum 'participation in necessities; in other words, the
right to enough to keep from starving..

The present period which is really just begun is
characterized by

1. Development of instruments of far reaching
intercommunication and transportation : radio,
automobile, television, movies.

2. .T'he concept of"e~onon1ical control of theimi
nority by the majority - a planned economy,
L e., competition controlled or eliminated.

The overproduction e,f necessities
The overproduction of necessities (when compared
to effective consumer demand) has given the most
astonishing twist to the philosophy of government
in the United States, particularly as affecting the
concept of the basic rights of the individual. Prop
erty rights during world scarcity are sacred, because



N,eed of patents
It is easy to see good reasons for the granting of
patents, and not so difficult to understand how they
carne about.

At the dawn of man's development he began to
use tools. They were his property.. If he made an
axe, it was his only so long as he retained actual
possession. of it. If he left it lying where someone
else could get it, he had to do one of two things:
either regain possession of it, that is, take it by force
or otherwise, -or make himself another axe.

In all forms of primitive society, possession or
physical control of a thing was the only way of own
ing property. This means that the strong man could
take from the weaker. The common conscience -rec
ognized this as wrong. So the common conscience
organized an effective sentiment against such taking
possession or, ownership, and devised the ingenious
theory of "title."

Now "title" may be defined, loosely, as the rela
tion of a man to a thing by virtue of which he can
not be deprived of the thing except either by his
voluntary act or by operation of law. If a man has
title to a thing, he came by it lawful1y.

Not only did the conscience of primitive man rec
ognize the necessity for- preserving proper ownership,
but prescribed punishment for the wrongful taker,
that is, the robber or thief.

But when the first axe was invented there was no
law to keep anyone else from making a Chinese
copy of that axe for himself. In the early stages of
man's industry no great need was felt for restrain
ing the second man from copying the ideas of the
first. But as industry became more highly organized
and as John Doe went into the axe business and
depended upon it for livelihood, if he invented an
improvement in axes, he naturally wanted that im
provement for himself. But how could he keep the
improvement if he sold an axe which contained the
improvement? For as soon as someone bought the
improved axe, containing the novel _idea, the pur
chaser could copy it. So could a third person, a
fourth, or a fifth. Thus the .inventor would, in the
very use of his improvement, throw the idea open
to the public. Then, when a rival began making the
improved form of axe, the inventor would derive no
advantage from his initiative, thought, and labor.

The concept of title didn't help, for the man who
bought the improved axe owned the axe rightful1y.
Of course, if the inventor chose to keep the thing a
secret, he could keep ownership of the idea-but that
would be a Spartan concealment.

It gradually became recognized that a man should
have a property right in his invention just as much
as he had to his own axe, or his dog, or his home,
or anything else he worked for and got by his own
efforts,

P'rovision for legal patent rights
But the law changes very slowly. It is like the
Bourbons, who learn nothing and forget nothing. It
has taken ages for this simple right of property in
inventions to be recognized.
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This conviction of the property right in inventions
grew acute with 'the advent of that stage of economic
development known as the division of labor and the
factory system - the Industrial Revolution.

Not altogether by accident, but with pronounced
causal connection, there occurred just at this june
ture a great event --- the American Revolution, If
you should be interested in the relation between the
Industrial Revolution and the 'American Revolution,
I might pause to tell you.

The American Revolution and the Constitution to
which it gaye rise emphasized or idealized the rights
of the individual. The Constitution, and the laws
which followed it, clothed the inventor with more
than mere property rights. The invention must have
absolute novelty, and hence the act of invention is
emphasized. It is not enough that a new and useful
invention has been brought into being. Some one
must- be the inventor, and he must have the quality
of invention in him. This makes the invention a per
sonal matter, and the inventor is treated as a 'special
individual of an exalted character, instead of a nor
mal individual doing the work that is expected
of him.

We can all recognize the necessity 'for patents as
a means forprotecting an inventor in a way in which
he is incapable of protecting himself.

"Title" was a convenient thing to relieve a man
of the necessity for "physical .violence to recover his
wrongfully taken physical property, but conceivably,
a man could physical1y recover stolen property. But
physical violence would never be capable of recover..
ing a stolen idea. Title to 'an idea is not an easy
concept.

The concept of a patent as a monopoly granted
to one who introduced a new manufacture into the
Kingdom is quite old, and was recognized as an
established institution by the Statute of Monopolies
in the reign of King James 1. Prior to this legisla
tion, patent rights had been cast into the same legal
form as predatory monopolies. After predatory
monopolies were extinguished, patents for inventions
continued in the same form. Casting the grant for a
patent for an invention in the form of a predatory
monopoly has been one of mankind's misfortunes.

With the invention of the steam engine came the
Industrial Revolution, the factory system" and the
division of labor (all so wel1 established that their
names sound strange). .

The Industrial Revolution brought about the
American Revolution and the French Revolution.
This was a movement by mankind broadly asserting
the right of the individual to live, to hold property,
and to have a voice in his -own political 'government.

The political philosophy of the American people,
as.. expressed-Inithe ~<~Gonstitution,and.,-the statutory.
law enacted thereafter, appears to assert all rights,
even the right to ideas,' to be natural rights, exist
ing by virtue of the divine endowment of man. The
Constitutional provision contemplates the enactment
of legislation by Congress to grant exclusive rights
to authors and inventors 'in order "to promote the
progress of Science and useful Arts." It appears that
the rights of the authors and inventors to their
respective writings and discoveries are to be made



The foundation of an indlJlstry - one of the most widely
used inventions - is the multiple v-belt drive, U. S. Patent No.
I.662.511. granted to Walter Geist, the Allis-Chalmers president
during the last years of his life. Shown is an ALlis-Chalmers
TEXROPE drive on a machine tool~ an industry in which its compact,

, smoc,th.running flexibility is playing a big part-. The TEXROPE drive
was originally developed for the t,extile industry to replace jerky'
chain d'4veswhich snapped threads.



The Congress shall have power ... "To promote the

progress of science and useful arts," .by securing for limited times to

authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings

and discoveries.

Article 1, Section 8, Constirution of the United States, of America


